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SUMMARY

Traceability is recognized as essential for supporting software development. However, a

number of traceability issues are still open, such as link semantics formalizationor standards for

traceability process models. One widely accepted approach to implement traceability practices

is the use of methodologies. But the information related to organization, stakeholders, product

size, and quality requirements may change from one project to another. Asa consequence,

traceability information may differ as well. One common way to cope with this fact is the use

of metamodels to underpin methodologies.

However, current traceability metamodels still have serious limitations. Concerning method-

ologies in general, three hierarchical layered levels have been identified: metamodel, method-

ology and project. Current metamodels do not often properly support thisarchitecture, and that

results in semantic problems at the time of specifying the methodology. Most of thetraceability

metamodeling approaches simply provide a predefined set of concepts represented with classes,

with no extension mechanisms. For instance, approaches provide extensive predefined sets of

traceability items applicable on every project, while the project attributes are domain specific

and sometimes even project specific. Therefore, the customization of a methodology for a spe-

cific project is often unsatisfactory.

This thesis introduces two complementary modeling principles to overcome these limita-

tions, which are: the metamodeling three layer hierarchy and the power-typepatterns modeling

principle [61, 73]. Mechanisms to extend and refine traceability metamodels are inherent to

these principles. The thesis states that, when methodologies are developed from metamodels

based on these two principles, the result is a methodology well fitted to projectfeatures. Links

semantics are also improved.

This thesis justifies that to approach the project specificity issue traceability metamodels

must include a basic set of items. This set of basic items includes the concepts and the trace-

ability structures designed to be extended according to the project features. For this, the proper

modeling tools are strongly required: the metamodeling principles to support typing and exten-

sibility, together with a general and extensible integration of traceability to the software process.

This second issue is obtained from the use of the standard ISO/IEC 24744:2007 [79].

This thesis explains how to use these tools in practice to define a traceability metamodel

named TmM (Traceability metamodel) model. TmM is applied in two case studies in which

non-conventional work products and development methodology have to be considered as part
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of the traceability information. In the first case study, TmM has been instantiated to create the

traceability methodology to support the hardware unit testing technique. In the second case

study TmM is used to support specific traceability requirements originated in agile methods.
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RESUMEN

La trazabilidad es reconocida como esencial para apoyar el desarrollode software. Sin

embargo, una serie de cuestiones de trazabilidad están aún abiertas, comola formalización de

semántica de links o estándares para los modelos del proceso de trazabilidad. Un enfoque am-

pliamente aceptado para implementar prácticas de trazabilidad es el uso de metodologías. Sin

embargo, la información relativa a la organización, a los implicados, el tamañodel producto, y

los requisitos de calidad pueden cambiar de un proyecto a otro. Como consecuencia, la infor-

mación de trazabilidad puede variar también. Una forma común de hacer frente a este hecho es

el uso de metamodelos para respaldar metodologías.

Sin embargo, los metamodelos de trazabilidad actuales todavía tienen serias limitaciones.

En cuanto a las metodologías, en general, tres niveles jerárquicos de capas se han identifi-

cado: metamodelo, metodología y proyecto. Actuales metamodelos no suelen apoyar adecuada-

mente esta arquitectura, y eso resulta en problemas semánticos en el momento deespecificar la

metodología. La mayoría de los enfoques de metamodelado de trazabilidad simplemente pro-

porcionan un conjunto predefinido de conceptos representados con las clases, sin mecanismos

de extensión. Por ejemplo, los enfoques proporcionan conjuntos predefinidos que intentan con-

centrar todos los elementos de trazabilidad aplicables a todo proyecto, mientras que los atribu-

tos que caracterizan a un proyecto son de acuerdo al dominio específico, y a veces incluso de

proyectos específicos. Por lo tanto, la adaptación de una metodología paraun proyecto especí-

fico es a menudo insatisfactoria.

Esta tesis introduce dos principios complementarios de modelado para superar estas limita-

ciones, los cuales son: una jerarquía de tres capas de metamodelado, y elprincipio de modelado

de powertype patterns [61, 73]. Mecanismos para extender y perfeccionar metamodelos de traz-

abilidad son inherentes a estos principios. Esta tesis establece que cuandolas metodologías de

trazabilidad son desarrolladas a partir de metamodelos basados en estos dos principios, el re-

sultado es una metodología bien adaptada a las características de un proyecto. La semántica de

links también es mejorada.

Además, esta tesis justifica que para abordar la cuestión de la especificidaddel proyecto,

los metamodelos trazabilidad deben incluir un conjunto básico de elementos. Esteconjunto

básico incluye conceptos y estructuras de trazabilidad, diseñado para ser ampliado según las

características del proyecto. Para ello, las herramientas de modelado adecuado son fuertemente

requeridos: los principios de metamodelado para apoyar la instanciación y extensibilidad, junto
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con una integración general y extensible de trazabilidad al proceso de software. Este segundo

requisito se obtiene usando el estándar ISO/IEC 24744:2007 [79].

Esta tesis explica cómo utilizar estas herramientas en la práctica para definir un metamodelo

de trazabilidad denominado TmM (Traceability metamodel) modelo. TmM se aplica en dos

casos de estudio en los cuales los productos de trabajo son no convencionales y la metodología

de desarrollo tienen que ser considerados como parte de la información detrazabilidad. En el

primer caso de estudio, TmM ha sido instanciado para crear la metodología de trazabilidad para

apoyar la técnica de testing de unidades de hardware. En segundo casode estudio TmM es

usado para apoyar los requisitos de trazabilidad específicos originadosen los métodos ágiles.
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INTRODUCTION

Traceability provides an essential support for developing high quality software systems, as

in the case of embedded systems with critical components. Verification and validation (V&V),

release management or change impact analysis play an important role in achieving the required

level of quality for those systems types. The relevance of traceability for these development

areas was already outlined in ([38] p.105-109). Traceability is also fundamental to implement

Model-Driven Architecture and Round-Trip Engineering, which are closely related. [22].

However, projects features can differ from one project to another, depending on the applica-

tion domain, project size, budget and particular requirements of the development process [34].

These specific project features require particular traceability items and a customized strategy

to implement them on a project. For instance, embedded systems are very oftenreferred to in

literature as a uniform domain with projects sharing similar requirements. Even though this

might be true in very general terms, it is not the case when we compare specific application

domains such as space engineering, nuclear power or railway. According to Cockburn [34], it is

not the case even for individual projects of an application domain, such as in the case of space

engineering. The information related to organization, stakeholders, product size, and quality re-

quirements may change from one project to another. As a consequence,the information relevant

for traceability may differ as well.

As presented in section2.3chapterTraceability State of the Art, it was concluded that cus-

tomizable traceability methodologies, underpinned by metamodels, is a correct approach to

create project-specific methodologies. It was also concluded that, as the required traceability

methodology’s items may differ in type and number from one project to another, it would be

fundamental to have a basic set of widely agreed traceability items.. The basicset should in-

clude concepts of process, work products and producers, from which it would be possible to

define the project-specific traceability methodology. Together with this basic set, the meta-

model instantiation mechanisms must be provided with the aim of specializing the basic set of

traceability items in accordance with project features.

However, accepting the difficulty of providing such an extensive set, it has been concluded

that this is not proposed for existing traceability metamodels. A closely- relatedconclusion was

that it is as essential to use the proper modeling principles to define traceability methodolo-

gies, as to define the right set of basic traceability items. This thesis faces these challenges by

combining the use of a number of metamodeling principles to define the methodologies’ basic
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traceability items, together with the identification and description of such set of basic traceabil-

ity items. This approach was already published in [50, 51].

The modeling principles used to specify the basic traceability items are the three-layer ab-

straction levels hierarchy and the powertype patterns modeling principles, introduced in [61, 63].

Using these principles, the traceability metamodel is described in terms of a coreset of pow-

ertype patterns (which are a representation of project templates which were specialized in the

project development, e.g. traceability types that are specialized into trace links) and classes

(which are a representation for resources to support the project, such as traceability metrics).

This approach considers processes, work products and resources (e.g. developers). Two case

studies have been analyzed in order to prove the benefits of this thesis proposal.

Therefore, this thesis puts forward, with the help of these principles, thatit is possible to

define a set of basic items from which project-specific traceability methodologies can be devel-

oped. TmM is used to prove that by instantiation, such customized traceability methodologies

can be developed from this basic set.

The thesis is organized as follows:

Part I: Theoretical Section

ChapterTraceability State of the Artanalyzes the current approaches of traceability types

and traceability methodologies. Some pitfalls and advantages are discussed intheConclusions

sections of the ChapterTraceability State of the Art. ChapterChallenges in Traceabilitystates

the current challenges in traceability identified from the analysis stated in the chapterTrace-

ability State of the Art. Challenges well known from theCenter of Excellence for Traceability

Technical Report (COET-GCT-06-01)[10] are also added. This chapter ends by establishing

the challenges that this thesis will tackle. ChapterThesis Research Proposalproposes a solution

to meet the challenges stated in section3.3. Elements chosen to define the approach are stated in

this chapter, together with the rationale on how to integrate those elements. Chapter Modeling

Principlesdetails the elements for defining a traceability metamodel, in accordance with the

approach described within this thesis. ChapterTraceability Metamodelpresents the metamodel

approach to create project-specific traceability methodologies, based on the modeling principles

described in chapterModeling Principles. ChapterTmM Core Setdetails the core items of the

traceability metamodel proposed.

Part II: Practical Section

ChapterCase Study on Hardware Unit Testinganalyzes the advantages of a traceability

methodology systematically developed fromTmMpresented in chapterTraceability Metamodel.

This methodology presents specific features corresponding to Hardware Driver Unit Testing.

ChapterCase Study on Agile Methods in the Largeanalyzes how some of the features provided

by TmMcan improve significantly the support provided by traceability models to agile methods.

Part III: Conclusions
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Chapter Conclusions presents the main contributions of this thesis, the accomplishment of

the thesis objectives, the future work and the faced limitations of this thesis.

Appendices

A discussion of the published papers with some of the results of this thesis is presented

in this part. The relation of the papers to each of the chapters of this thesis is also presented.

Finally, the references made in the thesis are listed.
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AN ADVANCED TRACEABILITY SCHEMA AS A BASELINE TO IMPROVE
SUPPORTING LIFECYCLE PROCESSES

PART I

Theoretical Section





CHAPTER 1

DEFINITIONS

1.1 Overview

This thesis uses several terminologies. Some terms are defined in this thesis, and they are
valid for the purposes and scope of this thesis. Other concepts are extended from the original
definitions from third-party sources, whilst some other terms are literally used and taken from
third-party published works.

The concepts provided by third-party authors have been redefined just within this thesis
scope. The aim is simply to adjust them to the context of this thesis approach, even though
the original concepts remain valid in their sources. Some terms are used in a strict and literally
sense as they were defined by third-party works. Sources for the main terms have been papers,
documents, guides and standards. The third-party references will be appropriately indicated.

The terms that are entirely defined in this thesis will be introduced in this chapter, but they
will be detailed in the corresponding next chapters.

1.2 Overview on Traceability

A trace is defined in the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software EngineeringTerminology [75] as
“a relationship between two or more products of the development process”, and traceability as

1. The degree to which a relationship can be established between two or moreproducts of
the development process, especially products having a predecessor-successor or master-
subordinate relationship to one another. [...]

2. The degree to which each element in a software development product establishes its rea-
son for existing.

The most-referenced traceability definition in literature is provided by Gotel and Finkelstein
in [65, pp.4], as the ability to describe and follow the life of a requirement, in both forward and
backward direction, ideally through the whole system life cycle (i.e., from its origins, through
its development and specification, to its subsequent deployment and use, and through periods of
on-going refinement and iteration in any of these phases).

Traceability provides an essential support to produce trustworthy and high quality software
systems, as in the case of embedded systems with critical components. Verification and valida-
tion (V&V), release management or change impact analysis play an important role to achieve the
required level of quality. The relevance of traceability for these areas has already been outlined
in ([38] p.105-109). Traceability is also fundamental to implement model driven architecture
and, closely related, round trip-engineering [22].

Egyed and Grunbacher in [47] mention some important goals of requirements traceability
(RT) which are to facilitate communication, support integration of changes, preserve design
knowledge, assure quality and to prevent misunderstandings. RT is also crucial to establish and
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CHAPTER 1. Definitions

maintain consistency between heterogeneous models used throughout the system development
lifecycle.

Numerous techniques have been used for providing RT, and they differ: 1) in the quantity
and diversity of information they can trace, 2) in the number of interconnections they can control
between information, and 3) in the extent to which they can maintain RT when faced with
changes to requirements [65]. Some instances are the:

• Cross referencing schemes [54]

• RT matrices [81, 112]

• Graph-based representation [113]

• Keyphrase dependencies [80]

• Hypertext [84]

• Integration documents [89]

Many commercial tools and research products support RT, primarily because they embody
manual or automated forms of the above techniques. Some examples of research tools are de-
tailed in [27, 28, 65, 81, 98, 111]. The commercial tools most used are IBM Rational Rose XDE
(for model-driven engineering users), IBM Rational RequisitePro andIBM Telelogic DOORS
[8, pp.4].

Different traceability models such as [4, 11, 57, 97, 101, 116, 131, 135] are available in liter-
ature. However, a number of challenges such as link semantics, traceabilitymethods and tools,
traceability process models, cost-benefit analysis, or measurement and benchmarking, are still
to be effectively tackled. The “Center of Excellence for Traceability” in the document Problem
Statements and Grand Challenges in Traceability (COET-GCT-06-01)[10], summarizes these
and the remaining challenges.

1.3 Terms Defined in this Thesis

Some terms are defined in this thesis, and they are valid for the purposes andscope of this thesis.
These terms which are entirely defined in this thesis will be introduced in this section, but they
will be detailed later in the corresponding chapters.

Traceability Schema (TS) A traceability schema is defined in this thesis as the set of all items
related to traceability. These traceability items are resulted of using a given traceability
methodology to support project development. Items which might conform a traceability
schema are traceability links, specific traceability roles, measurements collected related
to links, and the traceability specification document completed with all the information
corresponding to the given traceability methodology, to mention a few. TS would be
created as result of implementing the following elements:

1. theTraceability Metamodel (TmM)
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1.4. Terms Defined in Third-Party Sources

Traceability Metamodel (TmM) Formally, the traceability metamodel provides the context
for the traceability methodology definition, and enactment. TmM is intended to support
the method engineer during the design of the traceability methodology, according to the
project needs and features. The traceability model generated will be used by the devel-
opers, who implement the traceability methodology and maintain the traceability schema
up dated during the development process.

TmM is extended from theSoftware Engineering Metamodel for Development Method-
ologies (SEMDM), described in theISO-24744:2007[79]) standard.

EachTmMdiagram includes the classes to support the traceability methodology, and the
classes to support methodology enactment. The separation between the expertise levels
involved in a traceability methodology constitute a contribution ofTmM.

Traceability Methodology (TM) It is a methodology created from theTmM, which describes
the work products to be generated and those responsible for making all thishappen, the
relationships between them, and their use dynamics.TmM will be instantiated as the
traceability methodology, according to the specific system type features, development life
cycle and process, business needs and the development methodology chosen.

The Traceability Methodologymodel’s features are documented by theTSDdocument.
The Traceability Methodologyuse dynamics is described in theTmM metamodel, from
which it was instantiated.

Traceability Specification Document (TSD) This document specifies the characteristics and
items that are required to systematically define and maintain a consistent and documented
traceability methodology.

TSDadequately supports the traceability methodology implementation and management,
as well as facilitating system project monitoring and management.

Traceability Type It expresses the type of relationship between two artifacts, such as tempo-
ral, resource, goal, or task dependency, as well as satisfaction, evolution and rationale
traceability types. In terms of theTmM, this concept is included as theTraceabilityLink
powertype pattern. Section7.4.1details this concept.

Traceability Link It indicates a specific relationship between two artifacts. Links can be of
several traceability types, such as temporal, resource, goal, or task dependency, as well as
satisfaction, evolution and rationale traceability types. In terms of theTmM, this concept
is included as theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern. Section7.4.1details this concept.

1.4 Terms Defined in Third-Party Sources

Terms used in this thesis that are defined and taken from third-party sources.

1. IEEE Std 1233, 1998 Edition “Guide for Developing System Requirements Specifica-
tions” [16]:

analyst A member of the technical community (such as a systems engineer or business
analyst, developing the system requirements) who is skilled and trained to define
problems and to analyze, develop, and express algorithms.
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constraint A statement that expresses measurable bounds for an element or functionof
the system. That is, a constraint is a factor that is imposed on the solution by force
or compulsion and may limit or modify the design changes.

customer(s) The entity or entities for whom the requirements are to be satisfied in the
system being defined and developed. This can be an end-user of the completed sys-
tem, an organization within the same company as the developing organization (e.g.,
System Management), a company or entity external to the developing company, or
some combination of all of these. This is the entity to which the system devel-
oper must provide proof that the system developed satisfies the system requirements
specified.

derived requirement A requirement deduced or inferred from the collection and orga-
nization of requirements into a particular system configuration and solution.

element A component of a system; may include equipment, a computer program, or a
human.

end user The person or persons who will ultimately be using the system for its intended
purpose.

environment The circumstances, objects, and conditions that will influence the com-
pleted system; they include political, market, cultural, organizational, and physical
influences as well as standards and policies that govern what the systemmust do or
how it must do it.

function A task, action, or activity that must be accomplished to achieve a desired out-
come.

model A representation of a real world process, device, or concept.

system An interdependent group of people, objects, and procedures constituted to
achieve defined objectives or some operational role by performing specified func-
tions. A complete system includes all of the associated equipment, facilities, mate-
rial, computer programs, firmware, technical documentation, services, and person-
nel required for operations and support to the degree necessary for self-sufficient use
in its intended environment.

System Requirements Specification (SyRS)A structured collection of information that
embodies the requirements of the system.

well-formed requirement A statement of system functionality (a capability) that can be
validated, and that must be met or possessed by a system to solve a customerprob-
lem or to achieve a customer objective, and is qualified by measurable conditions
and bounded by constraints.

2. IEEE Std 610.12-1990 “Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology” [75]:

traceability The degree to which a relationship can be established between two or more
products of the development process, especially products having a predecessor-
successor or master-subordinate relationship to one another; e.g., the degree to
which the requirements and design of a given system element match.
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requirement (A) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve
an objective. (B) A condition or capability that must be met or possessed bya system
or system component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally
imposed document. (C) A documented representation of a condition or capability
as in definition (A) or (B). (IEEE Std 610.12-1990).

validation The process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end ofthe
development process to determine whether a system or component satisfiesspecified
requirements.

verification The process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether the
system of a given development phase satisfies the conditions imposed at thestart of
that phase.

baseline A specification or system that has been formally reviewed and agreed upon,
that thereafter serves as the basis for further development and can bechanged only
through formal change control procedures.

3. ISO/IEC 24744:2007 Software Engineering - Metamodel for Development Methodologies
(SEMDM)[79]:

Methodology A methodology is the specification of the process to follow together with
the work products to be used and generated, plus the consideration of thepeople
and tools involved, during an IBD development effort. A methodology specifies the
process to be executed, usually as a set of related activities, tasks and/or techniques,
together with what work products must be manipulated (created, used or changed) at
each moment and by whom, possibly including models, documents and other inputs
and outputs. In turn, specifying the models that must be dealt with implies defining
the basic building blocks that should be used to construct these models.

Method Synonym of methodology. The term “methodology” is used throughout this
Standard, reserving the term “method” for conventional phrases suchas “method
engineer” or “method fragment”.

Metamodel A metamodel is the specification of the concepts, relationships and rules that
are used to define a methodology.

Endeavour An endeavour is an IBD development effort aimed at the delivery of some
product or service through the application of a methodology. Projects, programs and
infrastructural duties are examples of endeavours.

Methodology Element A methodology element is a simple component of a methodol-
ogy. Usually, methodology elements include the specification of what tasks, ac-
tivities, techniques, models, documents, languages and/or notations can or must be
used when applying the methodology. Methodology elements are related to each
other, comprising a network of abstract concepts. Typical methodology elements
are Capture Requirements, Write Code for Methods (kinds of tasks), Requirements
Engineering, High-Level Modeling (kinds of activities), Pseudo-code, Dependency
Graphs (notations), Class, Attribute (kinds of model building blocks), ClassModel,
Class Diagram, Requirements Specification (kind of work products), etc.
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Endeavour Element An endeavour element is a simple component of an endeavour.
During the execution of an endeavour, developers create a number of endeavour ele-
ments, such as tasks, models, classes, documents, etc. Some examples of endeavour
elements are Customer, Invoice (classes), Name, Age (attributes), High-Level Class
Model number 17 (a model), System Requirements Description (a document),Cod-
ing Cycle number 2, Coding Cycle number 3 (tasks), etc.

Generation Generation is the act of defining and describing a methodology from a par-
ticular metamodel. Generating a methodology includes explaining the structural
position and semantics of each methodology element using the selected metamodel.
Thus, what methodology elements are possible, and how they relate to each other,
are constrained by such a metamodel. Usually, method engineers perform genera-
tion, yielding a complete and usable methodology.

Enactment Enactment is the act of applying a methodology for some particular purpose,
typically an endeavour. Enacting a methodology includes using the existing gener-
ated methodology to create endeavour elements and, eventually, obtain the targeted
IBD system. Thus, what kinds of endeavour elements can be created, and how they
relate to each other, is governed by the methodology being used. Usually, technical
managers, together with other developers, perform enactment.

Method Engineer A method engineer is a person who designs, builds, extends and main-
tains methodologies. Method engineers create methodologies from metamodels via
generation.

Developer A developer is a person who applies a methodology for some specific job,
usually an endeavour. Developers apply methodologies via enactment.

Powertype A powertype of another type, called the partitioned type, is a type the in-
stances of which are subtypes of the partitioned type. This definition must be in-
terpreted in the context of the object-oriented paradigm. For example, the class
TreeSpeciesis a powertype of the class Tree, since each instance of TreeSpecies is
also a subclass of Tree.

Clabject A clabject is a dual entity that is a class and an object at the same time. This
definition must be interpreted in the context of the object-oriented paradigm. Be-
cause of their dual nature, clabjects exhibit a class facet and an objectfacet, and can
work as either at any time. Instances of powertypes are usually viewed asclabjects,
since they are objects (because they are instances of a type, the powertype) and also
classes (subtypes of the partitioned type).
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CHAPTER 2

TRACEABILITY STATE OF THE ART

2.1 Overview

The first step performed in this research has been to identify the common features in a number
of the current traceability approaches. Criteria are used to analyze all the approaches found in
the software engineering literature, especially in the configuration management, impact analy-
sis and requirements engineering areas. The criteria correspond to different research lines on
traceability, with the aim to establish their state of the art, and to establish how much evidence
has been published regarding on the approaches usefulness.

The approaches are initially analyzed following two main topics: traceability types’ classi-
fication and traceability methodologies. In theTraceability Methodologiessection, is analyzed
those approaches which propose how to start, implement and manage a traceability schema. In
the traceability types classifications are analyzed those approaches whichclassify the traceabil-
ity links. This topic is fundamental to provide a link semantics which can be used toimprove the
support on several development processes, which extensively usethe traceability information.
Testing, change management, release management, and configuration management are some
examples of processes which base their tasks on reliable and trustworthy traceability data.

Based on the analysis results, some traceability issues will be pointed out, enumerating the
advantages, disadvantages, pitfalls and the best practices found. Thisfinal conclusion will be
used to state the current traceability challenges. The gap identified in the analysis shall sustain
this thesis development and focus.

2.2 Traceability Types Classification

2.2.1 Summary

Jarke and Ramesh in [119] define theSatisfies, Dependency, Evolution and Rationaletrace-
ability types classification. TheSatisfiesandDependencylinks are classified in this paper as
product-related, and theEvolutionandRationaleasprocess-related. The Jarke’s and Ramesh’s
paper provides an exhaustive study on the traceability state of the art, providing as well, an
original approach to some traceability opened challenges. This paper hasbeen widely taken as
a baseline to start a traceability research by other authors, such as [47, 82, 90, 117, 129]. There-
fore, the Jarke and Ramesh’s traceability classification is used as a basis for this thesis analysis
and discussion.

Several traceability types are overlapped or are similar, which makes difficult to establish
differences and to classify them. However, it is possible to focus on fundamental traceability
types, without risking any of the core intentions behind, as it is also outlined in[38]. As an
example, theDerived [119], assignedTo[90] and Refined_to[38] types have the same core
intention: the realization of a requirement by some derived artefacts. Therefore, table1 presents
a detail traceability classification. In the table each type is allocating into a category, whether
their core intention is equal or at least similar. The next subsections will present the details of
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each traceability type enumerated in the table, highlighting the features that areinteresting to
this analysis.

In subsection2.2.4will be presented a discussion about some interesting findings on this
traceability type classification. Finally, the conclusions are presented in the last subsection.

Table 1 Traceability Types Classification
Category Traceability Type Description

Satisfies
[119]

To ensures that the system meets the current set
of user requirements. It is usually accomplished
by creating a link between the set of requirements
and a set of system components thatsatisfythem.

Derived [119] They are links indirectly derived when a set of
artefacts are linked by traceability. If a path is
traced from an origin to the target artefact, through
a set of artefacts that realizes the origin one, a link
is indirectly generated between just the origin and
the target ones.

Multiple Sources of
Support [119]

It is a way to represent the fact that alternate ways
may exist for satisfying a requirement.

Degrees of satisfac-
tion [119]

It specifies that an artefact is partially realized
by the artefacts with which is linked, and that is
showed by the satisfaction degree indicated by the
link type.

Re-
quires_Execution_Of
[129]

It denotes that the sequence of terms requires the
execution of the linked operation.

Can_Partially_Realize
[129]

The meaning of the relation is that the execution
of a use case can realize part of the requirement
statement with which is related.

Traceability between
PF and Product fea-
tures [88]

This relation type shows, thatProduct Featuresof
a particular product, support the definition of the
Product Familyfeatures, in order to complete all
the member features. It is a link of theSupports
type.

ComposedOf [88] The type expresses that the product family fea-
tures at thePF level are decomposed intoProduct
featuresat theProduct level.

Traceability between
Product FM and Prod-
uct CM [88]

This link is aRealizestype, defined between each
Product feature, and the design decisions (compo-
nents, classes or interfaces) captured by theProd-
uct CM.

Traceability between
Product CM and Im-
plementation [88]

In product family context, this link is of theImple-
mentstype, defined between each design decision
and the implementation assets solving it (executa-
bles like COTS components, source code modules,
and associated documentation files).

assignedTo [90] It determines to which UML model elements is as-
signed the realization of a specific requirement.

Continues on next page
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Table 1– continued from previous page
Category Traceability Type Description

Structural Interdepen-
dencies [38, 39]

It is to express relationships among requirements
that are organized in a hierarchical and cross-
structure nature. High-level business requirements
can be decomposed into more detail software re-
quirements, forming a hierarchy. It has a sub clas-
sification: Refined_to [38], Changes_to [38] and
Similar_to [38].

Representation
relationships [140]

They are relationships between two documenta-
tion entities that represent the same logical en-
tity (e.g., a natural language paragraph describing
Func C has a representation relationship to a use
case describing Func C).

Refinement relation-
ships [140]

These are relationships between documentation
entities that represent different logical entities at
different levels of abstraction (e.g., a use case de-
scribing Func C has a refinement relationship to a
use case describing Func X that refines Func C).

Satisfaction argument
[74]

This types is another statement, sitting between
the user requirement and its corresponding system
requirements. Thissatisfaction argumentuses a
propositional operator: the conjunction and dis-
junction of the system requirements traced to the
user requirement related.

Dependency
[119]

It is the type to indicate dependencies arisen
among objects, when is trying to satisfy some sys-
tem goals.

Goal dependencies
[119]

This link type shows dependency among artefacts
to accomplish a system goal.

Task dependencies
[119]

The dependency between objects created by their
common reliance on a task creates a task depen-
dency.

Resource dependency
[119]

It indicates dependency among artefacts to share
system resources (money, electricity) or informa-
tional (data).

Temporal dependency
[119]

It exists when actions relating to objects are done
in a specified temporal order. Often system devel-
opment activities involve strict temporal ordering.

Strength of depen-
dency [119]

This is a measure of how much one object affects
the other. It could be measured qualitatively (high,
medium, low, etc.) or quantitatively (1-10 on a 10
point scale).

Overlap [129] It denotes that the connected elements refer to a
common feature of the underlying system or its
domain. Thus, a relation of this type expresses the
potential of a dependency among these elements.

Continues on next page
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Table 1– continued from previous page
Category Traceability Type Description

Requires_Feature_In
[129]

The relation denotes that the relevant part of a use
case cannot be realized without the existence of
the structural or functional feature required by the
requirement statement to which is related.

Requires and Ex-
cludes [88]

This type models the dependencies across product
family features.

Constrain Interdepen-
dencies [38]

They are relationships to describe that a require-
ment is dependent on or constrain others. It has
a sub classification: Requires [38], Conflicts_with
[38].

Cost/Value Interde-
pendencies [38, 39]

Cost/value interdependencies are concerned with
the costs involved in implementing a require-
ment in relation to the value that the fulfilment
of that requirement will provide to the perceived
customer/user. It has a subclasification: In-
creases/Decreases_cost_of [38, 39], Increases/De-
creases_value_of [38, 39].

Rationale
[119]

It is a relation between a system artefact and its ra-
tionale object behind. Rationale could be sources,
such as meet minutes, e-mail exchanges, deci-
sions made, alternatives considered, underlying
assumptions, and stakeholder goals.

rationale_Of [90] This is a pre-traceability type, to link the basis,
alternatives and assumptions associated to a trace-
able specification or whatever system artefact.

responsible_Of [90] It states which stakeholder is responsible of a
traceable specification definition and its support.

modifies [90] It states a relation between stakeholders and trace-
able specifications which are modified by them.

Validation
[90]

validated_By [90] It relates the Requirements Specifications to
their respective Test Specification which validated
them.

Verification
[90]

verified_By [90] It relates the Test Specifications that verify a UML
specification.

Evolution
[119]

They represent the modification, refinement and
evolution process of the different objects, in or-
der, to capture the history of the developments in a
structured manner and to facilitate objects under-
standing and management.

parallel_to [138] This type describes that an item evolves into two
different and parallel items.

Table 1: Traceability Types Classification
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2.2.2 Related Work on Traceability Types

2.2.2.1 Richard F. Paige et al.

Richard F. Paige et al. in [108] present a lightweight process for building traceability classifica-
tions, calledTraceability Elicitation and Analysis Process (TEAP). This process is derived from
the spiral software development model, due to Boehm, and the spiral model inrequirements
engineering. The main difference is that TEAP produces metamodels and classifications, rather
than software or requirements. The advantage of defining and using TEAP is that it gives exten-
sibility to its product. This is essential in providing a generic, flexible framework for classifying
and managing traceability. In other words, the traceability classification can be kept up-to-date
by carrying out additional TEAP cycles. As mentioned earlier, TEAP is a triggered process; we
can identify when TEAP cycles should be executed. The triggers for executing TEAP cycles
include:

• a new model management operation has been defined, in which case cyclesshould be
executed in order to refine the classification

• the system development process has changed; thus cycles should be executed in order to
refine how to handle sequences of model management operations.

• one or more modelling languages have changed to include new model relationships, arte-
facts, or changed model relationships, in which case cycles should be executed to refine
and extend the explicit link classification.

• The existing classification does not capture all requirements for traceabilityinherent in a
domain or project context.

The TEAP process is meant to provide guidance, not to dictate the way in which the trace-
ability classification must be extended and refined.

Authors illustrated the TEAP application to a conceptual classification for the MOD-
ELPLEX process. The classification identifies basic categories of traceability - implicit and
explicit - and populates these categories with trace links from different MDE operations (such
as transformation and query) and from different modelling scenarios relevant to MODELPLEX.
The classification developed above is a living document, and they intent to extent it iteratively
and incrementally over the course of the MODELPLEX project. That classification will be re-
fined from a conceptual classification to a concrete design that can be supported in a trace tool
that includes a repository and capabilities for retrieving, storing, and updating trace links.

TEAP has so far proved in the paper to be suitably lightweight, yet helpful inguiding the
construction and the iterative improvement of traceability classifications. Since most, if not
all, classifications must evolve with time, the value of an iterative and incrementalprocess for
evolving classifications is substantial.

2.2.2.2 Robert Brcina and Matthias Riebisch

Robert Brcina and Matthias Riebisch in [21] present a traceability link definition framework for
supporting architectural design decisions. Traceability links have to represent relations between
artefacts in different phases of the development process. Depending on the goal of the decision,
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different types of artefacts and relations have to be considered, then they focused on architectural
design decisions regarding the non-functional design goal evolvability.

In the paper authors present a set of traceability link types together with a definition of
their semantics. They started from a subset of the currently used link typesand define their
semantics by the way of their utilization. The set of link types was developed byanalyzing
the link evaluation and exploitation. The presented link types are customized for the support of
architectural design decisions, in regard to a set of non-functional design goals.

Even through if the results of this work are applicable only to these decisions, authors assure
they expect that the discussion about link types and semantics is driven forward, and that they
lead to a significant support for the tool development. The work was performed within a large
industrial project.

2.2.2.3 Gotel and Finkelstein

Gotel and Finkelstein in Gotel and Finkelstein [64], and Ramesh and Edwards in Ramesh and
Edwards [118], explain thattraceability issue can also be studied intohorizontalandvertical
traceability, which refers to whether the related information objects belong to the same typeor
not.

1. Horizontal traceabilitydeals with relating versions or variants of the same type or infor-
mation, e.g. between requirements or between system components.

2. Vertical traceabilityis concerned with tracing information between previous and subse-
quent phases on the development process i.e. between information objectsof different
types. One example is relating a requirement to the design made based on the require-
ment, and further to the system component that fulfils the requirement.

2.2.2.4 Dahlstedt and Persson

Dahlstedt and Persson in [38] propose a model of fundamental interdependencies types, based
on both on the literature and an interview study (reference details can be found in [38] p.101).
This model presents a three type category, in which will be allocated the interdependencies
types:

1. Structural Interdependencies: This type expresses relationships among requirements that
are organized, into a hierarchical and cross-structure nature. High-level business require-
ments can be decomposed into more detail software requirements, forming a hierarchy. It
has a sub classification:

(a) Refined_to: This dependency type is used to describe hierarchical structures, where
more detailed requirements are related to their source requirements, providing fur-
ther explanation, detail or clarification about the source requirement.

(b) Changes_to: This type describes the history of requirements, i.e., how it has evolved
over time since it enables to relate the different versions of a single requirement.

(c) Similar_to: Describes situations where one requirement is similar to, or overlapping
with another in terms of how it is expressed or in terms of a similar underlying
idea of what the system should be able to perform. It can also be used to describe
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similar solutions, from which one has to be selected to be part of the system. It
can hence be used to describe similarities both within the requirements and their
potential solutions.

2. Constrain Interdependencies: This type describes whether a requirement is dependent on,
or constrain other requirements. It has a sub classification:

(a) Requires: This type expressed that the fulfilment of one requirement depends on
the fulfilment of another requirement. This type is used to describe that, if one
requirement is to be included into the system, it requires another requirementto be
included as well. It can also be used to describe hierarchical relations between two
requirements of a stronger nature thanrefined_to. Requirescan hence be seen as
partly belonging to the structural category as well.

(b) Conflicts_with: This type describes situations in which it is impossible to implement
both requirements, and situations where requirements have a negative influence on
each other’s achievement, and a trade-off between the resolutions of the require-
ments must be made. A requirement is in conflict with another requirement if they
cannot exist at the same time, or if increasing the satisfaction of one requirement
decreases the satisfaction of another requirement.

(c) Cost/Value Interdependencies: This type is concerned with the costs involved in
implementing a requirement, in relation to the value that the fulfilment of that re-
quirement will provide to the perceived customer/user. This category has a sub
classification, which is also outlined in [39]:

i. Increases/Decreases_cost_of: This type expresses whether a requirement is
chosen for implementation, then the cost of implementing another requirement
increases or decreases. It is used to relate requirements that some whatinflu-
ence the implementation cost of each other.

ii. Increases/Decreases_value_of: This type focuses on the effect relations be-
tween requirements may have on the perceived customer value. This type ex-
presses whether a requirement is chosen for implementation, then the value to
the customer of another requirement increases or decreases.

2.2.2.5 Hull et al.

Hull et al. in [74] introduce an “Advanced Traceability” as a technique for maintaining the sys-
tem understanding, through capturing the rationales associated with the relationships between
problem, solution and design. This technique is called “rich traceability” and consists of cap-
turing asatisfaction argumentwhich is another statement, sitting between the user requirement
and its corresponding system requirements. Thissatisfaction argumentuses a propositional
operator:

1. conjunction(&): indicates that the contribution ofall the system requirements is neces-
sary for the user requirement satisfaction argument to hold,

2. disjunction(or): indicates that the contribution ofany oneof the system requirements is
necessary for the user requirement satisfaction argument to hold.
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Authors assure that this concept has been widely used under different names, such as design
justifications, requirements elaboration, traceability rationale, strategy, etc.Rich traceability
can be used through multiple layers of requirements or objectives, as authors mention.

2.2.2.6 Knethen and Grund

Knethen and Grund in [140], distinguish between three general types of relationships between
documentation entities:

1. Representation relationships: They are relationships between two documentation entities
that represent the same logical entity (e.g., a natural language paragraph describing Func
C has a representation relationship to a use case describing Func C).

2. Refinement relationships: These are relationships between documentation entities that
represent different logical entities at different levels of abstraction (e.g., a use case de-
scribing Func C has a refinement relationship to a use case describing Func X that refines
Func C).

3. Dependency relationships: These are relationships between documentation entities that
represent different logical entities at the same level of abstraction (e.g., a use case de-
scribing Func C has a dependency relationship to an actor Actor A).

2.2.2.7 Völzer et al.

The Configuration Management (CM)has been another discipline that provides several ap-
proaches to manage system artefacts, from the versioning and change tracking perspectives.
Some of them clearly specify link types for theCM management, other just use links without
semantics. However, all approaches are based on a link structure, such as the artefact versioning
management, atomic objects change management, versioning and change management of the
main system and subsystems.

• Völzer et al. in [138] provide an approach oriented to subsystemCM. This approach
allows users to define their own system hierarchies and provides automatedsupport for
viewing configuration and change information for the resulting subsystems,mechanically
extracted from data in the existingCM repository. Subsystem hierarchies can be defined
independently of the system structure on which the underlyingCM repository is based.

Organizations are assumed to haveCM support in place, for system versioning and change
tracking of atomicConfiguration Items(CIs). The original goal was to provide proactive,
forward-looking management of subsystems, so that subsystem-basedCM would be used
to determine and manage enhancements to systems. This approach introducesa concept
as anaggregated change description, which characterizes the difference between two
versions that are related via a chain of adjacent versions. This concept can also be used to
compare parallel versions (i.e., variants) of a subsystem as follows: Twovariantsx andy
of a subsystem are related via a youngest common ancestor versionz.

For each pair(z,x), (z,y)there is an aggregated change description (their youngest common
ancestorz). The pair of these two change descriptions constitutes the symmetric variant
comparison betweenx andy. Therefore, this concept describes that an item evolves into
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two different and parallel items. This will be anothertraceability linkcalledparallel_to,
and belongs to theprocess-relatedview. This link type relates two items that have been
evolved from the same source, but they are different.

2.2.3 Analysis Criteria

The following are the criteria to analyze the approaches more in depth, and tomake the analysis
conclusion:

1. Process-relatedor product-relatedtraceability (concepts defined by Jarke et al. [119]):
This feature analyzes whether a traceability type expresses a relationshipbetweenproduct
items orprocessitems.

2. Pre-traceabilityandPost-traceability, (Persson et al. [38] based on [65]):

(a) Pre-traceability- This concept refers to those aspects of a requirements life, before
it is included in the requirements specification. It is focused on enabling a better
understanding ofrequirements.

(b) Post-traceability- This concept refers to those aspects of a requirement’s life, from
the point in time when it has been included in the requirements specification and
forwarded. It is focused on enabling a better understanding and acceptance of the
currentsystem/software.

Specifically, this criterion is helpful to analyze which types belong to thepost-RS, in order
to detect those types which best support specific life cycle processes,such asV&V, impact
analysisandchange management.

3. Traceability type purpose(concept by Jarke et. al [119]): The analysis of thepurposesis
important to detect the types that best support a development task (impact analysis, release
planning, testing, etc). This criterion will be also helpful to detect which traceability types
are more indicated for developing specific system types, or which are moreindicated
for the development tasks (release planning, prioritization and recycling of requirements.
From the product perspective, the traceability type purpose must provideinformation to
justify the project resources, that will be spent on the links created fromsuch traceability
type (resources such as to monitor, to save, and to analyze, them in orderto make project
decisions, etc).

4. Linking artefact type(concept outlined by the authors of this paper in [53]): This criterion
will be helpful to analyze whether the traceability type offers traceability linkage rules
between the artefacts, and whether it clearly specified the artefact typesused by such
rules. The aim is to detect whether such traceability type reduces the systemartefact
universe to make links by its linkage rule.

2.2.4 Discussion

2.2.4.1 Process and Product-related Traceability

• Jarke and Ramesh [119] present theSatisfies, Dependency, Evolution and Rationaleclas-
sification. TheSatisfiesandDependencylinks are qualified by authors, asproduct-related.
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• Gotel and Finkelstein in [65] introduce thePost-RSlinks, defined to trace the requirements
from and back toRS, through artefacts in which they are distributed. Therefore, it is clear
that those links include theSatisfiesandDependencylinks which areproduct-related.

• Jarke in [82] also presents a classification which considers thePost-RSrelations defined
as relations among requirements to design and implementation.Post-RSlinks include the
SatisfiesandDependencylinks which areproduct-related.

• Spanoudakis et al. [129] define theOverlapandRequires_Feature_Inwhich areDepen-
dencylinks; also defineRequires_Execution_Ofand Can_Partially_Realizewhich are
Satisfieslinks, as authors themselves assure. Therefore, those four ones areproduct-
related.

• Van Vliet et al. [88] define a three type classification, more oriented to product family
traceability:

1. Traceability betweenPF1 featureandProduct featureis anAssociationrelation of
theSupportstype and is divided into subtypes:ComposedOf(that is aDerivedlink,
because the composed objects were derived from its father) andRequires-Excludes
(clearly is aDependencylink).

2. Traceability betweenProduct FM2 andProduct CM3 is anAssociationrelation of
Realizestype, thus is clear that is aSatisfieslink.

3. Traceability betweenProduct CMandImplementationis anAssociationrelation of
Implementstype. Then is inferred this traceability relation is aSatisfieslink.

Therefore, the all three last links include theSatisfiesandDependencylinks which are
product-related.

• Letelier et al. [90], also considersatisfieslinks with the validatedBy, verifiedByand
assignedTorelations, which areproduct-related. They also consider therationale link
type with therationaleOf relation. Even more, they considermodifiesandreponsibleof
traceability relations which are relations among stakeholders (system’s actors) and the
different system specifications. Those relations areprocess-related.

• Dahlstedt and Persson [38] propose a model of fundamental interdependencies types, this
model presents a three type category: 1)Structural Interdependenciessubclassificated
into Refined_to, Changes_toandSimilar_to, 2) Constrain Interdependenciessubclassifi-
cated intoRequiresandConflicts_with, and 3)Cost/Value Interdependenciessubclassifi-
cated intoIncreases/Decre ases_cost_ofandIncreases/Decreases_value_of.

All these types cover the dependency issue, and they relate just requirements, therefore
this category isproduct-related.

• Gotel and Finkelstein in [64], and Ramesh and Edwards in [118], explain thattrace-
ability issue can also be studied intohorizontalandvertical traceability, which refers to

1Product Family
2Feature Map
3Component Map
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whether the related information objects belong to the same type or/and the same abstrac-
tion level.Horizontal traceabilitydeals with relating versions or variants of the same type
or information, then isprocess-related, andVertical traceabilityis concerned with tracing
information between previous and subsequent phases on the development process, then is
product-related.

• Hull et al. in [74] introducesatisfaction argumentwhich is another statement, sitting
between the user requirement and its corresponding system requirements, also calledRich
traceability. This satisfaction argumentusing a propositional operator: theconjunction
anddisjunctionbetween the user requirement and the system requirements that satisfy it.
Rich traceabilitycan be used through multiple layers of requirements or objectives, as
authors mention. Therefore, this traceability type isproduct-relatedbecause just relates
user and system requirements.

• Knethen and Grund in [140], distinguish between three general types of relationships
between documentation entities:Representation relationships, Refinement relationships
and Dependency relationships. Due to the artefact types related by these traceability
types, they areproduct-related, except byDependency relationshipswhich for its nature
could relate rational objects to other system artefacts, then this type could also beprocess-
related.

• Robert Brcina and Matthias Riebisch in [21] present a set of traceability link types to-
gether with a definition of their semantics. They started from a subset of the currently
used link types and define their semantics by the way of their utilization.

• Richard F. Paige et al. in [108] present a conceptual classification for the MODELPLEX
process. The classification identifies basic categories of traceability - implicit and explicit
- and populates these categories with trace links from different MDE operations (such
as transformation and query) and from different modelling scenarios relevant to MOD-
ELPLEX.

Proposals founded in theConfiguration Managementissue:

• Völzer et al. in [138] introduces a concept as anaggregated change descriptionwhich
describes that an item evolves into two different and parallel items. This will be another
traceability linkcalledparallel_to, and belongs to theprocess-relatedview.

As this brief proposals review shows, authors have developed traceability relations to cover
goal, task and resources dependencies and requirements satisfaction issues, which areproduct-
relatedlinks.

Referring to theprocess-relatedlinks issue, the product evolution is less covered by trace-
ability literature, but in [119, 138] can be found some proposals. However, theevolutionissue,
at present, is mainly covered byconfiguration managementtools, which are more focused on
system object history and system configuration history, such as in [138].

From a traceability research perspective, the least cover issue also is concerning to system
developmentrationale, some proposals can be found in [90, 119]. But the status of this kind of
work can still be qualified as emerging.
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However, there are research initiatives concerning system rationale, inother disciplines such
as theNatural Language Processing, andArtificial Intelligenceoriented to design. These ap-
proaches are more oriented to capture the rationale information instead of managing it. Some
examples can be found in [24, 132, 136].

2.2.4.2 Pre and Post-traceability

Some authors, such as Jarke [82] and Finkelstein et al. [65] are interested onpre-traceability
issues, with the aim to provide the media to reopen and to rework previously closed issues, and
to manage the requirements analysis process until producing aRequirement Specificationwhich
really satisfies the customer needs.

However many other authors are more interested onpost-traceabilityissues, as it is shown
by approaches such as, Paige et al. in [108], Brcina and Riebisch [21] Jarke et al. [119],
Spanoudakis et al. [129], Van Vliet et al. [88], Cerbah et al. [26], Egyed et al.[47], Macfarlane
et al. [94], Watkins et al. [142], Dahlstedt and Persson [38], Gotel and Finkelstein in [64],
Knethen and Grund in [140].

2.2.4.3 Traceability Purposes

Authors hardly indicate the traceability type’s purposes, and barely pointed out the advantages
on implementing them. Here there are some of the purposes of implementing the traceability
types that were identified in the literature:

• In general, the traceability relations purposes are to use and maintain anRSupdated, to
supportRSevolution; to enable safety analysis, audits, and change control; to permit
flexible process modelling; to link document responsibility assignments, compliance ver-
ification, and to understand systems from multiple user viewpoints [65], and to manage
the system configuration [138] and artefact change history [38].

• From the business view point, to provide the often demanded linkage betweenthe busi-
ness andIT [82], to manage the contributions made by the stakeholders and to manage
the system development responsibilities assigned to them [90]. Similarly, to manage the
high-level requirements structure decomposition for the customer compliance, and the
cost/value involved in the requirements implementation [38].

• From the technical view point, the purposes are to ensure that the requirements are sat-
isfied by the system, to assure that all requirements will be realized; to help managing
dependencies among objects; to represent the rationale behind objects ordocuments in
order to register its justification; and to document actions leading from existingobjects to
new or modified objects (evolution) [90, 119, 129].Similarly, to support the requirement
management tasks such as: the overlapped requirements, requirements that constraint
others, and the requirements implementation that will increase/decrease the cost/value of
others [38].

• For the Product Family issue, the aim is to define all the family features from its members;
to show which and how many artefacts realize each product feature; andto show which
and how many artefacts implement each design decision [88].
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2.2.4.4 Linking Artefact Category

Mainly, the items linked by the traceability types found in the literature almost can beclassified
into to same category, as follow:

• System components in general [65, 82, 88, 90, 119, 129]:

– design: classes, interfaces, attributes, associations, methods, functions, use cases,

– implementation: operations, program components, COTS, modules, documentation.

– requirement objects: in general, objects resulted of the requirements analysis pro-
cess, such as user requirements, the software and system requirementspecification’s
requirements, formal user needs documents.

• Test objects: Test plans, verification plans, test cases, test specifications, etc [65, 82, 90,
119].

• Resources [65, 82, 90, 119]:

– physicals: money, electricity, systems, tools, databases, repositories.

– informational: documents, data, emails, meet minutes.

• All pre-requirements stage documents: Requirement analysis process documents, ap-
provals, meet minute, e-mail exchanges, decisions made, alternatives considered, under-
lying assumptions, stakeholder goals, or the previous system documentation[65, 82, 90,
119].

• Stakeholders: the system actors [90].

• No textual and no model specifications: Videos, images, voice, etc [90].

Some authors also considered smaller granularity items to link such as

• A requirement statement’s sequence of terms [129]

• Use case’s description [129]

• Requirement statement’s description [129].

• An use case event (normal, exceptional or triggering) [129]

• A use case post-condition or pre condition [129].

• An analysis objects model’s operation [129].

• For the Product Family concept, also is considered: Product family features and Product
features [88].

• Stakeholder decisions [90].

• A requirement recorded or registered into to a video file [90].
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2.2.5 Conclusion

There is a lack of a commonly accepted traceability definition, further than the very general
presented in [75]. The definition most referenced is provided by Finkelstein et al. in [65] (this
is also outlined in [38] p.97). Standards such as [77] and [76], widely used in industry, do not
provide a traceability definition.

Authors have focused their studies onsatisfiesanddependencytraceability relations which
belong to theproduct-relatedcategory inpost-traceabilityaccording to Jarke et al. [119]. The
literature focuses mainly onvertical traceability[64], which means focusing on linking arte-
facts between development life cycle stages. Theevolution(horizontal traceability i.e. linking
between versions of the same artefact), andrationale types are getting a growing interest by
research and industrial sectors, as indicated in [24, 90, 119, 129, 132, 136]. However, several
traceability types are overlapped or are similar, which makes difficult to establish differences
and to classify them. Persson et al. in [38] outline that it is possible to focus on fundamental
traceability types, without risking any of the core intentions behind. As an example, theDerived
[119], assignedTo[90] andRefined_to[38] types have the same core intention: the realization
of a requirement by some derived artefacts. Therefore, this section has presented, as a result of
the analysis of the traceability types, a detailed classification stated in table1. In the table, each
type is allocating into a category, according to their core intention.

Another of the issues identified is the lack of a consensus or standard to define the linkage
rules. This issue prevents from setting up, in a systematic and automated way,a traceability
strategy implementation, deployment and management. The approaches do notspecify which
core informationshould be specified to well define a traceability type. As a result, it is difficult
to manage and automate a traceability strategy, since the type’s core informationis the base for
distinguishing one type from another, and from the identified differences it would be possible to
derive operational traceability semantics. This issue is important to supportthe performance of
several development tasks, due to using semantics it is possible to detect which links are useful
to accurate other development tasks such as V&V, impact analysis, changecontrol, as well as
the traceability tasks.

It would be so desirable to specify other information in the linkage rule, in order to automate
the traceability tasks such as the implementation and maintenance of the traceability schema,
traceability information control, monitoring and its retrieval. Information such asthe linked
artefacts granularity; the accepted artefacts types by such rule; the expressed weight of the
traceability type to indicate the dependency level between the linked artefacts; the baseline and
configuration number of the linked artefacts, in order to control the traceability configuration
respect to the system configuration; the traceability roles authorized to makechanges in links;
or the link activity status.

Theartefactsor itemsclasses that authors specify in their traceability types are similar, even
though there are proposals that analyze to link specific artefacts parts, such as a requirement
statement’s sequence of terms, the use case’s description, a use case’sevent, and the analysis
object model’s operation, as described in [88, 90, 129]. Defining explicitly the accepted objects
by the linkage rules is helpful to automate the link capture. However, because of the linkage
rules were not clearly specified in the analyzed proposals, it was necessary a deeper analysis to
conclude how the linkage tasks were performed and which objects types are used.

In general, traceabilitylink purposespresented in literature cover different stakeholders
needs, from the most general, such as to enable safety analysis, audits,change control, to support
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flexible process modelling, and compliance verification; to other most specific, such as techni-
cal issues or product family issues. However, almost there are no authors’ recommendations
neither about which traceability category is more feasible, useful and reliable to the develop-
ment of specific system types such as high-assurance critical or embedded systems to mention
some. Approaches either suggest which types best support specific development processes and
tasks, such as V&V, impact analysis, traceability analysis, change controlor release planning.
However, Persson et al. in [38] make a deep analysis about which categories are more indicated
to support certain development tasks for example, to determine the reusing components in the
requirements level they recommend to use thesimilar_to type, or in change management or
impact analysis to use the constraint category (requiresandconflicts_with), change_totogether
with therefined_totype.

There are some research proposals for traceability metrics, in order to assure consistency,
completeness, reliability, usability and efficiency of a traceability implementation, such as those
presented in [36, 74]).

Finally, there are barely proposals to define traceability roles and permissions which be-
comes essential for working in collaborative environments. A traceability roleis either a phys-
ical project resource or tool based resource which performs a traceability activity. For example
a role is a project manager, tester, maintenance engineer or a traceability environment.

2.3 Traceability Methodologies

2.3.1 Summary

According to literature, traceability methodologies is one of the best approaches to support the
reuse of traceability practices. After performing an in-depth analysis of the existing approaches
a number of findings and limitations of existing methodology models were identified.Some
of these were discussed by authors in [48]. As it will be concluded in section2.3.5, exist-
ing traceability methodology models provide useful features but still requiresome others. The
traceability items to compose a traceability methodology varying in type and number,and there
is not a justification about why such items deserve to belong to the given traceability method-
ology. Then, there is a lack of the definition of the common and agreed traceability items that
might compose a traceability methodology. In summary, there is not a model whichprovides a
set of the traceability core items, capable to be customized to a specific project.

An approach commonly founded in current literatures is to develop a traceability method-
ology from model in a upper abstraction level: a metamodel. As it will be discussed in sub-
section2.3.4 current metamodels also present serious limitations preventing from achieving
domain and specificity and the required granularity. Another issue is, that there must be a clear
separation between the different metamodeling layers, as those defined in [79]: metamodel,
methodology and project. This is also often not achieved. Most of the approaches, such as
[85, 119, 140] provide conceptual models instead of formal metamodels. Neither the meta-
model extension mechanisms are provided to include more traceability issues when the project
requires that.

In subsection2.2.4will be presented a discussion about some interesting findings on the
traceability methodologies state of the art. Finally, the conclusions are presented in the last
subsection.
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2.3.2 Related Work on Traceability Methodologies

2.3.2.1 Patricia Lago et al.

Lago et al. in [87] present an approach to customize traceability to the situation at hand. In-
stead of automating tracing, or representing all possible traces, authors scope the traces to be
maintained to the activities stakeholders must carry out. Authors define coretraceability paths,
consisting of essential traceability links required to support the activities. Authors illustrate
the approach through two examples: product derivation in software product lines, and release
planning in software process management. By using a running software product line example,
authors explain why the core traceability paths identified are needed when navigating from fea-
ture to structural models and from family to product level and backward between models used
in software product derivation. A feasibility study in release planning carried out in an indus-
trial setting further illustrates the use of core traceability paths during production and measures
the increase in performance of the development processes supported by their approach. These
examples show that this paper approach can be successfully used to support both product and
process traceability in a pragmatic yet efficient way.

2.3.2.2 Nicolas Anquetil et al.

Nicolas Anquetil et al. in [9] based on the European AMPLE project are creating a common
traceability framework across the various activities of the Software Product Line (SPL) devel-
opment. They identified four orthogonal traceability dimensions in SPL development, one of
which is an extension of what is often considered as “traceability of variability” This constitutes
one of the two contributions of this paper. The second contribution is the specification of a
metamodel for a repository of traceability links in the context of SPL and the implementation
of a respective traceability framework. This framework enables fundamental traceability man-
agement operations, such as trace import and export, modification, queryand visualization. The
power of their framework is highlighted with an example scenario, as authorsdescribe.

2.3.2.3 Drivalos et al.

Drivalos et al. in [41] present the engineering of the Traceability Metamodelling Language
(TML), a metamodeling language dedicated to defining traceability metamodels. They present
the abstract syntax of the language and its semantics, which are defined using a translational
approach. Finally, we provide a case study that demonstrates the construction of a traceability
metamodel that captures traceability information between two metamodels using TML.

In this paper authors argued over the benefits of type safe and semantically rich traceability
metamodels and presented TML, a language for constructing and maintaining rigorous traceabil-
ity metamodels at a high level of abstraction. They describe the practicality of their approach by
applying it on a small but representative case study. They identify concerns associated with case-
specific traceability metamodels, and then shown how TML contributes to addressing them. The
first concern is the associated complexity with constructing such metamodels. In this paper, they
argue that this complexity can be managed to an extent by using a dedicated metamodeling lan-
guage. This is achieved by encoding constructs and relationships that are often encountered
during the construction of traceability metamodels into first-class language constructs.

The second issue is related to tool interoperability. In section 5 they described how TML,
augmented with higher-order transformations, can be used to address thisissue. Authors are still
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exploring how TML can be used to automate traceability maintenance and in particular, how
broken traceability links can be semi automatically recovered by extending TML with support
for capturing and managing redundant information.

2.3.2.4 Matthias Heindl and Stefan Biffl

Matthias Heindl and Stefan Biffl in [71] introduce an initial tracing activity model (TAM), a
framework to systematically describe and help determine the likely efforts and benefits, like
reduced expected delay and risk, of the tracing process in the context of a usage scenario such
as re-testing of software. The TAM defines common elements of various requirements tracing
approaches: trace specification, generation, deterioration, validation,rework, and application;
and parameters influencing each activity like number of units to trace, average effort per unit to
trace, and requirements volatility.

The model can support requirements and test managers in comparing requirements tracing
strategies, e.g. for tailoring the expected re-test effort and risk based on selected parameters:
process alternatives, expected test-case creation effort, and expected change-request severity.

They apply the TAM in a feasibility study that compares effort, risk, and delay of three
tracing strategies: no tracing at all (no-T), full formal tracing (full-T) for re-testing, and value-
based tracing (value-T). In the feasibility study a subset of the activities belonging to the model
has been applied to compare three tracing strategies: agile, “just in time” tracing, and fully
formal tracing. The study focused on re-testing and it has been performed in the context of an
industry project where the customer was a large financial service provider. In the study a) the
model was found useful to capture costs and benefits of the tracing activities and to compare
different strategies; b) a combination of tracing approaches proved helpful in balancing agility
and formalism.

2.3.2.5 Patrick Mader et al. (2008)

Patrick Mader et al. in [95] present an approach that supports the automatic maintenance of
traceability relations between requirements, analysis and design models of software systems
expressed in UML.

The maintenance is based upon predefined rules that recognize elementary change events as
constituent steps of broader development activities. The approach analyses elementary change
events generated while working within a CASE tool. Within the captured flow, sequences of
events are sought that correspond to predefined rules. These rulesrepresent various ways in
which recurring development activities can be undertaken. Once a sequence has been recog-
nized, the corresponding rule gives directives to update impacted traceability relations and, by
these actions, restores the set back to an accurate state. We achieved encouraging results in two
early experiments.

A prototypetraceMaintainerhas been developed to demonstrate the approach. Currently,
traceMaintainercan be used with two commercial software development tools to maintain their
traceability relations. The prototype was used in two experiments.

Limitations of the approach are that only predefined activities can be recognized at present
and these are unlikely to reflect all possible development approaches, so it might be necessary
to customize the rules to project specifics. Whereas there is an initial cost in identifying devel-
opment activities and formulating rules, the rule set is proving reusable withinthis restricted
scope of UML-based object-oriented software engineering. It is on theauthors’ future exercise
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to gain more statistical data on the cost/benefit trade-off, costs in terms of initially defining the
rules and benefits in terms of the time saved on manual maintenance across all projects using
the rules.

2.3.2.6 Sven Wenzel et al.

Sven Wenzel et al. in [143] present an approach to trace single model elements or groups of
elements within a version history of a model. It also offers analysis capabilities such as detec-
tion of logical coupling between model elements. The approach uses a differencing algorithm
known as SiDiff to identify similar elements in different versions of a model. SiDiff is highly
configurable and thus their tracing approach can be adapted to all diagram types of the UML
and to a large set of domain specific languages. The approach has beenimplemented as an
Eclipse plug-in that visualizes all relevant information about the traces andit allows developers
to interactively explore details.

The highly generic differencing algorithm SiDiff works internally with a graph structure,
then it is applicable to a wide range of models and to provide intra-model tracingof elements in
UML and domain specific languages similarly. Assuming short versioning cycles, the differenc-
ing algorithm supports tracing of even heavily refactored elements. By visualizing the tracing
information, authors provide a powerful analysis tool that allows model developers to locate
single elements or entire fragments in other revisions or variants. In addition inthe approach
authors assure, they can compute further information based on traces, such as dependencies
or day flies on a fine grained level. Authors comment that the empirical evaluation of their
visualization approach has shown a high benefit for developers and maintainers; not only by
accelerating various tasks, but also by supporting them with trustworthy information.

2.3.2.7 Patrick Mader et al.

Patrick Mader et al. in [96] introduce a concept for the systematic management of traceability,
adapted for and integrated into the Unified Process as one of the widely accepted software
development methods. As an extension, requirements templates are applied to facilitate a tool
supported analysis of natural language texts in use case descriptions. Template based analysis
enable a determination of types of terms and a check of their correct application, as well as a
recognition of implicit connections between development artefacts. A rule set is defined as a
first step towards a powerful support of traceability handling. In the ongoing project the rule set
is enhanced by heuristics and semantic-based rules to a whole framework of methods and rules.

In this paper authors present an analysis and classification of UP artefacts concerning to
traceability aspects. Based on that, all required links between the artefactsof the UP activities
of requirements engineering and design are defined. Additionally, a syntactic and semantic
definition of traceability links is established and customized to the UP’s methods. This definition
has been developed and validated in practical projects and case studies.

These results constitute a milestone and provide a basis for further works towards empirical
investigations for rules concerning the suitable level of detail for traceability links, or for rules
how far to follow traceability links during the impact analysis of a change. Theanalysis of the
UP and the customization of the traceability concept are performed during practical development
projects. As results of these works, guidelines for the level of detail andrules for the verification
of traceability links have been established.
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2.3.2.8 Sousa et al.

Sousa et al. in [127] present a model-driven framework to traceability in software product lines.
The approach is based on the work by Pohl et al. in [114], which consists of establishing trace
links between variability elements and software artefacts. Authors claimed thatthe major benefit
of the framework is that all the software product line models (variability model,requirements
model, etc) are variation points in the approach. The user can select whichmodels to use during
development, without being imposed with a specific metamodel. The framework facilitates
the ability to trace from features to any other artefact of software development (requirements,
code, etc). This is achieved by using the traceability metamodel (Section 3.1),to store all the
necessary trace information. This metamodel is generic enough to be applicable to a variety of
scenarios, including SPL development. On top of the services provided bythis repository have
been defined a set of abstract classes and interfaces to allow the instantiation of our framework
for different SPL scenarios.

Authors mentioned that this framework is still in development, to address other different
scenarios of traceability in SPL development, such as: (i) tracing from features to architectural,
design and implementation models/artefacts; (ii) analysis of feature interactions; and (iii) feature
covering and change impact analysis.

2.3.2.9 Robert Brcina and Matthias Riebisch

Robert Brcina and Matthias Riebisch in [21] present a traceability link definition framework for
supporting architectural design decisions. Traceability links have to represent relations between
artefacts in different phases of the development process. Depending on the goal of the decision,
different types of artefacts and relations have to be considered, then they focused on architectural
design decisions regarding the non-functional design goal evolvability.

In the paper authors present a set of traceability link types together with a definition of
their semantics. They started from a subset of the currently used link typesand define their
semantics by the way of their utilization. The set of link types was developed byanalyzing
the link evaluation and exploitation. The presented link types are customized for the support of
architectural design decisions, in regard to a set of non-functional design goals.

Even through if the results of this work are applicable only to these decisions, authors assure
they expect that the discussion about link types and semantics is driven forward, and that they
lead to a significant support for the tool development. The work was performed within a large
industrial project.

2.3.2.10 Flori Glitia et al.

Flori Glitia et al. in [60] use their experience in the implementation of traceability, for an MDE
approach of embedded systems. They reuse ideas presented in literaturefor the construction of
Local and Global Trace models to which they added the new concepts. Then authors present
examples and argue the choice of models concepts, presenting the searchalgorithm used to
inspect the trace for an element along the transformation chain.

Authors, in order to implement traceability in a transformation chain, use the ideaof sepa-
ration of traceability levels between traceability in the small and traceability in the large [100],
which they refer as local and global traceability. Authors assure they modify the metamodel
developed in [83] in order to take into account the fine-grained traces and the black-boxes, and
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obtain a Local Trace metamodel. For the global navigation they use a Global Trace metamodel.
Then, the Local Trace metamodel capture the traces between the input andoutput of one trans-
formation.

The Global Trace metamodel permits to represent all local traces and modelsin a trans-
formation chain and the way those models are linked, represented by TraceModel, respectively
LocalModel. A Global Trace model is a main entry point from which all the Local Trace mod-
els are found, and describes that a target/source model of one transformation is a source/target
model for the next/previous transformation.

Authors explain that they are currently in the process of changing the transformation lan-
guage: as the trace generation is independent from the trace exploitation,the developed algo-
rithm and tool will not affected, as long as the required Local and Global traces are generated.
Then, if the new transformation engine provides a trace mechanism they will implement an API
to transfer this information to the Local Trace. If it provides its own trace model, a model to
model transformation should permit the transfer to the Local Trace Model.

2.3.2.11 Jane Cleland-Huang et al.

Jane Cleland-Huang et al. in [27] describe nine best practices for implementing effective au-
tomated traceability. Best practices for automated traceability fall into three categories. The
first category describes best practices for establishing a traceability environment, the second
describes the structuring and content of the artefacts, and the third describes a process for intro-
ducing automated traceability into an organization.

1. Traceability environment. The first three best practices relate to establishing the traceabil-
ity environment:

• Trace for a purpose. It must determine in advance which types of artefacts they will
trace and which types of artefacts they will trace to. As an example, the traceabil-
ity framework established for the L&A project’s requirements, to capture several
different types of requirements during the project’s life cycle from severalunique
role oriented viewpoints. Making up-front decisions and explicitly modelling the
traceability needs of the project stakeholders provide the necessary physical infras-
tructure to support automated traceability.

• Define a suitable trace granularity. Define a suitable trace granularity. Project stake-
holders also must decide on the appropriate level of trace granularity foreach arte-
fact type.

• Support in-place traceability. Support in-place traceability. In a software project,
developers generally use a wide variety of third-party case tools to manageartefacts,
and traceability should be provided to these artefacts as they reside within their
native environments. We refer to this as in-place traceability.

2. Creating traceable artefacts. In addition to the traceability environment, requirements
that are well written and organized in meaningful ways also tend to return better trace-
ability results than those that are haphazardly created. Several requirements best practices
can significantly improve automated traceability results.
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(a) Use a well-defined project glossary. A well-constructed project glossary, defined
during initial discovery meetings with stakeholders and used consistently through-
out product development, will generally increase consistency in term usage and sub-
sequently improve traceability.

(b) Write quality requirements. Requirements should exhibit generally accepted quali-
ties of a good specification such as being correct, unambiguous, complete, consis-
tent, prioritized, verifiable, understandable, identifiable, and so on. Thequalities of
completeness and conciseness are specifically important for automated traceability.

(c) Construct a meaningful hierarchy. Including a strong hierarchy of information, such
as headings within a requirements document or meaningful package names,can
enable a trace retrieval tool to strengthen the semantics of individual requirements
and help construct more accurate links.

(d) Bridge the intradomain semantic gap. The semantic gap can be resolved bydefining
intradomain synonyms and utilizing a tool that can support domain-specific syn-
onym matching. It is also essential to avoid reusing the same term to describe dif-
ferent concepts in different domains, as this will ultimately result in the generation
of unnecessary links and decrease traceability result precision.

(e) Create rich content. Elizabeth Hull, Ken Jackson, and Jeremy Dick13 described
the value of incorporating rationales and domain knowledge into the traceability
infrastructure, and this approach can be useful for supporting automated traceability.

3. Introducing automated trace processes. Introducing new methods into an organization
usually requires a planned process improvement initiative. This leads to the final best
practice: Use aprocess improvementplan.

2.3.2.12 Jane Cleland-Huang et al. (2003)

Cleland-Huang et al. in [29] in this paper proposes a method for supporting performance-
related impact analysis in a heterogeneous software engineering environment. An event-based
approach is taken to establish dynamic traceability links, capable of propagating data values and
commands between requirements and performance models. Quantitative values in performance
related requirements are adjusted to reflect proposed changes, and impacted models are re-
executed to measure the impact of the change. The resulting outputs are thenautomatically
compared to relevant performance requirements and a system-wide report showing the impact
of the proposed change upon performance is generated.

2.3.2.13 Jane Cleland-Huang and Rafal Habrat

Cleland-Huang and Rafal Habrat in [81] describe the use of visualization techniques to help an
analyst review a set of candidate links and construct an RTM. All of the techniques described in
this paper have either been implemented in Poirot, their web-based traceability tool described in
[91], or in prototype form. Examples in this paper are drawn from the Ice Breaker System (IBS)
which has been described in several previous papers [27, 30]. IBS is used to co-ordinate de-
icing services and truck management for a public works department. The system incorporates
several different types of artefacts including 7 high level business goals, 202 requirements and
75 classes.
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2.3.2.14 Gotel and Finkelstein

Gotel and Finkelstein in [65] points out other interesting traceability issues in their four points
strategy to improve the pre-traceability:increase awareness of information, obtain and record
information, organize and maintain information, andaccess/present information. They rein-
force: to create conscious of the importance to pre specify the type, structure and amount of
information needed in pre-traceability; to support an iterative development,through improving
the flexibility of content and structure of the information; to access and present the informa-
tion they recommend improving the research in areas, such as information retrieval, artificial
intelligence, human computer interaction, separating the representation of requirements from
flexible presentation, developing programmable multimedia workstations for end-users to pro-
vide: graphical and textual traces and sophisticated visualization, assisting impact analysis (i.e.
presenting requirements dynamically, using animation, links which light up, etc.), concurrent
traces, and flexibleRTwhere traces can dynamically mature to queries. All these remarks could
lead to develop original research in the traceability area.

2.3.2.15 Jarke Matthias

Jarke M. in [82] introduces important issues to the traceability study, such as stating a trace as a
product, which means a trace must capture the linkages between the requirements engineering
process artefacts in a meaningful way and considering different aspects of theREprocess itself,
such as, converging the stakeholders interest, showing an understanding of the system vision
issues or documenting in an adequate format; whereas, the tracing process is a mechanism
to feedback the requirements engineering and software development process workflow. Their
suggestions mention which features and information must be considered to implement traces,
and a traceability process.

2.3.2.16 Macfarlane and Reilly

Macfarlane and Reilly in [94] describe how requirements traceability is supported with theBNR
IDE tool, which allows to handle information created by development tools, without compro-
mising the way in which the information is version controlled and configured. That is an inter-
esting approach, because this tool job is just to manage the traceability information in different
abstraction levels, without interfere with the rest of the other development tools. Some advan-
tages are that there is no necessity for checking out any of the linked artefacts, so that attributes
can be assigned to the link objects, and the most interesting feature is allowing users to separate
the history of changes of the artefacts’ data, from the changes of the associations between the
artefacts. However, although the design element generation is fully automated for each file type,
the links generation is manually. Authors assure that automation of the associations’ creation
and maintenance is possible, and can provide some relief but requires moreresearch.

2.3.2.17 Watkins and Neal

Watkins and Neal in [142] introduce a traceability program consisting of two main steps: iden-
tify links and the verification-analysis step. The later is an interesting proposal, because it
introduces to constantly verify for the traceability information, which is a key point toward to
maintain it updated. Even though, there is neither a proposal about how to create traceability
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relationships, or even a proposal to state a traceability categorization, there is a mention about
how a document must be structured in order to be traceable, and these recommendations are use-
ful for another methodology to create links. The most important issue is that authors provide a
program fully validated in their organization (the program was established intheir organization
since 1987).

2.3.2.18 Jarke and Ramesh

Jarke and Ramesh in [119] point out several approaches in the commercial and research liter-
ature to address the traceability relations classified by them. They also present a tool which
covers some principles proposed in their traceability strategy, theKBSA ADMtool. The tool
aim is to show a practical application of the strategy to define the traceability information to be
capture, the traceability process steps, and at last, the traceability process implementation into
the software development process. However there is no experimental data about its applicability
and feasibility, even more as authors assure the strategy implementation requires, a quite a bit
of creativity to do it in a practical and useful manner. Therefore, it is not yet a mature strategy
to implement in industry.

2.3.2.19 Spanoudakis, et al.

Spanoudakis, et al., in [129], by means of a preliminary experiments series, using a traceability
prototype tool, offer the ability to automate the traceability relations generation at reasonable
levels of recall and precision. This approach is fully automated; it starts byparsing the require-
ments written in natural language using syntactical analysis, to obtain the automatic relations
from requirements and use cases to the analysis object model. However, the approach only
considers thesatisfactionanddependencytraceability types , which could lead to an incom-
plete traceability analysis, because it is also important to consider theevolutionandrationale
traceability types, due to the information these types provide to the project’s decision makers
(traceability types by Ramesh and Jarke in [119]). The approach also has not yet considered any
solution, for the traceability relations to other artefacts of later stages of the development life
cycle, such as test cases.

2.3.2.20 Cerbah and Euzenat approach

Cerbah and Euzenat approach in [26], also as Spanoudakis et al., carry out the research on syn-
tactic analysis of text documents written in natural language, in order to manage the traceability
links, between initial software requirements and formal object representations, resulting from
the modelling processes. The authors made a fine grained indexing, which means a paragraph
level indexing, while as they assures (take into account the paper date, January 2001) most in-
dexing systems used in information retrieval, just work at the document level.They used the
hyperlink technology to make the linkage, but in this case, the user can be able to exclude au-
tomatically generated links, or add links that have not been proposed by thesystem, that is an
advantage. However, as authors assures themselves, until now there isa strong need to improve
the knowledge generation, in order to automatically detect the potential attributes and their types
(the same could be possible for events, actions, etc). It would be also possible, as the method-
ology shows, to extent this link generation to the automatic generation of therationale and
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evolutionlinks, even though, authors have not made any comment about to incorporate these
traceability types to their approach.

2.3.2.21 Egyed and Grunbacher

Egyed and Grunbacher in [47], focus on automatically generatedependencylinks, between
requirements, design artefacts, test cases and source code. A deficiency is that some trace
dependency input has to be provided manually. The approach relies on the capability of the
software engineer, to relate the requirements test scenarios and to the model elements. Although
the technique has some means of detecting inconsistencies among links it can befooled this way
and engineers need to be aware of this. Another issue detected is that it is not possible to state
different granularity levels of coverage measurement. Finally, this technique has not still been
applied in large scale systems.

2.3.2.22 Kelleher

Kelleher in [85] presents a traceability four-layered architecture, whose structure is presented
as a “Traceability framework” comprising of aTRAceability Metamodel (TRAM), a language
for defining traceability process models; aTRAceability Process (TRAP), an process author-
ing and publication tool, and the traceability patterns as a medium to communicate experience
based traceability best practices defined in a uniform way. The use of traceability best prac-
tices patterns would be so helpful to reduce effort in implementing a traceability strategy in
organizations, because it offers to the engineers, a quick introduction to the topic together with
providing a lot of reusable work already capture in the patterns. Authorsrepresent the trace-
ability metamodel, process and patterns usingTopic Maps(ISO 13250). Finally, a tool environ-
ment supporting the traceability framework is described: theTRAceability Pattern Environment
(TRAPEd), which is an experimental platform integrating process, patterns and a traceability
management system. However, even authors state the platform is the integration result, of a
different research projects number and tools, which is so valuable, this paper does not mention
experimental results about the implementation of all this traceability workbench inreal projects,
in order to evaluate the advantages, pitfalls and future work.

2.3.2.23 Letelier

Letelier sketches a configuration process for requirements traceability, based on hisUML profile
for requirements traceability. The approach including the metamodel, the correspondingUML
profile and the configuration process, which only has the assumption of using a UML-based
process, but it is independent of any particular process. However,to illustrate the approach, he
has presented an example usingRUP as a development process. Currently they are working
on the design and construction of a module that implements his approach, and according to the
RUPprocess. This module will be integrated inRational Rose, as future work.

An important aspect when configuring the traceability for a project is to establish traceability
attributes (and their possible values) for each selected type of artefact, as author himself assures.
Deliberately, he has not dealt with this topic in this paper, because he considers this issue is not
especially difficult. The main reason is, it can be assumed that the requirements management
tool, will offer a set of predefined attributes for each type of artefact, and the userwill able
to select them or define new ones. For instance, inRUP some attributes for software features
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are: state (proposed, approved or incorporated), benefit (critical,important or useful), estimated
effort, risk and stability (these attributes usually have values such as high, medium or low).

2.3.2.24 Knethen and Grund

In this paper, which tackles the Impact Analysis issue, authors describe an approach to support
later changes to software systems. The approach consists of a traceability technique and a sup-
porting tool environment, theQuaTrace. The tracing approach describes which traces should
be established in which way. In contrast to other traceability techniques, thistechnique gives
detailed guidance on what traces should be established to support later impact analyses. Further-
more, the technique defines who should establish traces, when, as well as, who should analyze
traces and how. This traceability technique was already validated in the domainof building
automation, and authors assure that, the experimental results showed a significantly beneficial
influence of the guidelines on the correctness and completeness of a predicted set of change
impacts, in comparison to traditional development guidelines.

The proposed tool environment supports the application of the paper’s guidelines in a con-
crete development context. The tool environment integrates two existing tools: a requirements
management tool (i.e., RequisitePro) and aCASEtool (i.e., Rhapsody). Authors assure, the
approach allows traces to be established, analyzed, and maintained effectively and efficiently,
providing support for the requirements engineer, project planner, and maintainer actors.

2.3.2.25 Aizenbud-Reshef et al.

Authors in this paper present an approach for defining an operationalsemantics for traceability
in UML, in order to more precisely capture the intended meaning of different types of trace-
ability, and to enable richer tool support for managing and monitoring traceability, perhaps by
making use of consistency checking technology.

They remark that traceability has three main uses:

1. Querying: e.g. impact analysis, coverage queries [8].

2. Following links along the life cycle of a project. For example, if we want to determine
the requirement that a particular acceptance test is checking [6].

3. Keeping the system and its documentation up to date, in a consistent state [7]. In Model-
Driven Development (e.g., with MDA) documentation will include precisely defined mod-
els, e.g., as written in UML.

An operational semantics primarily helps with the last usage of traceability. Based on this,
we define two types of semantics for traceability: 1)Preventative semantics, and 2)Reactive
semantics. Preventative semanticsdescribes things that should not happen. For example, con-
sider the dependency in Figure 1, if a Java class A imports Java class B, class B must not be
deleted before the import dependency is removed.Reactive semanticsdescribe what should be
triggered when something happens to one or more of the related elements or to the relationship
itself. For example if attribute B is derived from attribute A, whenever the value of A changes
B needs to be recomputed.

They define asemantic propertyof a traceability relationship is a triplet:event, condition,
actions. They remark, that there are substantial similarities between a semantic property and
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the notion of aconsistency rule, which expresses conditions that two or more consistent models
must satisfy. The combination of a MOF action semantics and consistency rulesshould be
roughly equivalent to the notion of asemantic property, and conceivably the formers could be
used to help implement the latter, in a generic, tool-independent way. That would be a very
interesting research line in traceability.

2.3.3 Analysis Criteria

The following are the criteria to analyze the approaches more in depth, and tomake the analysis
conclusion:

1. Traceability Information Structure . This criterion is the baseline to analyze the current
literature that cope with the type, structure and amount of information neededto imple-
ment a traceability methodology.

2. Traceability Automation . This criterion is used to analyze the current approaches which
automate the link acquisition and management processes, performed in a traceability
methodology enactment.

3. Traceability Model . In this category, it will be analyzed different proposals of trace-
ability models: traceability meta-models, frameworks and reference models. Allthese
research lined present a traceability model in different level of abstraction, and with differ-
ent modelling refinement. However, all of them have in common to guide the traceability
methodology definition and implementation.

4. Traceability link semantics. In this category, will be analyzed current approaches which
define traceability links semantics, which is used to define the traceability link typesin
the traceability methodology definition. The traceability link types are used to create real
links during the methodology enactment.

2.3.4 Discussion

2.3.4.1 Traceability Information Structure

One important issue that can be conclude from the current literature analysis, is that, some
authors remark the pre-specification of the type, structure and amount ofinformation needed
in a traceability strategy: some in pre-traceability (as in [65]), and others in post-traceability
(as in [9, 82, 87]). Authors make recommendations to improve this key issue, for instance [65]
recommends improving the content flexibility and the information structure. [82] makes specific
recommendations about which features and information must be consideredto implement traces,
and [119] defines the traceability information to be capture using theKBSA ADMtool.

Similarly, Lago et al. in [87] propose to reduce the number of artefacts to trace, which leads
to reduce the number of traces. Authors discuss that instead of automating tracing, or represent-
ing all possible traces, authors scope the traces to be maintained to the activities stakeholders
must carry out. In this approach the definition of core traceability paths aremade, consisting
of essential traceability links required to support the activities. This is a sound approach to
tackle the complexity problem due to the exponential growth of trace links, presented when the
artefacts number increase.
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Sven Wenzel et al. in [143] present an approach to trace single model elements or groups of
elements within a version history of a UML model. The approach uses a differencing algorithm
known as SiDiff to identify similar elements in different versions of a model, as well as, to locate
and visualize single elements or entire fragments in other revisions or variants. The approach
permits to compute further information based on traces, such as dependencies or day flies on
a fine grained level. Authors comment that the empirical evaluation of their visualization ap-
proach has improved the acceleration of various tasks, and also to support them with trustworthy
information.

Patrick Mader et al. in [96] present an analysis and classification of UP (Unified Process)
artefacts concerning to traceability aspects. Authors, present a syntactic and semantic definition
of traceability links is established and customized to the UP’s methods. Particularly, all required
links between the artefacts of the UP activities of requirements engineering and design are de-
fined. This definition has been developed and validated in practical projects and case studies,
and the results provide a basis for further works towards the rules definition concerning the suit-
able level of detail for traceability links, or for rules how far to follow traceability links during
the impact analysis of a change.

Jarke M. in [82] introduces the trace as aproduct, and make recommendations about which
information must be specified with each trace. It is clarified that the tracing process should
be a mechanism to feedback the requirements engineering and software development process
workflow. According to Jarke, a trace must capture the linkages betweenthe requirements en-
gineering process artefacts in a meaningful way, considering different aspects of theREprocess
itself, such as, converging the stakeholders interest, showing an understanding of the system
vision issues, and documenting traceability in an adequate format.

2.3.4.2 Traceability Automation

Patrick Mader et al. in [95] present an approach that supports the automatic maintenance of
traceability relations between requirements, analysis and design models of software systems
expressed in UML. The maintenance is based upon predefined rules thatrecognize elementary
change events as constituent steps of broader development activities. The approach analyses
elementary change events generated while working within a CASE tool. This seems to be a
nice approach to keep the traceability implementation consistency, however some limitations
are found, as authors themselves assure. Limitations are that only predefined activities can be
recognized at present and these are unlikely to reflect all possible development approaches, so
it is necessary to customize the rules to project specifics.

Cleland-Huang and Rafal Habrat in [81] describe the use of visualization techniques to help
an analyst review a set of candidate links and construct an RTM. All of the techniques described
in this paper have either been implemented in Poirot, their web-based traceabilitytool described
in [91], or in prototype form.

Cleland-Huang et al. in [29] in this paper proposes a method for supporting performance-
related impact analysis in a heterogeneous software engineering environment. An event-based
approach is taken to establish dynamic traceability links, capable of propagating data values and
commands between requirements and performance models. The resulting outputs are then au-
tomatically compared to relevant performance requirements and a system-widereport showing
the impact of the proposed change upon performance is generated.
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In the automation issue, Watkins and Neal in [142] explain how a document must be struc-
tured to be traceable, and these recommendations are so valuable to automate the traceability
links creation.

Jarke and Ramesh in [119] present the KBSA ADM tool, and they define the traceability
information to be captured, the traceability process steps, and at last, the traceability process
implementation into the software development process.

Macfarlane and Reilly in [94] presents theBNR IDEtool, to manage the traceability infor-
mation in different abstraction levels, without interfere with the rest of the other development
tools, which probably have version controlled and configured the linked artefacts.

Spanoudakis, et al., in [129] use a traceability prototype tool, to automate the traceabil-
ity relations generation at reasonable levels of recall and precision. It parses the requirements
written in natural language using syntactical analysis, to obtain the automatic relations, from
requirements and use cases to the analysis object model. It considers thesatisfactionandde-
pendencytraceability types generation. They explain that they still are working of the automatic
link generation for theevolutionandrationaletypes, and for other artefacts of later stages of the
development life cycle.

Cerbah and Euzenat in [26], use the hyperlink technology to make the linkage. They re-
search on syntactic analysis of text documents written in natural language,to manage the trace-
ability links between the software requirements and formal object representations, resulting
from the modelling processes. They have gotten a grained indexing, whichmeans a paragraph
level indexing, while as they assures most indexing systems used in information retrieval, just
work at the document level.

Egyed and Grunbacher in [47], focus on automatically generate dependency links, between
requirements, design artefacts, test cases and source code. However, some trace dependency
input has to be provided manually, and the approach relies on the capability of the software
engineer, to relate the requirements test scenarios to the model elements.

Kelleher in [85] presents theTRAceability Pattern Environment (TRAPEd), which is an ex-
perimental platform, which integrates the process, patterns and a traceabilitymanagement sys-
tem.

2.3.4.3 Traceability Model

Another key topic related to traceability is the introduction, definition and distinction between
the “traceability schema, framework, model and process” concepts. Several approaches tackle
these different traceability models.

Drivalos et al. in [41] argued over the benefits of type safe and semantically rich traceability
metamodels and presented TML, a language for constructing and maintaining rigorous trace-
ability metamodels at a high level of abstraction. They identify concerns associated with case-
specific traceability metamodels, and then shown how TML contributes to addressing them.
One concern is the associated complexity with constructing such metamodels, for that, they
argue that this complexity can be managed to an extent by using a dedicated metamodeling
language. The language encodes constructs and relationships that areoften encountered dur-
ing the construction of traceability metamodels into first-class language constructs. This is a
sound approach for a metamodeling language for metamodels definition, however, some con-
sensus is missing around this approach. Before the language can be widely implemented and
used by the software engineering community, the language must prove a strong usability for
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implementation in system developments. Specially, considering that there are widely known
standards which provide a language to create metamodels, such as SPEM in the case for process
metamodels or UML for the case of modelling languages.

Heindl and Biffl in [71] introduce TAM, a framework to systematically describe and help
determine the likely efforts and benefits, like reduced expected delay and risk, of the tracing
process in the context of a usage scenario such as re-testing of software. The TAM defines
common elements of various requirements tracing approaches: trace specification, generation,
deterioration, validation, rework, and application; and parameters influencing each activity like
number of units to trace, average effort per unit to trace, and requirements volatility. This
approach seeks to measure the effort involved in a tracing process, based on some factors defined
in the TAM framework. This is a sound approach to prevent the resources spent in the tracing
process.

Sousa et al. in [127] present a model-driven framework to traceability in software product
lines (SPL). The approach is based on the work by Pohl et al. in [114], which consists of estab-
lishing trace links between variability elements and software artefacts. The framework facilitates
the ability to trace from features to any other artefact of software development (requirements,
code, etc). This is achieved by using a traceability metamodel provided in this paper, to store all
the necessary trace information. This metamodel is generic enough to be applicable to a variety
of scenarios, including SPL development. Authors mentioned that this framework is still in de-
velopment, to address other different scenarios of traceability in SPL development, such as: (i)
tracing from features to architectural, design and implementation models/artefacts; (ii) analysis
of feature interactions; and (iii) feature covering and change impact analysis.

Glitia et al. in [60] present the Local and Global Trace models, presenting the search al-
gorithm used to inspect the trace for an element along the transformation chain. The Global
Trace metamodel permits to represent all local traces and models in a transformation chain and
the way those models are linked, represented by LocalModel. A Global Trace model is a main
entry point from which all the Local Trace models are found, and describes that a target/source
model of one transformation is a source/target model for the next/previous transformation. Au-
thors explain that they are currently in the process of changing the transformation language.

Cleland-Huang et al. in [27] describe nine best practices for implementing effective au-
tomated traceability. Best practices for automated traceability fall into three categories. The
first category describes best practices for establishing a traceability environment, the second
describes the structuring and content of the artefacts, and the third describes a process for in-
troducing automated traceability into an organization. This paper contributes togive practical
recommendations about how to implement a successful tracing process. Then, these recommen-
dations provided should be included in a traceability model, methodology or language proposal
to define in this thesis.

Kelleher in [85] presents a traceability four-layered architecture, whose structure is pre-
sented as a “Traceability framework”. It comprising of aTRAceability Metamodel (TRAM), a
language for defining traceability process model, and aTRAceability Process (TRAP), an pro-
cess authoring and publication tool. Additionally, the paper presents traceability patterns as a
medium to communicate experience based traceability best practices defined ina uniform way.
This last paper is introduces the traceability best practices patterns with the aim to reduce the
effort spent in implement a traceability strategy in organizations. These patterns, offers to the
engineers, a quick introduction to the topic together with providing a lot of reusable work al-
ready capture in the patterns. However, even authors state that the platform is the integration
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result between a different research projects number and tools, in this paper does not provide
experimental results or case studies.

Letelier in [90] builds arequirement traceability framework, which establishes aUML ref-
erence metamodelfor requirements traceability, representing all the software development arte-
facts and links among them. Together with the metamodel, the approach includes aUML profile
and the configuration process. An interesting issue is that, this configuration process is inde-
pendent of any development process, only it must be aUML-based, and the approach can be
adaptable to any projects needs, through the UML extension mechanisms it offers. However,
the paper does not mention any about experimental results of this approach implementation
on real projects, in order to evaluate this traceability metamodel feasibility, functionality and
usability.

Jarke and Ramesh in [119], propose atraceability meta model, which models the dynamics
for the relations between the system artefacts, based on the four traceability link types that they
defined in the same paper. The presented model constitute a good first steptoward reference
models for requirements traceability. One evidence for this statement is the surprisingly broad
acceptance of early versions of several sub models by industry, as authors themselves assure.

Knethen and Grund in [140] define aconceptual trace model, also called areference model.
The approach consists of a traceability technique (tracing approach), and a supporting tool en-
vironment, theQuaTrace. The tracing approach describes which traces should be established
in which way. In contrast to other traceability techniques, this one gives detailed guidance on
what traces should be established to support later impact analysis. Furthermore, the technique
defines who should establish traces, when, as well as, who should analyze traces, and how. This
traceability technique was already validated in the domain of building automation, as authors
assure. However it is not provided any statistics data or comparative results originated from this
validation.

Pohl et al. in [116] also presents a traceability metamodel approach separating the meta-
modeling layers called modelling, performance and model enactment domains. The metamodel
is based on the NATURE metamodel process which uses the OMT notation. Onelack founded
is that the classes have not defined attributes. This leads to confuse the software engineer about
which is the classes meaning and which is the traceability context. This lack also impacts on the
traceability metamodel extension. That is if the classes meaning is misunderstood, then when
is necessary to add another concept to the metamodel, probably such concept is already repre-
sented by another class of the metamodel. It is also not clear if the classes’ concepts belong to
the metamodel layer or the enactment layer. For instance, the traceability resources (traceability
metrics or the system artefacts classification), are defined at the metamodel layer, not requiring
to be instantiated at the enactment layer. Simply, traceability resources are used as is, during all
the project life. This not clear definition of the metamodeling layers can also confuse the meta-
model instantiation, because probably some classes at the metamodeling layer do not require
instantiation, such as the previously mentioned traceability resources.

2.3.4.4 Traceability Link Semantics

Robert Brcina and Matthias Riebisch in [21] present a traceability link definition framework for
supporting architectural design decisions. In the paper authors present a set of traceability link
types together with a definition of their semantics. They started from a subsetof the currently
used link types and define their semantics by the way of their utilization. The setof link types
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was developed by analyzing the link evaluation and exploitation, in regard to aset of non-
functional design goals. Then at the present moment, the results of this work are applicable
only to these decisions, authors assure they expect that the discussion about link types and
semantics is driven forward, and that they lead to a significant support for the tool development.

Aizenbud-Reshef et al. in [5] define theoperational semanticsof traceability relationships.
The key observation of this paper is that the notion of traceability should be captured using a set
of semanticproperties. These properties identify theeventsthat produce traceability informa-
tion, theconditionsunder which these events may arise, and theactionsthat should be taken in
order to maintain traceability information. The parallels between semantic properties and con-
sistency rules were noted; this suggests that a unified tool set for consistency and traceability
management is feasible and useful. It seems likely that such a tool set couldbe derived building
on a mechanism for capturing rules and conditions (e.g., anOCL engine) and actions (e.g., a
MOF action semantics with suitably aware tools). Authors remark their expectation onthe on-
going work on model composition andMOF action semantics, will allow producing such a tool
set in the near future. Similarly, to explore the importance and utility of behavioural modelling
at the metamodel level. The most interesting issue provided by this paper, is theproposal for
using the operational semantics, as a tool to keep in a consistent state the system, as well as
system’s documentation up to dated. This approach remarks the importance ofthe traceability
link semantic to support and improve many development tasks.

2.3.5 Conclusion

A methodology definition is “a collection of specifications of the tasks and products that soft-
ware engineers are concerned with, in order to achieve a working finalproduct delivery on time
and budget”, as is defined in [73]. In the case of a traceability methodology, this should include
a collection of specifications of the traceability tasks and products to be generated, that the soft-
ware engineer is concerned on. Thus, as part of the methodology’s specifications and tasks,
general practices can be included from which to create specific ones. General practices are pre-
viously detected to be common in several projects, leading to be included in the methodology
to be “reused”.

According to literature, traceability methodologies is one of the best approaches to support
the reuse of traceability practices, since common or repeated practices canbe included as part
of a methodology. Some works in this direction are [4, 27, 41, 57, 60, 71, 85, 97, 101, 116, 119,
127, 131, 135, 139, 140].

Some proposals, such as [41, 60, 60, 85, 86, 116, 119, 127, 140], suggest developing a
traceability methodology from a model in an upper abstraction level, which is from a trace-
ability metamodel. The goal of these metamodeling approaches, is to generate customized
traceability methodologies from a general metamodel, which incorporates repeated traceability
practices or patterns. These approaches introduce thetraceability reference modelconcept and
thetraceability metamodelconcept, which have an equivalent meaning since both providing the
guidelines to model the traceability methodology model during both stages: the design and en-
actment. Therefore, during this thesis both concepts will be mentioned indistinctly, but always
referring to the same meaning.

In this research context, a metamodel is a model of a model, particularly, in the object-
oriented software space, is a model of a methodology comprising both process aspects and
product aspects [61]. Thus, a metamodel provides a collection of specifications which represents
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potential elements in the methodology [73].
However, metamodel approaches such as such as [41, 71, 85, 86, 116, 119, 140] provide not

just a very basic set of traceability items, that is a set ofmetaconcepts, on which the method-
ology could be built, but a predefined set of concepts. These conceptsinclude items such as a
given product lifecycle, traceability roles. Sometimes the metamodel includes some pre defined
specializations such as is the case of informal meeting or formal meeting; but, most usually,
user-definable specialization mechanisms are not provided. This kind of metamodel is not flexi-
ble enough. The metamodel is actually precluding all the methodology conceptsand this should
not happen. Each methodology should include its own concepts; and theseconcepts should be
derived from a set of “basic items or concepts”.

The reason why metamodels include concepts instead of metaconcepts can result from a
too shallow separation between the specifications of the methodology metamodellevel, -to be
used during the stage for designing the methodology- and the methodology level -to be used
during the stage for enacting/using the methodology-. Pohl et al. in [116] already pointed out
in [116] the convenience of separating different layers or domains that, in this case, were called
modelling, performance and model enactment. Then, proposals introduce ametamodel that is
intended to be used as a starting point by method engineers to develop methodologies, however
proposals present important limitations. Approaches do not detail which are the tasks, producers
and work products for the stage of defining the methodology, and which for the stage of using
such defined methodology.

Some exceptions are Kelleher in [85] and Pohl et al. in [116], which already present a
proposal to separate the metamodeling levels. The Kelleher’s approach [85] provides a meta-
model (TRAM) based on reused traceability practices, with a four-layer traceability process
architecture, to describe the traceability process. However, even though the traceability process
enactment is included, the TRAM metamodel as is presented in [85], only includes the items
to define the traceability methodology, but without including the items corresponding to the en-
actment of the resulting methodology. This leads that the software engineerswill not have the
process model for the traceability methodology enactment, including the items to support it. For
instance specific information generated when a link is created, such as the dependency degree
between the system artefacts related by a link, or the priority level of the link,could be saved if
the metamodel does not provide the item to keep this information.

Another exception is Pohl et al. in [116]. In this paper authors provide a metamodel to
the method-driven capture of the trace information and project-specific, presenting a three-layer
traceability process model. This approach mainly tackles the acquisition process of traces, also
it introduces traceability items involved in that process, such as dependency links. This approach
is a good traceability process model, since describes not only the traceabilitysteps but also, their
interrelations to the development process steps. However, the metamodel does not accomplish
totally with our traceability requirements. Even though, this metamodel is based onthe method-
ology customization following the project needs, does not describe the traceability items which
compose the customized traceability methodology. That is the metamodel only describes the
dependency links between the items generated by the process steps, without describing which
metamodels items are intended to support the traceability methodology definition, atthe method
layer. This leading to the customization of a traceability methodology to the projectwill be a
difficult and confused task, if the core traceability items are not specified.

Other limitation founded in current related literature, is that very often the semantics for the
traceability metamodels classes is defined shallowly. The omission of the classesattributes, and
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the project contexts in which to instantiate the metamodels classes, is frequently made. The
class attributes are an approach to specify the instantiation contexts. That is, from attributes is
possible to outline the context in which the class will be used. However, as in most of the current
approaches the class’ attributes are omitted, then the contexts can not be determined.

Formally, the project context concept is defined in this research as the project scenario with
specific features: the people involved, system artefacts types used by the people involved, de-
velopment activities to perform by the people involved, and time constraints, for instance the
project context in which a methodology is defined must be exist prior to the project context to
perform the defined methodology. Therefore, a specific project context motivates specific trace-
ability needs, which motivate the definition of traceability metamodels classes, as well as the
classes’ attributes. For instance, attributes to support the methodology definition are distinct of
those attributes to support the enactment of the defined methodology.

As an example of project contexts, consider the traceability link type concept. This needs
at least the following attributes, to define the traceability types, in the project context in which
the traceability methodology is defined: a brief description, a purpose to justify its existence
as artefact project, a minimal weight to indicate the force level of the relation between the
linked artefacts, the roles authorized to modify the links of this type, and the system artefact
types to make the links of this type. On contrary, in the project context to enact the defined
traceability methodology, when a link is created from the defined traceability types, some other
information is needed: the force level specific to the two linked artefacts, and the granularities
levels of the linked artefacts. Due to this data is strongly useful to perform change impact
estimations, is defined as class’ attributes to instantiated during the traceability methodology
enactment context.

Therefore, a traceability metamodel should provide a class definition includingattributes
which must determine the project context in which the class can be instantiated.A same class
should include at least, the contexts for the methodology and project abstraction levels, as the
metamodeling principle requires. This impacts strongly on the traceability metamodelexten-
sion, since it may easily happen that a supposedly new traceability conceptmay be already
represented as a metamodel class. To avoid that, it must be well-defined the context of the
classes, including the class’ attributes.

Works such as [85, 116] are good approaches to traceability metamodeling. However, they
lack of a formal class definition including attribute values, and the formal definition of the rela-
tionships between the metamodel objects. That is from the OO modelling perspective, there is
no specification of the association multiplicity, either of the kind of relation between the meta-
models objects, such as abstraction, instantiation, aggregation, or specialization. Approaches
only use theassociationtype of OO modelling, which leads having a so informal model, from
strict modelling point of view [12, 73]. This impacts on the metamodel instantiation, since
probably it might be produced an instantiated model confusing the relations’multiplicity, and
confusing whether the objects are an aggregation or just a simple association.

Another problem is that the scope of the provided guidelines to define methodologies is
often too limited. For instance, [119, 140] provide a number of guidelines concerning pro-
cesses for trace creation and usage mainly, and not to develop a traceability methodologyper
se. In this sense [85] is an exception, though as discussed within this section, it presents other
limitations. Kelleher’s approach [85, 86] actually provides a metamodel to develop both, a
specific traceability model for a project, and a process to enact it. This metamodel approach
proposes to introduce the traceability component and link dependency concepts, and includes
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the process life cycle in which the traceability process and the process structure are introduced.
The metamodel proposed in [116] introduces the dependency link type and trace information:
supplementary product information (contribution structures, informal meetings, goals or design
decisions) and the process observation information (execution date, method steps sequence or
sub steps). Additionally, this metamodel introduces trace method steps to createthe dependency
links using this trace information. In [140] the trace model includes representation, refinement,
and dependency relationships types, as well as, trace roles. This approach also provides guide-
lines for a tracing process: relationships guidelines to support establishing traces, and tracing
guidelines to document the created traces. In [119] a extensive traceability type classification is
provided, with four main traceability types: satisfaction, dependency, rationale, and evolution.
Additionally, trace models specific to several activities of the system development process are
provided.

It is evident that these all approaches varying of the components which conform a trace-
ability methodology, including the guidelines and process. Thus, there is a lack of common
traceability components which might compose a traceability methodology. Neither none all
them, explicitly specify which could be the minimal core set of traceability items whichmight
compose a traceability methodology for a given project. This minimal core set should be a
guideline to method engineers, to define the project-specific methodologies. Core items such
as traceability link types, traceability roles, rules to guide during the traces creation, granular-
ity levels of the artefacts being linked, or traceability metrics to perform assessments of the
traceability information.
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CHALLENGES IN TRACEABILITY

3.1 Overview

In this chapter several identified traceability challenges will be stated in section 3.2. These chal-
lenges were identified from the analysis and conclusions made from the traceability state of the
art. The aim of stating the challenges in traceability is to establish open research lines in the field
of traceability for all tasks in the software development process, not onlyfor the requirements
stage. The end of section3.2 includes the agreed challenges in traceability stated by theCenter
of Excellence for Traceability Technical Report (COET-GCT-06-01)[10], published in Septem-
ber 2006. The challenges identified in this thesis are included in that technical report. However,
this thesis goes into greater detail, listing specifically the topic features that each challenge must
include, in order to clearly state the open research line. Later, some of the identified challenges
will be selected to be tackled in this thesis, and the explanation and reasons for this selection
will be made in section3.3.

3.2 Identified Traceability Challenges

From the conclusion of theTraceability State of the Artchapter, several interesting traceability
research lines can be identified. The following topics are open to further research, and they
were concluded as challenges from the analysis of the current traceability literature. The agreed
challenges in traceability stated by theCenter of Excellence for Traceability Technical Report
(COET-GCT-06-01)[10], will be included in the end of the section,

3.2.1 Traceability Modeling Challenges

A conceptual trace model[86], alsocalled reference model[119], defines what trace entities and
traces are, and which traces should be captured. As indicated in [119], the purpose of reference
models is to significantly reduce the task of creating application-specific modelsand systems:
the user selects relevant parts of the reference model, adapts them to the problem at hand, and
configures an overall solution from these adapted parts.

Since the analysis of a domain can take an enormous effort when started from scratch, the use
of reference models has been reported to save up to 80 percent in development costs for systems
in standardized domains (in [119] based on [121]). Not surprisingly, reference models have
become highly successful in many industries, the best-known example beingtheSAPapproach
([119], pg. 1).

Reference models are, therefore, an abstraction of best practices, condensed from numer-
ous case studies over an extended period of time, followed by more case studies to refine and
evaluate the proposed reference model. So, it is possible to adapt and configure a methodology
specific to the given project by following the reference model.

There is nothing probably wrong about reference models; they derivetheir relevance from
the slice of practice they cover. In this sense, a reference model acts asa traceability metamodel,
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since it provides a baseline to define a methodology and guide during its design and its process
enactment (term defined in [79]). A methodology includes work products, specifications and
processes, and the best traceability practices can be modeled as part ofthe specifications and
processes. There are some works which provide traceability methodologyapproaches, such as
[4, 11, 57, 85, 97, 101, 116, 119, 131, 135, 139, 140], which were analyzed in section2.3 of
chapterTraceability State of the Art. Proposals such as [85, 116, 119, 140], suggest developing a
traceability methodology from a model at a higher level of abstraction ; that isfrom a traceability
metamodel. These traceability metamodels provide suitable solutions to define project-specific
traceability methodologies, but are lacking according to the analysis made in section 2.3.5of
chapterTraceability State of the Art:

1. The main problem found is that most approaches do not separate the method engineer’s
work from the software engineer’s work. Approaches do not separate which are the
tasks, products and producers for the methodology definition stage, andwhich are for
the methodology usage stage.

2. Metamodels intends to include acompleteset of methodology items, which means that
they provide a pre-fixed set of traceability items. However, they do not provide the exten-
sion mechanisms to add more traceability concepts.

3. User-definable specialization mechanisms are not provided.

4. Metamodels are based on a specific Software Life-Cycle Model(SLM).

5. The formality of the metamodels classes is weak: the classes provide few orno attributes
at all, which limits the user-definable specialization mechanisms.

6. The context for the metamodels classes is commonly not defined: the relationships of
each class to the other metamodel classes are not formally defined.

The following issues currently require some attention and should be addressed by the trace-
ability metamodel proposed in this thesis:

1. It is fundamental to have a basic set of widely agreed traceability items in both 1) process
attributes and 2) modeling structures, , from which to compose a project-specific trace-
ability methodology. This basic set of traceability items will make up the traceability
metamodel required to avoid the weakness found in some approaches. Thisbasic set of
traceability items should be shared by different models, as was stated in [48, 53], which
are published works extracted from this thesis.

2. Defining the traceability metamodel is just as important as providing the model extension
mechanisms to specialize the basic set of traceability items, in accordance with project
features.

3. In order to use the right modeling principles to define traceability methodologies, it is
essential to have the right set of basic traceability items. Proper modeling principles must
provide the platform to bridge the gaps found in current literature, which were set out in
the previous paragraph.
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Therefore, the key challenge is to define the basic set of traceability items which would
compose the traceability metamodel, and the extension mechanisms, assuring the project fea-
tures independence. An approach to this challenge will be the research focus of this thesis,
tackled over the following chapters. .

3.2.2 Traceability Information Structure Challenges

It is fundamental to pre-specify the type, structure and amount of information needed in a
traceability strategy, including pre-traceability and post-traceability (definitions introduced in
section2.2.3). Specifying such information would support the traceability tasks, such as the
implementation and maintenance of the traceability strategy, monitoring to control traceability
information consistency and up-to-dateness, and improvement of retrieval mechanisms.

Despite the importance of considering physical trace management and stakeholder roles,
current practice shows that the efficiency and effectiveness of the traceability support is largely
determined by the systemobject typesand thetraceability link typesoffered [119].

In this traceability issue, several topics require further creative development:

1. To improve theflexibility of the information content(topic indicated by [65])

2. To improve theinformation structure, which means to specify which information and
which features should be considered for implementing traces (indicated by [82]).

Along this line, [119] proposed theKBSA ADMtool and a strategy to clearly define the
traceability information to be captured. Watkins and Neal, also in [142] explain how a
document must be structured in order to be traceable, and these recommendations are
useful for any methodology to create links.

3. To explore the establishment of thetrace concept as aproduct (also indicated by [82]),
which means to establish that a trace has special information in itself. Specifically, a trace
must capture the linkages between development process artifacts in a meaningful way,
considering different aspects of the process itself, such as gathering the stakeholders’
interest, showing an understanding of the system vision issues, and documenting in an
adequate format.

The concept oftrace as a productis different from the tracing process concept, which is
a mechanism to support Requirements Engineering. It would be also different from the
software development process workflow concept. It is important to state very clearly this
difference between traceability and a trace.

4. To developtraceability semantics. The key feature of this concept is the notion that
traceability should be captured using a set ofsemanticproperties. The aim is to support
traceability in its three main uses (as is indicated in [5]):

(a) Querying: e.g. impact analysis, coverage queries [106].

(b) Following links along the life cycle of a project. For example, if we want to deter-
mine the requirement that a particular acceptance test is checking [92].

(c) Keeping the system and its documentation up to date, in a consistent state [130]. In
Model-Driven Development, documentation will include precisely defined models,
e.g. as written in UML.
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In this context, there are also other sub-topics derived from this one, for example
Aizenbud-Reshef et al. in [5], analyze theoperational semanticissue, which is intended
to cover the third traceability issue previously indicated (“keeping the systemand its doc-
umentation up to date, in a consistent state”). They proposesemanticproperties which
identify theeventsthat produce traceability information, theconditionsunder which these
events may arise, and theactionsthat should be taken in order to maintain traceability in-
formation. In conclusion, they define asemantic propertyof a traceability relationship as
a triplet:event, condition, actions. In that paper, the authors define two types of semantics
for traceability: 1)Preventative semantics, and 2)Reactive semantics. The authors’ ex-
pectation, expressed in the ongoing work on model composition andMOF action seman-
tics, to produce, in the near future, a tool set for consistency and traceability management,
is feasible and useful.

5. To develop thecore informationthat should be specified, to well-define atraceability type.
The traceability typecore informationis the base for distinguishing one type from another.
From the identified differences, it would be possible to derive operational traceability
semantics.

This issue is important to support the performance of several development tasks;using
semantics it is possible to detect which links are useful to make more accurate other de-
velopment tasks, such as V&V, impact analysis, change control, as well asthe traceability
tasks.

6. To clearly and specifically define thelinkage rulesbetween the artifacts, according to each
traceability type. This issue prevents us from setting up traceability strategy implementa-
tion, deployment and management in a systematic and automated way..

3.2.3 Traceability Process Challenges

TheTraceability Processcan be thought of as aTraceability Reference Modelinstantiation; in
this context, theTraceability Processwould be the traceability modelenactment. This concept
was already dealt with in [85], in which authors design aTraceability Workbenchin several
traceability abstraction levels, including all these concepts.

It would be desirable that this process could be configured for any product lifecycle scenario,
development process model, and application domain. In order that theTraceability Process
reach such goals, further development is fundamental in the following areas:

• Modeling thedynamics of the traceability enactment, clearly including the roles of the
actors, work products (documents, diagrams, models, plans, specifications, etc), and work
units (tasks, processes, activities and stages), which would guide the software engineers
during theTraceability Reference Modelenactment.

• To developTraceability Metrics, which should be defined in theTraceability Document,
in order to document and monitor whatever changes are made to their definitions. Since
from the business view it is important to maximize theROI of the traceability strategy,
metrics have become critical to evaluate the traceability state and to calculate the resources
involved in developing the system items detected as missed (for example the requirements
which are not yet satisfied for a particular design item).
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3.2.4 Traceability Documentation Challenges

In order to keep the traceability process documented, it is necessary to specify a traceability doc-
ument, which should be created at the time the methodology is instantiated from the Traceability
Reference Model, to support it during its enactment. This document is a template, initially of a
high level of abstraction and later adapted to the specific project needs. The instantiation of this
template will be the right place to store the information related to traceability, to finallyproduce
the Traceability Specification Document. This final item, if considered as obvious, can lead to
be underestimated with undesirable consequences.

The Traceability Specification Document should be produced while the process is per-
formed, and it must contain consistent information on when, by whom, and to which items
changes have been performed. All this accurate information would resultin a much betterROI
(Return On Investment) of the traceability methodology cost.

3.2.5 Traceability Automation Challenges

There are several topics to develop in the traceability automation issue. Some of them belong
to the first category mentioned in the section aboutTraceability Information Structure3.2.2, If
there is research in the traceability structure issue, then it would surely leadto improvements in
the traceability automation area. However, there is so much to develop in orderto make a faster,
efficient, reliable and feasible automation of a traceability strategy. Some topics can be listed:

1. How a document must be structured in order to be traceable (also dealt with in [142])

2. A tool which integrates the traceability process configuration, implementation, and man-
agement. There are several tools in this area such as [119] and [85] in which the au-
thor presents theTRAceability Pattern Environment (TRAPEd)- an experimental platform
which integrates the traceability process and patterns, and a traceability management sys-
tem. Finally, there are some tools which just include management such as [137, 140].

3. To improve the creation of links mechanisms. There are some proposals in this area, such
as [26, 47, 129].

4. To improve the retrieval mechanisms of traceability information.

5. To automate traceability relations generation. There is some work in this area, such as:

• Spanoudakis, et al. in [129], in which authors use a traceability prototype tool to au-
tomate traceability relations generation at reasonable levels of recall and precision;
it parses the requirements written in natural language using syntactical analysis to
obtain the automatic relations from requirements, and use cases for object model
analysis; it considers thesatisfactionanddependencytraceability types generation.
The authors are still working on automatic link generation for theevolutionand
rationaletypes, and for other artifacts at later stages of the development life cycle.

• Cerbah and Euzenat in [26], use hyper link technology to make the linkage. They
research on syntactic analysis of text documents written in natural language in or-
der to manage the traceability links between the software requirements and formal
object representations resulting from the modeling processes. They have achieved
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a grained indexing, which means a paragraph level indexing, while as theyassure,
(take into account the paper date, January 2001) most indexing systems used in in-
formation retrieval just work at the document level.

• Egyed and Grunbacher in [47], also focus on automatically generated dependency
links between requirements, design artifacts, test cases and source code. However,
some trace dependency input has to be provided manually, and the approach relies
on the capability of the software engineer to relate the requirements test scenarios to
the model elements.

3.2.6 Challenges Stated by the Center of Excellence for Traceability

The following challenges in traceability can be found in the document:Center of Excellence for
Traceability Technical Report (COET-GCT-06-01)[10], published in September 2006.

Table 2 Grand Challenges in Traceability
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges

A. Traceability
Knowledge

A-P1 Traceability is critical to the
success of software and systems
projects, but there is little consensus
on the best traceability techniques
and methods, few recorded best prac-
tices, and a general lack of resources
providing a body of knowledge in the
field.

A-P2 Tracing requires commu-
nication between stakeholders,
but semantic mismatches and dis-
parate use of terminology across
various stakeholder groups create
communication barriers.

A-GC1 Create a body of knowledge
which reflects best practices of trace-
ability experts and practitioners, stan-
dard terminology, and additional in-
formation such as case studies on
traceability.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges

B. Training and
Certification

B-P1 Traceability is a key success
factor for any software or systems
project, but very few people are
proficient at tracing and there are few
educational programs available to
impart such proficiency.

B-P2 Organizations need a way
to identify individuals skilled in
traceability methods and practices.
However, few requirements certifica-
tion programs exist, and few of those
include traceability components.

B-P3 Traceability training pro-
grams must teach skills needed by
traceability practitioners, yet there
are no standard traceability skill sets
defined.

B-GC1 Identify core knowledge
areas and associated skills for trace-
ability.

B-GC2 Develop effective edu-
cational components on the practice
of traceability that can be integrated
into university, or industrial sectors,
or certification curriculum.

B-GC3 Develop effective ped-
agogical materials to educate
managers in the importance and
cost-benefits of traceability.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges

C. Supporting
Evolution

C-P1 Accurate, consistent, complete,
up-to-date traceability information
is vital to diverse groups of stake-
holders working in various domains
and applications. However, current
techniques for link recovery are still
labour-intensive and error prone (e.g.
due to documentation quality, level
of detail, etc.)

C-P2 For traceability links to be
useful, they must reflect current
dependencies between artifacts.
However, the cost and effort to main-
tain links during system evolution is
burdensome and,as a result, the links
often erode into an inaccurate state.

C-P3 Current requirements man-
agement tools contain features such
as ’suspect links’ to help analysts
manage the evolution of links, but in
most non-trivial projects the number
of suspect links quickly becomes
excessive, drastically minimizing the
usefulness of the suspect link feature.

C-P4 Traceability links need to
evolve in synchrony with their
related artifacts. However, current
change management systems and
link semantics are not sufficiently
sophisticated to support effective
evolution of traceability links.

C-P5 Product lines and other
types of re-use are essential for
meeting time-to-market deadlines
while maintaining quality goals.
However, methods for transforming
and re-using trace links as the product
develops are immature.

C-GC1 Develop link recovery
techniques for textual artifacts that
are at least as accurate as manual
processes, and much more time and
cost effective.

C-GC2 Develop incremental,
almost real-time traceability recovery
approaches to be integrated into Inte-
grated Development Environments.

C-GC3 Develop change man-
agement systems that effectively
support the evolution of traceabil-
ity links across multiple artifact types.

C-GC4 Develop techniques for
re-using traceability work products:
C-GC4.1 Develop techniques that
support traceability across prod-
ucts within a product line through
maximizing re-use and providing
traceability between various versions
of the product line.
C-GC4.2 Develop techniques for
maximizing re-use of traceability
links when an existing code is re-used
in a new product.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges
D. Link Semantics D-P1 In order to effectively utilize

links and understand the underlying
traceability relationships, it is nec-
essary to define the semantics (e.g.,
type) of a link. However, defining a
formalism to represent the semantics
is a non-trivial task and may be
domain-specific.

D-P2 Knowing and establishing
the granularity of the elements being
linked is important to the consistency
of traceability and strongly influences
the cost-benefits of the traceability
effort. However granularity is influ-
enced by the organization, domain,
project, application, and mood of
the stakeholder, etc., and there is
no clear cost-benefits model for
consistently determining the correct
trace granularity.

D-GC1 Define a meta-model to
represent semantic information
of traceability links and provide
examples of instantiation to specific
domains.

D-GC2 Develop techniques and
processes for determining the correct
granularity of links within a project:
D-GC2.1 Formally specifies the
notion of granularity and develops
company-specific, domain- specific,
etc., models of granularity.
D-GC2.2 Develop an infrastructure
that supports experimentation with
pairs of artifacts by varying the levels
of granularity.
D-GC2.3 Perform experiments using
the infrastructure on various domains,
projects, organizations, applications,
etc.
D-GC2.4 Based on experimen-
tal results, develop guidelines on
granularity that may be specific to
domain, project, or organization
characteristics, or upon individual
requirements characteristics such as
volatility and criticality.

D-GC3 Based on experimental
evidence, develop modeling tech-
niques to relate system longevity
to traceability (e.g. granularity,
accuracy, etc.).

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges
E. Scalability E-P1Robust and scalable traceability

techniques are necessary for building
reliable and maintainable industrial-
scale software systems; however, it is
suspected that current state-of-the-art
techniques will not adequately scale
for large projects.

E-P2 Visualization tools are es-
sential to support the comprehension
and usage of large amounts of trace
information. However, current
visualization techniques do not scale
well, and are not effective at pre-
senting complex information because
they lack sophistication in filtering,
navigation, querying, etc.

E-P3 Current traceability meth-
ods have been developed to trace well
structured data, yet many industrial
datasets are composed of large and
unstructured documents that are hard
to trace.

E-GC1 Obtain industrial-scale
datasets from various domains and
use these datasets to investigate the
scalability of available techniques
and, if necessary, to create new ap-
proaches that scale more effectively.

E-GC2 Develop effective visual
mechanisms to support navigation
and querying of large numbers of
traceability links and associated
artifacts.

E-GC3 Develop scalable tech-
niques for tracing:
E-GC3.1Develop techniques to trace
across heterogeneous data sets.
E-GC3.2Develop techniques to trace
large and weakly structured data sets.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges
F. Human Factors F-P1 Automated traceability meth-

ods produce candidate trace links.
However, the process is useless if
the analyst is not able to correctly
evaluate the links to differentiate
between good and bad ones, or is
unable to trust in the completeness
and accuracy of the results.

F-P2 Understanding how people
use traces is essential for building
useful traceability methods and tools,
but we do not have an understanding
of the entire tracing life cycle and
therefore lack accurate stakeholder
usage models.

F-P3 Ideally, tracing during project
development should be invisible
(because nobody wants to pay atten-
tion to tracing). Unfortunately, trace
generation and usage is interruptive
for users because in current software
development environments it is
not possible to automate all of the
processes.

F-P4 Traces bridge semantically
different artifacts, but these artifacts
are created by different people, often
written in different documents (lingo,
dialect). As a result, trace users often
do not fully understand artifacts on
the “other side” of the links.

F-GC1 Based on studies of stake-
holders’ use of traceability tools,
create traceability tools that meet
their practical needs.

F-GC2 Understand the impact
and vulnerabilities of human error on
the traceability process and develop
techniques to help analysts prevent
making mistakes and to minimize
the impact of mistakes when they do
occur.

F-GC3 Establish user trust in
traceability tools.

F-GC4 Develop techniques to
help usersovercome the semantic
barrier in tracing to artifacts of other
stakeholders.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges

G. Cost Benefit
Analysis

G-P1Complete traceability, in which
links are created between all directly
related artifacts at a low level of
abstraction, may be desirable for
comprehension purposes and is often
required for legal or process compli-
ance purposes. However, this level of
traceability is often impractical and
not cost-effective.

G-P2 Determining the right trace-
ability fit for a given project can
result in traceability support at
acceptable cost and effort. However,
there is a lack of cost-benefit models
to differentiate between different
traceability needs across various
projects and for different potential
links within a project.

G-GC1 Define and develop cost-
effective techniques for generating
and maintaining traceability informa-
tion.

G-GC2 Define a practical cost
model for generating and maintaining
traces that takes into consideration
factors such as project size, time and
effort, and system quality.

G-GC3 Define a benefits model
for using traces that takes into con-
sideration factors such as criticality
and volatility, and incorporates the
value achieved from use of traces.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges
H. Methods and

Tools
H-P1 Establishing traceability to
artifacts stored in multimedia formats
is useful for tracing stakeholders’
contributions and other such in-
formation. However, multimedia
retrieval methods are not sufficiently
sophisticated to effectively support
multi-media trace retrieval and little
work has been done to incorporate
multi-media techniques into trace-
ability tools.

H-P2 Trace automation is es-
sentialbut it is made difficult by lack
of consistency among artifacts, and
imprecision of the models.

HP-3 Although traceability involves
the activities of link construction
or generation, link assessment, link
maintenance, and link usage,there is
no single tool that can cover all of
these tasks.

H-P4 Non-functional require-
ments often play a critical role in the
success or failure of a project and
must therefore be carefully managed.
However, their tendency to exhibit
global impact upon the system and
the complexity introduced through
their interdependencies and trade-offs
make them difficult to effectively
trace.

H-GC1 Develop effective methods
for tracing multimedia artifacts.

H-GC2 Build methods and tools
with maximized levels of automa-
tion to support the entire trace life
cycle including link construction
or generation, link assessment, link
maintenance, and link use.

H-GC3 Develop methods for
tracing non-functional requirements.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges
I. Tracing across

organizational
boundaries

I-P1 End-to-end tracing is critical to
the success of a project, but organiza-
tional boundaries (e.g. those between
marketing and manufacturing or de-
velopment, or those due to outsourc-
ing) make it difficult to achieve, due
to differences in skill sets, process,
terminology, and tools.

I-GC1 Define effective end-to-end
processes and supporting tools
and techniques for cross-boundary
traceability such as tracing between
outsourcing companies or tracing
between different business units
within a corporation.

I-GC2 Understand the issues of
tracing across systems-of-systems
and develop effective supporting
techniques.

I-GC3 Build infrastructure to
allow tracing across distributed
artifacts.

J. Process J-P1In order to generate and main-
tain quality and sound traceability
information, an organizational
process is required. However,
traceability is often not included as
an integral part of the development
lifecycle.

J-P2 Automated tracing can provide
a cost-effective alternative to manual
tracing, but practice has shown
that some data sets are difficult to
trace using automated methods due
to inconsistencies in terminology,
standards, terseness of requirements,
lack of structure, heterogeneous
formats, etc.

J-GC1 Build process models that
define the tracing life cycle.

J-GC2 Develop techniques to
evaluate the ability of a given data set
to support automated trace methods.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges
K. Compliance K-P1 Standards can help to ensure

consistent and complete processes,
but there are a plethora of standards
and it is not clear that traceability
researchers or practitioners are fully
aware of these standards.

K-P2 The traceability community
(both academics and practitioners)
are knowledgeable about trace-
ability techniques and processes,
but has little influence over the
traceability-related content of soft-
ware engineering process standards.

K-P3 Although traceability standards
and regulations exist, it is unclear
how compliance to such standards
and regulations can be demonstrated.

K-GC1 Establish a communication
mechanism to make the traceability
community aware of standards
related to traceability.

K-GC2 Attain a presence in the
standards community to influence
and/or develop traceability standards.

K-GC3 As a community, develop
and promote validation scenarios to
prove that the traceability tools/tech-
niques/methodologies comply with
standards.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges

L. Measurement
and Benchmarks

L-P1 Empirical studies are needed
to demonstrate the effectiveness of
traceability methods and facilitate
collaborative and evolutionary work
among researchers and practitioners.
However, there is a lack of common
experimental design, methodologies,
and benchmarks.

L-P2 Assessing traceability links
requires a well-defined set of
measuresbut current and proposed
measures, methods, and metrics have
not been validated through empirical
studies or benchmarks.

L-P3 Having good traceability
measurements is important, but good
traceability benchmarks do not exist
or are not compatible.

L-P4 Researchers have claimed
successes in new traceability methods
and techniques they have developed,
but there are no benchmarks enabling
standard comparisons.

L-P5 Although it is necessary
to detect errors in traceability links
in order to determine the efficacy of
the product, current error detection
models in traceability are primitive
and not validated.

L-GC1 Define standard processes
and related procedures for per-
forming empirical studies during
traceability research.

L-GC2 Build benchmarks for
evaluating traceability methods and
techniques.

L-GC3 Define measures for as-
sessing the quality of individual
traceability links and sets. .

L-GC4 Develop techniques to
assess traceability methods and
processes.

Continued on next page
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Table 2– continued from previous page
Traceability Issue Problem Statements Grand Challenges

M. Technology
Transfer

M-P1 The ultimate goal of traceabil-
ity research is to transfer effective
traceability solutions to industrybut
industry is reticent to try new and
unproven techniques.

M-P2 Academic researchers and
traceability practitioners all want
improved traceability techniques,
but lack of dialog between the two
groups limits researchers’ accessi-
bility to real datasets for testing new
techniques, and inhibits feedback
loops from industry to researchers.

M-P3 The potential traceability
user community is vast. However,
it is not well-defined and consists
of people with various skill levels
and very different incentives to use
traceability.

M-P4 Traceability prototypes
are generally designed to show
proof of concept but are often not
sufficiently rigorous for field testing
in industry.

M-P1 The ultimate goal of traceabil-
ity research is to transfer effective
traceability solutions to industry;
however, industry is reticent to try
new and unproven techniques.

M-P2 Academic researchers and
traceability practitioners all want
improved traceability techniques,
but lack of dialog between the two
groups limits researchers’ accessi-
bility to real datasets for testing new
techniques, and inhibits feedback
loops from industry to researchers.

M-P3 The potential traceability
user community is vast; however, it is
not well-defined and consists of peo-
ple with various skill levels and very
different incentives to use traceability.

M-P4 Traceability prototypes
are generally designed to show proof
of concept, however, they are often
not sufficiently rigorous for field
testing in industry.

Table 2: Grand Challenges in Traceability defined in the document
“Center of Excellence for Traceability Technical Report (COET-
GCT-06-01)” by theCenter of Excellence for Traceability[10]

3.3 Selected Traceability Challenges as the Thesis Gap

This thesis will develop solutions for some of the traceability challenges set out in section3.2.
The reasons for selecting certain challenges as fundamental researchin this thesis work will be
explained in each of the following subsections.

3.3.1 Traceability Modeling: Traceability Methodology Metamodel

This topic has been classified as one of the traceability challenges identified by the software
engineering community, as analyzed in section3.2.1, Traceability Modeling.

A methodology specifies the process to be executed, usually as a set of related activities,
tasks and/or techniques, together with what work products must be manipulated at each moment,
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possibly including models, documents and other outputs. A methodology also specifies the
people and tools involved during a software development effort [61]. Thus, the specification of
the tracing process to follow and the work products to be generated, plus the people and tools
involved in traceability tasks compose a traceability methodology.

In process management, traceability support is fundamental and is neededamong the differ-
ent activities, roles, and artefacts characterizing a software development process [87, pg. 169].
Traceability is, then, fundamental to support several tasks of the development methodology and
process, beyond just being a key factor for successful requirements engineering management.

However, the traceability methodology and the items necessary to tailor it, are not explicitly
documented further than the traceability inherent in the requirements specification document, or
the traceability matrix provided by specific-purpose tools. Items such as the selected traceability
link types to tailor specific tasks, the traceability roles which determine the traceability views
for the stakeholders, or the specific logics or rules to create the links, arenot explicitly stated in
any document in most projects. If a project’s traceability implementation could bedocumented
with these elements, then clearly, changes to modify the traceability strategy would be easily
introduced, the knowledge acquisition for new project members would be systematic, and the
practices proved as useful would be re-used in the organization’s future projects.

Even more, a common problem when traceability is implemented in software projectsis that
this starts from scratch from project to project. This occurs mainly because, most of the time,
there is not sufficient documentation or guidelines which formalize best practices and successful
prior experience with traceability in the organization’s projects. Therefore, the fundamental
items to implement traceability should be explicitly documented and formalized, and useful
traceability practices to solve day to day problems should be kept as part ofthe traceability
knowledge gained.

One approach is to include higher-quality traceability metamodels to generate customized
traceability methodologies as part of the higher-quality documentation that every product devel-
opment process should produce. Intrinsically, methodology metamodels provide customization
by means of the instantiation, and they provide re-use, since the development specifications
and practices can be modelled in the metamodel. Similarly, metamodels facilitate extension to
include more methodology items if they are required, just by adding the new modelled items.
According to [62], methodology metamodels can be seen as languages that can be used to ex-
press methodologies. Therefore, metamodels will be the language to formalizethe traceability
best practices performed by the organization. As well as a traceability metamodel, the documen-
tation would also include the guidelines to instantiate it. All the potential items of a traceability
methodology can be generated from the metamodel, according to project needs.

A first benefit obtained with this approach is that the traceability metamodel gathers the
knowledge gained on traceability in current projects. This assures that experience will be re-
used in future developments. A second benefit is that the use of a traceability metamodel will
guide developers towards a clear and systematic implementation of a traceability schema, cus-
tomized according to the features of different project. The third benefit is that when new de-
velopers join a project, they will have a basis upon which to get started in the definition and
implementation of the traceability schema, thus reducing the time needed to acquire the skills
to carry out traceability in software development.

Therefore, this thesis will present an approach for a traceability metamodel for software
development which includes the work products and tasks correspondingto the formalization of
traceability practices. These best practices were identified from the analysis of the traceability
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state of the art made in section2.3, Traceability Methodologies.

3.3.2 Traceability Information Structure: Traceability Semantics

This topic has been classified as one of the traceability challenges identified by the software
engineering community, as analyzed in section3.2.2, Traceability Information Structure.

It is true that the software company’s main goal, concerning a traceability model definition
and implementation, is to support the development processes and tasks, such as requirements
management, V&V, release management or change management. Significant human and finan-
cial resources are spent in the strategy implementation of a traceability model, and its further
maintenance. This investment makes it essential to take advantage of such traceability data from
both the technical and business points of view.

[38] lists processes such as, V&V, impact analysis and change management, that can be
improved if the traceability information is structured, up to date, and consistent,since such
processes use traceability information extensively to perform their tasks.However, it is hard to
query any traceability information without a specific structure, which shouldbe pre-designed in
order to mine such data.

Therefore, this thesis will seek an approach to thekey structureof the traceability type
definition, in order to provide the basis to query and mine the traceability links ofa software
project. This provided structure would assign a specific role and meaning for each type in order
to distinguish the links generated by such type from the rest of links generated by other types.
This distinction will be the basis to create a useful link classification.

To reach this goal, this proposal will provide a formal structure for traceability types. This
structure would provide a link classification, to support both 1) traceability tasks, such as trace
queries, trace management or trace analysis, and 2) other system development processes.

This key structurewill be included in the traceability type issue of the traceability meta-
model, which means it can be implemented in any software development process, project type,
life cycle model, application domain, and system type.

3.3.3 Traceability Process: Traceability Process Model

This topic has been classified as one of the traceability challenges identified by the software
engineering community, as analyzed in section3.2.3, Traceability Process.

A traceability metamodel in the context of this thesis is a baseline to design any traceabil-
ity methodology, and to guide its subsequent maintenance. The traceability process should be
included in the metamodel, in order to guide the software engineer not only during traceability
design and implementation, but also during usage of the traceability methodology. The dynam-
ics of the traceability methodology usage must be modeled clearly, including the roles of the
producers, work products (documents, diagrams, models, plans, specifications, etc), and work
units (tasks, processes, activities and stages), in order to really guide software engineers during
the usage of the project-specific traceability methodology. This traceability process model must
be used in any product lifecycle scenario, development process model,and application domain.

In has been explained in section3.2.3that in the context of this thesis the traceability process
can be thought of as the enactment of a traceability methodology (this concept was already dealt
with in [85]). From this point of view, the traceability process model can be integratedinto the
traceability metamodel approach, corresponding to methodology usage modeling.
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Therefore, traceability process modeling is considered a fundamental part of the traceabil-
ity metamodel proposal claimed in the previous section3.3.1, which will be developed in this
thesis. Traceability process modeling, including in the traceability metamodel approach, will be
developed in the next chapters of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4

THESIS RESEARCH LINE

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, the objectives of the thesis will be presented. Similarly, the proposal to follow in
order to meet these objectives will be stated. Finally, the practical considerations that justify and
explain the main contribution of this thesis will be presented. This contribution willbe stated
in terms of the beneficial aspects the thesis approach could provide to industrial projects and to
the software engineering community.

4.2 Thesis Objectives

Through these objectives, the thesis seeks to provide an approach to tackle the selected traceabil-
ity challenges explained in theSelected Traceability Challengessection in chapterChallenges
in Traceability. The traceability challenges stated inChallenges in Traceabilitywere estab-
lished based on the conclusions reached in the traceability state of the art analysis, presented
in sections2.3.5and2.2.5in chapterTraceability State of the Art. Therefore, these thesis ob-
jectives tackle the issues stated for those conclusions presentedonly in the selected traceability
challenges.

Objectives:

1. define a traceability metamodel with the following features:

(a) the traceability metamodel must provide a basic set of items, which includes the
process issues, work products and producers for traceability, fromwhich a project-
specific traceability methodology is defined.

(b) the traceability metamodel must provide the user-definable mechanisms which per-
mit and guide the instantiation of the basic set of traceability items, in accordance
with project features.

(c) the traceability metamodel must include the extension mechanisms, in order to in-
clude new traceability items when they arise, according to project variations.

(d) the traceability metamodel must provide a clear separation between the tasks, prod-
ucts and producers for the stage of defining the methodology, from the stage of using
the resulting methodology. Thus, it is strongly required to provide a clear separation
between the expertise areas involved in methodology definition and usage.

(e) the metamodel approach must include the modeling of the traceability process,
that is to model the traceability methodology enactment. This feature will be the
guideline for the software engineer, who would use the project-specific traceability
methodology created from the metamodel proposal.

2. provide a formal structure for traceability type definition, that facilitates querying and
mining traceability links. This structure must provide a useful link classificationto sup-
port both 1) traceability tasks, such as trace queries, trace management or trace analysis,
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and 2) software development tasks which make extensive use of the traceability informa-
tion to perform their tasks, such as impact analysis or release management.

The traceability metamodel with these features addresses international agreed challenges
stated in theCenter of Excellence for Traceability Technical Report (COET-GCT-06-01) [10].
Specifically, the challenges: (D-GC 1), (CGC 4), (C-GC 4.2), which aredetailed in section3.2.6,
Challenges Stated by the Center of Excellence for Traceability.

4.3 Thesis Research Approach

Based on the objectives stated in section4.2, it can be concluded that the main challenge is to
produce the traceability metamodel which meets all the requirements stated in the thesis ob-
jectives. An approach to produce that traceability metamodel is the proposal of this thesis: to
follow the proper modeling principles, specifically the powertype patterns modeling technique
[61, 73], together with the three-layer modeling hierarchy [73]. Similarly, to back the traceabil-
ity metamodel proposal on the standardISO/IEC 12744:2007 Software Engineering Metamodel
for Development Methodologies (SEMDM)[79], which is actually a metamodel for defining
development methodologies.ISO/IEC 24744:2007 SEMDMprovides a common language no-
tation, and initial set of process and methodology items.

Powertype patterns, together with the three-layer modeling hierarchy, makeit possible to
separate the expertise domains involved in a methodology: the method engineer, the software
engineer and the project manager domains. Powertype patterns extensively support traceabil-
ity methodology customization. Powertype patterns are able to express the common and agreed
traceability concepts and practices and, therefore, support model extensibility. The formal struc-
ture of a link is improved thanks to the patterns’ properties. More details about why these
proposed modeling principles were chosen to define this thesis proposal, will be explained in
chapterModeling Principles.

Therefore, this thesis proposal is to provide an approach for the traceability metamodel
which meets the requirements stated in the thesis objectives. The approach is as follows:

1. The powertype patterns modeling principle is used to define the basic set of traceability
items. This principle follows the three layer hierarchy, then the modeling of the basic
items will be at both levels: methodology definition and enactment. The traceability
items are represented in the metamodel as traceability powertype patterns and resources.
Together, these modeling principles inherently provide the extension mechanisms and the
user-definable mechanisms.

2. the three-layer hierarchy is used to separate the expertise areas involved in a traceability
methodology in the metamodel: its definition and its enactment in the project.

3. UsingISO 24744:2007’s SEMDMmetamodel to provide the basic set of software devel-
opment process and methodology items. For that, thisSEMDMmetamodel is extended to
include the traceability metamodel. The use of the SEMDM classes will support model-
ing the traceability process. The modeling of the traceability process is the guideline to
get started on implementing a traceability methodology and to support the usage method-
ology.
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4. Powertype patterns are used together with a second principle: the three-layer metamod-
eling hierarchy. Thanks to the use of these principles, the traceability type structure is
improved due to the natural properties of the powertype patterns concept.

Later, in thePart II Practical Section, this traceability metamodel will be analyzed in case
studies, in order to assure that this approach meets the objectives stated in section4.2.

The details about how this proposal is created are presented in chaptersTraceability Meta
ModelandTmM Core Set.

4.4 Practical Justification

If an organization needed to design and plan a traceability methodology for itsprojects, it would
take the current traceability methodology models found in related literature, probably with fur-
ther customization according to the organization’s needs. On the other hand, the organization
might define a new traceability methodology from scratch, specific to the company’s business
requirements, and to the project’s technical requirements. In such cases, both scenarios may be
repeated from project to project, and this situation is not optimal from the business point of view.
Nor is the situation optimal even though the knowledge effort curve decreases as the organiza-
tion acquires more expertise designing traceability methodologies. Actually, asit is reported in
[140] and in [86], new models are produced because previous models do not sufficiently satisfy
traceability users, but those new ones often focus on new aspects, andmodels do not incorporate
the required features.

The most common situation is that the organization evaluates the requirements to incorpo-
rate the traceability methodology as part of the development process, including the costs and
benefits. Thus, if this situation is repeated from project to project, it is logical that the time
along with the financial and human resources spent on the design and deployment of a trace-
ability methodology, must be optimized and re-used in future projects if organizations want to
reduce costs. This leads to maximize the methodology’sROI, and at the same time to re-use
the traceability knowledge gained. However, the scenarios just described in last paragraphs are
totally opposite to this goal.

Probably, this landscape is due to the fact that although several traceability reference models
and metamodels exist, they have many variations and are to complex to understand, as was
analyzed in chapterTraceability State of the Art, and concluded in sections2.3.5and2.2.5.

Therefore, it is clear that the lack of a common shared view on traceability has negative
implications for quality management and software development process capability. Actually, if
a traceability reference model of general use was available, and some kind of international con-
sensus accomplished, this would be a step ahead. It is a fact that any organization which needs
a traceability methodology and strategy also needs an international consensus around traceabil-
ity. This consensus should specify the reference model or metamodel from which to design,
implement and maintain a traceability methodology, including the documentation required for
managing it. If this standard provided these features, it would work as a guide; unfortunately, at
present there is a lack of such international consensus.

One first step is to work on getting such consensus to explicitly provide a metamodel. This
metamodel should describe how to design a traceability methodology, so supporting the method-
ology engineer’s work. Similarly, this metamodel should also explicitly describethe usage of
a methodology generated from it, with the aim of supporting the developer whoactually uses
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such generated methodology. The methodology usage must guide the software engineer in im-
plementing traceability on software project development.

From the business perspective, the use of reference models o meta modelshas been reported
to save up to 80 percent in development costs for systems in standardized domains (in [119]
based on [122]). Not surprisingly, reference models have become highly successful in many
industries, the best-known example being the SAP approach [119]. Therefore, the proposal of
this thesis is to optimize theROI associated to the costs of applying the traceability schema ;
to achieve greater ROI (Return on Investment) than that offered by using either no approach or
other approaches for implementing and managing traceability in projects.. Actually, high-end
users see traceability as an investment in corporate knowledge asset management within and
beyond information systems engineering. However, the value of traces in systems maintenance
is highlighted by multi million-dollar lawsuits between software providers and theircustomers
[82, pg.3].

If an organization makes a comparison of theROI and financial cost involved in implement-
ing a documented and systematic traceability methodology, with theROI values of an unplanned
traceability methodology (started from scratch or provided with classical approaches such as a
simpler traceability matrices, or data bases which save traceability information without any
structure), the formerROI would probably be chosen. The only condition for the former se-
lection is to offer a systematic and structured traceability methodology, defined as core assets
which can be re-used in all future projects of the organization. The traceability methodology
must also provide the mechanisms to include new traceability concepts into the core assets, as
required according to the project variations.

From the technical point of view, processes such as V&V, change management, and impact
analysis, besides the traceability management tasks themselves, are benefited and improved
with a documented and structured traceability approach, such as that provided with traceability
metamodels. A structured traceability methodology can support automation of many of its tasks.
Furthermore, if the traceability approach also provided improved traceabilitysemantics, then it
would be possible to mine traceability data from the databases efficiently, systematically, and
quickly. Finally, a traceability metamodel, as claimed in this practical considerations section,
would work as a systematic guide for traceability implementation; reducing the time spent to
create each traceability methodology for each project. These are the practical considerations
which support the definition of the traceability approach presented in this thesis.

These practical considerations about the project development and process management ne-
cessities on traceability, together with the conclusions stated in chapterTraceability State of
the Art, in sections2.3.5and2.2.5, back the development of a traceability metamodel proposal
with the requirements stated in this thesis analysis, as a contribution to the software engineering
community.

The traceability metamodel proposal of this thesis should include good points of existing
metamodels from third-party authors, in order to take advantage of the vastresearch carried
out in this area. A guiding idea also, is that the metamodel produced is such that it would be
possible to build [international] consensus around it. This last issue would be with the intention
to implement quality programs incorporating traceability methodologies, and to improve the
ROI as studied in [32]. This traceability metamodel should work as a guide for the design,
implementation, deployment and maintenance of a traceability strategy in a company.
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CHAPTER 5

MODELING PRINCIPLES

5.1 Overview

The first part of the chapter is conceptual in the sense that it highlights that for traceability, it
is as essential to choose the right way to represent the traceability items whichcompose the
traceability metamodel proposal, as it is to identify such set of basic items, listed insection4.2.

This chapter explains how, using some metamodeling principles and assuming that meta-
modeling is the backbone of a methodology, it is possible to model this set of basic traceability
items, to properly represent the abstraction levels of a methodology definitionand enactment.
Methodology which supports project specificities can be defined using these basic items. These
metamodeling principles are clabjects and power type patterns [61, 73] that are able to express
the common and agreed traceability concepts and practices and, therefore, support model exten-
sibility.

Clabjects and power type patterns need to be used together with a second principle, the
three-layer metamodeling hierarchy [73]. Thanks to the use of this hierarchy, it will be possible
to separate the method engineer, software engineer and project managerdomains. As will be
explained, another advantage of using these principles is that the traceability type structure is im-
proved thanks to the patterns’ properties. These principles are briefly introduced in sections5.2
and5.4. How the principles can be used to compose a traceability metamodel is presented in the
Traceability Metamodelchapter, based on published work from this thesis development [51].

A second part of this chapter deals with the problem that arises when a list of concepts is
defined exclusively by extension. In this case, the metamodel may become obsolete as soon as a
concept is not present and cannot be derived from another already existing. Moreover, it is also
important to consider the whole development lifecycle to achieve generality. This situation leads
us to consider theSoftware Engineering Metamodel for Development Methodologies (SEMDM)
[79] as a starting point to define traceability methodologies metamodels. It is general enough to
be the base for defining all kinds of concepts related to software methodologies, and has been
described with powertypes, respecting the three-layer hierarchy. Forthese reasons TmM was
actually derived from [79].

5.2 Three-level Metamodeling Hierarchy

Methodologies guide software developers in their daily work, through a collection of specifica-
tions of the tasks and products which software developers are supposed to be concerned with. It
is easy to recognize that the specifications in a methodology comprise a model of the work actu-
ally performed by software developers. Similarly, when software developers use this model as
a guide in their daily work, they are in fact enacting the model for the sake ofa specific project
or endeavour. Enacting means, in this context, creating a real instance ofthe model given by
the methodology. The quality of a methodology will be determined by its capability to generate
useful instances (paragraph in [73] pg. 7-8).
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In [61, 73] authors define themethod layeras a methodology plus all the specifications con-
tained in it. The specific instances of a methodology, applied to specific projects or endeavours,
is namedthe project layer(Figure1).���������

�	�
���
������

Figure 1: Metamodeling three-layer hierarchy, described in Figure 1 in [73] and [61].

A similar situation can be found between methodologies and metamodels. When a method
engineer creates a methodology, they usually utilize a given metamodel from which to create a
specific instance, namely the methodology. Metamodels, in this context, serve as guidance to
method engineers by providing a collection of specifications that represent potential elements in
the methodology. For example, a metamodel can establish that software process lifecycles can
be composed of different stages, and those models and documents can be created or modified
by tasks.

The method engineer is using the metamodel as a guide for the construction of amethodol-
ogy. To the already definedmethodandproject layers, we must add themetamodel layer(top
layer in Figure1), comprised of a metamodel and all the specifications contained in it.

Consistent with the well-established philosophical descriptions of levels of abstraction (e.g.
Gershenson 2002 in [55]), layered architectures similar to this are often used in software-focused
metamodeling approaches such as [55, 68, 104], and underpin current initiatives in MDA.

The recently approved standardISO/IEC 24744:2007 Software Engineering Metamodel for
Development Methodologies (SEMDM)[79] can be considered an evolution from this three-
level modeling hierarchy.

5.3 Traceability Metamodel Based on the Three-level Hierarchy

A problem when a methodology is modeled is to include, in the model itself, support to define
the resulting methodology’s items and, at the same time, give guidance about how to enact
those items. This problem implies that each modeled concept requires attributesto support
its definition as part of a generated methodology, and at the same time attributes which give
guidance to enact it. An approach to tackle this is the three-level metamodeling hierarchy, as
described in section5.2.

Figure1 provides a simple separation of modeling abstraction levels based on the three-level
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metamodeling hierarchy. In the Figure, the method engineer defines a methodology by instan-
tiating a metamodel (top layer), and the developer follows or enacts that defined methodology
(middle layer). Then, the project layer can use the collected data of the enacted methodology to
make projects and business decisions. This layer hierarchy provides a natural platform to model
the separation between the work of the method engineer and the software engineer,who enacts
such methodology.

Alternative approaches such as [55, 68, 104] were also considered, but they seemed to be
less adequate for the kind of objectives to be addressed in this thesis. Therefore, the requirement
to separate areas of expertise is accomplished simply by creating the traceability metamodel
following the three-level hierarchy guidelines stated in section5.2.

Therefore, the three level hierarchy will be applied in combination with the powertype meta-
modeling technique described in section5.4, to model the abstraction levels of a metamodel for
defining traceability methodologies.

5.4 Powertype and Clabject Metamodeling

Powertype patterns and clabjects are a powerful mechanism to define project-specific method-
ology elements, through a three-layer modeling hierarchy. A powertype pattern is an entity of
a metamodel composed of two classes [61]. One class is thepowertypeclass that is used at the
methodology layer to define methodology items. The other is the partitioned class,used at the
project layer to create “real” objects, e.g. test cases or traceability links.

Figure2 shows a pattern in the top square: theTestCase. Patterns once instantiated generate
a clabject. This modeling principle is used to express a project concept with two facets - a
class and an object, but both describing the same concept, and with the same name. This two-
class mechanism is to ensure the inheritance from the metamodel layer up to the project layer,
without disregarding the strict metamodeling formalisms. That is, by using the class facet it is
possible to extend the concept up to the project layer. More details about compliance with strict
metamodeling in [12, 73]. Figure2 shows a clabject in the middle square.

5.4.1 Powertype Pattern Instantiation Process

The instantiation process of a power-type pattern is strongly related to the three-layer metamod-
eling hierarchy. That is; the pattern belongs to the metamodel layer, the pattern instantiation into
a clabject belongs to the method layer, and its enactment to the project layer. To explain how a
customized methodology item can be created from a pattern, consider theTestCasepowertype
pattern example in Figure2.

In the Figure2, at the metamodel layer, the method engineer uses theTestCasepattern
to define all the customized test cases types, according to the given project. TheTestCaseKind
class of the pattern supports this definition. For example, the middle square (methodology layer)
on the right shows theUnitTestCaseinstance, which represents test cases of the unit type. The
middle square on the left shows theUnitTestCaseclass, which is used to create specific unit test
cases, such asUnit1_TC1andUnit2_TC2at the project layer. Together,UnitTestCaseclass and
object compose a clabject. TheTestCaseclass of the pattern (top square) provides attributes to
keep the results of the unit test cases carried out.. At the project layer, the project manager uses
the collected results (bottom square).
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Figure 2: TestCasepowertype pattern instantiation process (based on [73] fig.7).

5.4.2 Powertype Pattern Specialization Mechanism

The two classes of a powertype pattern provide an excellent mechanism for the metamodel
items specialization performed by metamodel users. Powertype patterns usage widely permits
to extentthe use of a traceability concept through the methodology layer to the projectlayer.
Hence, the class to be used in the methodology layer (power class of the pattern, distinguished
by thekind suffix) has attributes to help the method engineer in the definition of the traceability
item, which was modeled with such powertype pattern. Similarly, the class to be used in the
project layer (partition class of the pattern) has attributes to help the developer in the usage of
the previously defined item.

This clear model of a traceability concept and its contexts of use (methodologyand project),
strongly facilitates the specialization of traceability metamodel items in real projects. For in-
stance, a project requires traceability types to create the links, then a traceability type can be
expressed as aTraceabilityTypepattern, to later be specialized to define the several traceability
types according to project features. Figure3 presents theTraceabilityTypepowertype pattern,
which is composed of theTraceabilityTypeKindandTraceabilityTypeclasses.

In Figure 3, both classes are different with different sets of attributes and relationships.
TheTraceabilityTypeKindclass has attributes for a description, the purpose and priority of the
type, whereasTraceabilityTypehas attributes to keep information for a specific link; the linked
artifacts granularity level, and the link weight, to express the dependency force between the
linked artifacts.

In the methodology layer square, theTemporalDependencyclabject for theTraceabilityType
pattern is shown. The object facet is actually a methodology item - theTemporalDependency
traceability type, whereas instantiating the class facet, the links to relate artifacts with a temporal
dependency can be created (project layer square).

The two classes of a powertype pattern are an excellent tool to specialize atraceability
concept from the metamodel expertise level, to create a traceability methodology item in the
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Metamodel

Endeavour

Methodology

: TraceabilityTypeKindTemporalDependency

Description = To signal the extreme importance of links which indicates an execution order. 
Priority = High
Purpose = To support impact estimations of changes, testing and integration tasks.

: TemporalDependencyTD_50

LinkWeight = 5 = Strong level
SourceGranularity_Level = Method level
TargetGranularity_Level = Method level
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instance_of
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Figure 3: Metamodel Extension Mechanism provided by the Pattern and Clabject Principles.

development expertise level. Similarly, a powertype pattern is a tool which supports different
stakeholders, namely the method engineer, developer, and project leader, using the same con-
cept, which is represented by two classes.

5.5 Traceability Metamodel Based on the Powertype and Clabject Principles

The three-layer modeling hierarchy supports model traceability implementation concepts, at
three different expertise levels: metamodel, methodology and enactment. The power-type pat-
terns principle is the tool which makes it possible to model these traceability concepts through
the three-layer modeling hierarchy. Power-type pattern modeling is an approach which main-
tains the strict metamodeling rules. The strict metamodeling rules constrain a classinstantiation
in just one layer [12, 73]. Thus, power-type patterns enable class instantiation from the meta-
model layer, through two more layers: methodology and enactment.

Power-type patterns provide a strong support to define the traceability methodology’s items,
considering the project contexts in which they will be used. A definition of theproject context
was provided in section2.3.5. The powertype class of the pattern includes the attributes needed
to support the context for defining the methodology’s items. At the same time, thepartition
class includes the attributes needed to support the context corresponding to the enactment of the
traceability methodology’s items, in the project development.

Thus, a traceability concept can be modeled in a power-type pattern to represent the same
concept at different abstraction levels. For instance, a traceability type can be classifiedas sat-
isfaction, dependency or rationale type. Thus, a pattern can be definedto support the definition
of those types. The pattern will include attributes to save data specific to the definition of the
methodology type, such as a description, purpose and priority. Additionally, the pattern will
include attributes to support the creation of links from such types, such asthe artifacts linked
and the dependency degree between linked artifacts, to mention some.
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Thus, the power-type pattern principle supports to well-define each context in which a trace-
ability methodology item will be used. This strongly facilitates the metamodel extension to
include other traceability concepts as patterns, since the traceability concepts modeled in the
metamodel are well-defined. The maintenance process of the metamodel is facilitated as well,
to modify class attributes in both methodology and project layers.

It has been discussed that powertype patterns provide the model for thetraceability items
for both 1) the methodology and 2) the project layers. Patterns clearly separate the traceability
metamodel items which the method engineers are concerned with, from those itemsthe devel-
opers are concerned with. This issue holds to be totally compliant to the three-layer hierarchy
selected to define our traceability metamodel. The instantiation process of the power-type pat-
terns along the three-layer hierarchy is described in the section5.4.

5.6 Other Metamodeling Paradigms

This section presents some other metamodeling alternatives based on the abstraction levels ar-
chitecture. Gaps in those other approaches are explained in this section, together with the rea-
sons for choosing the three-level metamodeling hierarchy presented in thispaper. Similarly,
the reasons for choosing the power-type metamodeling technique rather than other similar ap-
proaches of instantiation are also explained.

There are several metamodeling alternatives based on the abstraction levels architecture.
The strict metamodelingparadigm is an example: the elements in any of the layers must be
instances of elements in the layer immediately above, except the top one, often described as
“self-referencing”, which means it is an instance of itself [12, 73]. The metamodelsUML OMG,
SPEM 2.0 OMGandOPEN [55, 68, 104] use this conceptualization.

However, the strict metamodeling paradigm advocates metamodels which only represent
the method layer, saying nothing about the project layer. Following their approach, there is
no way in which a metamodel can exert control on how the project layer will be organized
[73]. Therefore, this metamodeling technique was discarded to define our needed traceability
metamodel, since we required modeling the instantiated method layer’s classes atthe project
layer.

Another paradigm, thepotencyanddeep instantiationis a means to transmit features (at-
tributes and relationships) beyond a simple level in a specialization hierarchy(Atkinson and
Kühne (2001) [73]). In this, traditional Object Orientation instantiation is seen as a special case
(to be called shallow instantiation) of a more generic mechanism called deep instantiation, which
operates between clabjects rather than between classes and objects [73]. In deep instantiation,
a single class is present in the metamodel layer for each conceptual entity in the modeling do-
main. While this could be regarded as simpler than the dual classes of powertyping, this duality
permits more explicit (and arguably more understandable) modeling of a classand its catego-
rization characteristics [73]. Therefore, it is preferible to follow a powertyping metamodeling
technique, to clearly model the abstraction levels of our traceability methodology.

5.7 ISO-24744:2007 Metamodel for Development Methodologies

This section presents the metamodel from which the traceability metamodel proposal is ex-
tended. Section2.3.5, outlines that current approaches are unclear on the separation between
the methodology levels: the stage fordefiningthe methodologyfrom the enactment level, and the
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stage ofusingthe methodology. That means separating the work of the methodology engineer
(who designs the methodology), from that of the developer (who uses themethodology). Insec-
tion 5.3 it is maintained that using the proper modeling principles, it is possible to cope with
this expertise areas separation. The three-level modeling hierarchy wasselected to define the
traceability metamodeling providing a simple modeling abstraction levels separation.Figure1
schemes this hierarchy.

The ISO-24744:2007 Software Engineering Metamodel for Development Methodologies
(SEMDM) [79] solves this issue.ISO/IEC 24744:2007also provides a three-layer abstrac-
tion levels hierarchy, and is based on powertype and clabject modeling principles. TheISO-
24744:2007metamodel is already backed by the MOF and UML architecture and notation. The
MOF and UML standards guarantee standardization in the metamodeling process stated in the
traceability metamodel approach of this thesis (see [61], sect. 2 and 4).

The advantage of using ISO/IEC 24744:2007 as the baseline to develop metamodels is that
those resulting metamodels have a common understanding of the metamodeling language and
notation. Another advantage is that SEMDM has been designed to supportall kinds of method-
ological concepts and is independent from a specific lifecycle or method. Traceability method-
ological concepts can be derived in this context whenever needed.

Therefore, theSEMDMprovided in theISO-24744:2007standard [79], is chosen to define
the traceability metamodel of this thesis, as an extension of such standard metamodel.

5.7.1 SEMDM Metamodel Architecture

Metamodels are often used by method engineers to construct or modify methodologies. In turn,
methodologies are used by developers to construct products or to deliver services in the context
of endeavours. Metamodel, methodology and endeavour constitute, in theISO-24744:2007
approach, three different areas of expertise, that at the same time correspond to three different
levels of abstraction and three different sets of fundamental concepts. As the work performed
by developers at the endeavour level is constrained and directed by themethodology in use, the
work performed by the method engineer at the methodology level is constrained and directed by
the chosen metamodel. Traditionally, these relationships between “modeling layers” here called
“domains”, are seen as instance-of relationships, in which elements in one layer or domain are
instances of some element in the layer or domain below (Figure4) [79].

This three-level architecture is calledSEMDM (Software Engineering Metamodel for De-
velopment Methodologies) in [79]. TheSEMDMis so fundamental to theTmMdefinition, since
the TmM architecture offered will have the same abstraction levels but dedicated to the trace-
ability metamodel. Later, in section6.7, the exact point of thisSEMDMarchitecture from which
to extendSEMDMto TmMwill be shown.

5.7.2 Other Approaches for Process and Methodology Modeling

In object-oriented software development space, we can focus on metamodels as being models of
a methodology, which itself encompasses both process and product aspects, including modeling
languages such as theUML 2.0 (Unified Modeling Languagedefined in [68]) [61]. Once such
a metamodel has been created, it can be used to create new, or validate existing, modeling
languages useful for software developers [61].

In this context, theUML 2.0 OMG andSPEM 2.0 OMG (Software Process Engineering
Metamodel)standards [68, 104] are defined by their metamodel [61]. Then, there are modeling
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Figure 4: The three areas of expertise, or domains, which act as a context for ISO-24744:2007
metamodel, called SEMDM [79].

languages that can be generated from modeling metamodels, such as fromUML standard. Sim-
ilarly, there are process languages that can be generated from process metamodels, such as from
theSPEM 2.0standard or the OPF (OPEN Process Framework) metamodel [72].

However, theUML 2.0 metamodel describes just the notational and modeling concepts,
while theSPEM 2.0andOPF metamodels describe just process concepts. So, there is incom-
patibility between process and product metamodels as maintained in [61, pg.77-78]. This issue
is fundamental to the development of methodology modeling, because it would desirable to
integrate metamodels which refer to different aspects of software construction into a single,
comprehensive metamodel. This would be useful for the global understanding of software en-
gineering practice and for the implementation of full-lifecycle tools [61].

Therefore, as an approach to this problem, some attempts at such integrationhave indeed
been made such as those explored in works cited in [61]. However they are not a balanced and
homogeneous solution. Recently, theISO-24744:2007 Metamodel for Development Methodolo-
gies[79]has been approved, which proposes theSoftware Engineering Metamodel for Develop-
ment Methodologies(SEMDM), a comprehensive metamodel that makes use of a new approach
to defining methodologies based on the concept of powertype.

The SEMDM combines key advantages of other metamodeling approaches with none of
their known drawbacks, allowing the seamless integration of process, modeling and people as-
pects of methodologies [79]. Refer toISO-24744:2007Annex B where other metamodels are
mapped toSEMDMand a brief synopsis of problems is provided.

The aim ofISO-24744:2007 SEMDMis to harmonize the different concepts used by each of
the various methodologies that are defined, used, or implied by a growing number of standards.
SEMDMmetamodel will ensure a consistent approach to defining each methodology withcon-
sistent concepts and terminology. Thus, this approach provides the balanced and homogeneous
solution that was commonly accepted by research and industry communities, during its referral
period before approval by ISO/IEC [79].

Therefore, theISO-24744:2007 SEMDMmetamodel is the most indicated to integrate both
aspects modeling and process concepts that are involved in methodologies development.
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TRACEABILITY METAMODEL

6.1 Overview

Metamodels are useful for specifying the concepts, rules and relationships used to define
methodologies. Although it is possible to describe a methodology without an explicit meta-
model, formalizing the underpinning ideas of the methodology in question is valuable when
checking its consistency or when planning extensions or modifications. A good metamodel
must address all of the different aspects of methodologies, i.e. the process to follow, the work
products to be generated and those people responsible for making all this happen. In turn, speci-
fying the work products, which must be developed implies defining the basic modeling building
blocks from which they are built [79].

It is explained in this chapter how to use in practice the two modeling principles introduced
in chapterModeling Principles, to define a traceability metamodel namedTmM (Traceabil-
ity metaModel). The principles stated were the metamodeling three-layer hierarchy, and the
power-type patterns modeling.TmM will be based on the standard:ISO-24744:2007 Software
Engineering Metamodel for Development Methodologies (SEMDM)[79], as was justified in the
same chapterModeling Principles. SEMDM provides a common understanding in the meta-
modeling language used and notation, and also it offers a three-layer abstraction architecture as
required according to the thesis objectives stated in chapterThesis Research Focus.

In this chapter it will be explained that, when methodologies are developed from metamod-
els based on these two principles, the result is a methodology well fitted to project features.
Particularly,TmM includes a core set of traceability items, from which a project-specific trace-
ability methodology can be defined. This core set we propose consists of traceability patterns
representing traceability issueswhich were identified, from the traceability state of the art anal-
ysis as key to deal with methodology customization. The traceability core items patterns are
enumerated as follows: traceability link types, traceability roles, linkage rules,and the trace-
ability specification document. The traceability core items resources, intendedto support the
traceability methodology definition are: artefact granularity levels, traceability weights to in-
dicate the relationship forces and traceability metrics. This is a minimal core set intended to
support any project features; other traceability items can be added according to specific project
features and requirements.

The traceability metamodel approaches analyzed inTraceability State of the Artoffer
strengths that can be re-used, and weaknesses than can be improved upon. These approaches
overlapped some concepts but they present commonalities and complement each other. Then,
the traceability metamodel proposal will incorporate some ideas from the third-party metamodel
approaches as well, with the aim of re-using traceability practices and concepts already proven
as useful.
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6.2 Scope

The Traceability metaModel (TmM) provides the baseline for the systematic andformal def-
inition of a traceability methodology. TmM includes three aspects: the process tofollow, the
intermediate and final products, and the roles involved in the process. TmM isthe metamodel
from which the customized traceability methodology is instantiated. TmM also provides the
model of the traceability methodology enactment.

The TmM instantiationinto the resulting traceability methodology is according to the soft-
ware development methodology, life cycle model, application domain, and business needs of
the project.

TmM covers the whole process lifecycle, and does not prescribe the process model; that is,
the instantiation of the traceability methodology model is independent of the development soft-
ware process (object-orientation, agent-orientation, component-baseddevelopment, etc), life
cycle model, application domain, or system type.

6.3 Purpose

The purpose ofTmM is to provide a metamodel that offers the guidelines to design a traceability
methodology, and the description for the enactment of such methodology.

TmM do not fix or constrain the elements to include in the resulting traceability methodol-
ogy, but provides a wide elements set, such that it is possible to create traceability methodology
models that are very descriptive, useful, and rich in the elements which arecustomizable ac-
cording to project needs. TmM will separate the expertise areas for the methodology design
stage (the methodology domain), from the methodology use stage (the enactment domain).

TheTmM background and rationale include the description of all elements included in the
metamodel, and the reasons about why these elements are fundamental partsof the metamodel.

The aim ofTmM is to facilitate the following tasks:

• The systematic creation of a traceability methodology, since the metamodel worksas a
guidance during this process, leading to improved metamodel usability and comprehen-
sion.

• Communication between the methodology engineers who develop the traceability
methodology, sinceTmMdocuments detail all the meta methodology concepts.

• The usability of the customized traceability methodology, since the use dynamics of its
elements is included inTmM.

• The maintenance of the customized traceability methodology, since all its elements are
documented.

• Traceability metamodel maintenance, as all concepts are specified in detail, and they are
well-defined according to theTmMextension guidelines.

• TmM extension since theTmM elements have a clear role and use context in the meta-
model. This leads to facilitate the addition of new traceability concepts, or the elimination
of existing ones.
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6.4 Audience

The TmM classes, which support the methodology definition, are intended to be usedby the
method engineer who develops the traceability methodology specific for a given project. Even
the TmM classes, which support the customized methodology enactment, are intendedto be
used during the definition of a traceability methodology, as the classes modelingserves to com-
prehend their use during such enactment.

TheTmMclasses which support the enactment of the customized traceability methodology
are intended to be used by the software engineers, who utilize and deploy the given traceability
methodology resulting from theTmM instantiation. However, even though theTmM modeling
corresponding to the enactment expertise areaincludes all the classes which can potentially be
part of a traceability methodology, only those classes considered in the customized methodology
will be used by the software engineers.

6.5 Terms and definitions

This thesis introduces a range of terminology. Some concepts are extendedfrom their original
definitions, in order to meet the requirements of this thesis. Other terms are literally used and
taken from third-party published works.

Some concepts that were established previously by third-party authors have been redefined
just within the scope of this thesis. The aim is simply to adjust them to the context ofthis thesis’s
proposals, even though the original concepts remain valid in their terms.

Some terms are used in a strict and literal sense as they were defined by third-party works.
The main sources are papers, documents, guides and standards. The third-party references will
be opportunely indicated.

All the terms, definitions are included in chapter 1 “Definitions”, and the abbreviations are
included in the “List of Acronyms”.

6.6 Symbols

TheTmMdefinition used different notation types, specifically:

6.6.1 Definitions. The TmM concepts are defined using natural language. The rationale for
the concept is also given, including the context in which the concept occurs and the most
distinctive properties.

6.6.2 Class diagrams.The TmM concepts are modelled and formalized as classes. Conse-
quently, class diagrams are used to show these classes together with their attributes and
relationships. UML 1.4.2 (i.e. ISO/IEC 19501) is used during the modeling. First, a
special notation is used to depict powertype patterns, consisting of a dashed line between
the powertype and the partitioned type with an arrow on the side of the partitioned type.
Secondly, "white diamonds" are used to depict whole/part relationships without making
any reference to their secondary characteristics [79]. In order to respect the ISO/IEC
24744 standard, the notation used during the extension of such standardmetamodel is
maintained during the modeling process to propose theTmM in this thesis. Therefore,
all the previous explanation about the notation specified for the class diagrams is taken in
full from this standard.
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6.6.3 Text tables. Text tables are included to provide additional descriptions of attributes and
relationships.

6.7 TmM as an ISO-24744:2007 SEMDM extension

The TmM hierarchy presented in this work maintains the same abstraction levels provided by
SEMDM[79]. TheTmMdiagrams that describe the different parts of the metamodel, follow the
same appearance conventions as theSEMDMdiagrams. That is, classes at the top of the diagram
are the powertype classes or templates, and classes at the bottom are the partition classes. The
classes at the top connected to the bottom classes, through dashed arrows with the “abstraction”
legend, are the powertype patterns of theTmM. Following theSEMDMhierarchy, the powertype
classes are in the method layer (top classes), and the partition classes (bottom classes) are in the
endeavour layer.

TraceabilityConglomerate

MethodologyElement

EndeavourElement

Conglomerate

-Description
-Name

Template Resource

Reference

-Location

Source

-Citation
-Name

SEMDM 
Classes

SEMDM 
Classes

<<abstraction>>

Component
0..*

0..*

RefersTo1 0..*

IsIssuedBy

1

0..*

Figure 5: TmM root class TraceabilityConglomerate extended from the SEMDM’sConglom-
erateclass.

TmM has been extended following those guidelines provided in the standard andin [61,
73]. In order to introduce theTmM metamodel classes as anSEMDMmetamodel extension is
necessary to “insert” them as a subset of theSEMDM metamodel classes. Since new classes
are subclasses of theSEMDMmetamodel, then the question is from which class theTmM root
class should be specialized. According to theSEMDMextension rules, theConglomerateclass
is a collection of related methodology elements that can be reused in different methodological
contexts, and this class provides the basic re-use mechanism in theSEMDM [79] p.p. 19.

Therefore,TmM is extended fromSEMDMby specializing theConglomerateclass into the
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TraceabilityConglomerateclass. Figure5 shows this specialization. Thus, theTraceabilityCon-
glomerateis the root class for all theTmMclasses.

6.8 Traceability Methodology

The methodologyconcept followed in this thesis adopts the definition provided by Gonzalez-
Perez and Henderson-Sellers in [61] as: a specification of the process to follow and the work
products to be generated, plus consideration of the people and tools involved, during a software
development effort.

Then, adapting the previous methodology definition to the traceability context, the traceabil-
ity methodologyconcept is defined as: the guidelines to define the traceability work products
to be generated, and those responsible for making all this happen, including the relationships
between them; plus the process to follow and the traceability resources to support traceability,
during a traceability implementation in a project.

TraceabilityEndeavourElement

TraceabilityWorkProductKind

TraceabilityConglomerate

TraceabilityProducerKindTraceabilityWorkUnitKind

TraceabilityWorkProduct

TraceabilityResource

TraceabilityProducerTraceabilityWorkUnit

TraceabilityTemplate

TraceabilitySchema

EndeavourElement

Conglomerate

-Description
-Name

Template Resource
SEMDM 
Classes

SEMDM 
Classes

<<abstraction>>

<<abstraction>> <<abstraction>> <<abstraction>> <<abstraction>>

Figure 6: TraceabilityMethodology is represented in TmM as the TraceabilityConglomerate
Class.

The traceability methodology concept is represented inTmM as theTraceabilityConglom-
erateclass and it represents all the potential traceability methodologies that can begenerated
for a specific project (methodology layer in Figure6).
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Therefore,TmM will be instantiated into a traceability methodology, according to the spe-
cific project features, such as development life cycle and process, orbusiness needs. The trace-
ability methodology can be integrated into the system development methodology chosen, since
TmMcovers the whole process lifecycle, and does not prescribe the process model. The project-
specific traceability methodology features are documented in a traceability specification docu-
mentTSD, as described in section7.4.3.

6.9 TmM Templates and Resources

The items involved in a project concerning traceability can be identified as resources which help
and support the implementation and management of traceability during a development effort.
Resources such as metrics which help to check for links consistency, or aclassification of the
granularity levels of the artefacts linked by the traceability types. These resources, once defined
as part of the traceability methodology, never change, and they will be used during the whole
development exactly as their definitions state.

A project has traceability templates as well as resources. Traceability templatesare elements
that, once defined in the methodology, will be used in the project development by instantiation.
For instance, traceability types are defined as part of the methodology, such as temporal or
resource dependent. Then, links will be created from these types during the project enactment.

TraceabilityWorkProductKind

TraceabilityWorkProduct

WorkProductKind
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-Description

WorkProduct

-LastChangeTime
-CreationTime

-Status

SEMDM 
Classes

SEMDM 
Classes
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Figure 7: TraceabilityWorkProductpowertype pattern extended from SEMDM.
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The traceability templates and resources are represented in the metamodel, astheTraceabil-
ityTemplatepattern and theTraceabilityResourceclass. This specialization is shown in Figure6
(top), in which theTraceabilityConglomerateclass is composed of template and resources, thus
describing that a traceability methodology is a composition of traceability resources and tem-
plates.

The templates can be work products, work units and producers. Figure6 describes the
traceability templates as theTraceabilityWorkUnit, TraceabilityWorkProductand Traceabili-
tyProducerpowertype patterns.
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Figure 8: TraceabilityProducerand TraceabilityRolepowertype patterns extended from
SEMDM.
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6.9.1 Traceability Templates Extension from SEMDM

The traceability work product concept is modelled inTmM with the TraceabilityWorkProduct
powertype pattern, specialized directly from the SEMDM’sWorkProductpowertype pattern.
Figure7 shows this specialization.

A traceability role is performed by the person responsible for defining andimplementing a
traceability methodology, and for managing the traceability schema. This responsible is mod-
elled in TmM as theTraceabilityProducerpattern, which plays one of the roles determined
by theRolepattern, which is actually a SEMDM pattern. TheTraceabilityProducerpattern is
specialized from theProducerpattern ofSEMDM. Figure8 shows this specialization.

The enactment process of the traceability methodology items are determined by the Trace-
abilityWorkUnitpowertype pattern, which is actually specialized from theWorkUnitTaskpow-
ertype pattern ofSEMDM. Figure9 shows this specialization.

TraceabilityWorkUnitKind

TraceabilityWorkUnit

WorkUnitKind

-MinCapabilityLevel
-Purpose

WorkUnit

-StartTime
-EndTime
-Duration

SEMDM 
Classes

SEMDM 
Classes

<<abstraction>>

Figure 9: TraceabilityWorkUnitPatternpowertype pattern extended from SEMDM.

6.9.2 Traceability Resources extended from SEMDM

The TraceabilityResourceclass represents the traceability methodology elements that are de-
fined at the method layer, but they will be used during the project exactly asthey were defined.
For instance, traceability metrics are defined as part of the methodology, and then when the
project is being developed, these metrics are used to collect figures in order to check for con-
sistency of the links. Then, resources elements onlychange when they are redefined when the
methodology is modified.

The resources concepts considered are: granularity levels; traceability weights, which are
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dependency degrees to qualify the force relationship between two artefacts; traceability metrics
to measure the traceability schema consistency; and guidelines to reduce the number of artefacts
to link. Figure10 shows the representation of these resources inTmM as classes which are a
specialization fromSEMDM’s classes.

ArtifactTracingGuideline

-Description
-Guideline

TraceabilityWeight

-Description
-Value

TraceabilityMetric

-Constraints

-Description
-Metric

Outcome

-MinCapabilityLevel
-Description

GranularityLevel

-Description
-Value

Guideline

-Description

Notation

-Name

SEMDM 
Classes

Figure 10: Traceability resources as classes extended from SEMDM.

6.10 TmM Core Parts

TmM includes a set of core classes and powertype patterns which, once instantiated according
to the project features, constitute the resulting traceability methodology. This core set will rep-
resent the minimum traceability items necessary to implement traceability on system projects.
This set does not intend to be complete, since each project has specific traceability requirements
according to the application domain, project size, budget and particular requirements of the de-
velopment process. This minimum set of traceability items allows more traceability itemsto
be included as required. It was explained in section6.9, that a traceability methodology is a
composition of traceability resources and templates. It was stated that the templates areTrace-
abilityWorkUnit, TraceabilityWorkProductandTraceabilityProducerpowertype patterns. The
resources were stated asGranuralityLevel, TraceabilityWeight, TraceabilityMetricandArtifact-
TracingGuideline. The powertype patterns are specialized into a set of patterns which, together
with the resources, compose the minimalcore setof this traceability metamodel.

Therefore, theTraceabilityWorkProductpattern is specialized into theTraceabilityLink,
LinkageRule, andTraceabilitySpecificationDocumentpatterns. Figure11 shows this special-
ization.

A traceability producer, represented by theTraceabilityProducerpattern, plays a traceability
role, which is represented by theTraceabilityRolepattern in Figure11. Figure8 shows this
relation.

The TraceabilityWorkUnitpattern is a composition of traceability tasks, which are repre-
sented as theTracingTaskpowertype pattern. Figure11 describes this composition. TheTrac-
ingTaskpattern causes an action represented by theTraceabilityActionpattern. This relation
between tasks and actions is actually inherited from theSEMDM’s TaskandAction patterns.
Figure18) shows this relation.
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Figure 11: TmM Core Templates represented as Powertype Patterns.
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Figure 12: TmM Core Resources represented as Classes.
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Regarding the traceability resources, these are represented inTmMwith theTraceabilityRe-
sourceclass, which is specialized into theGranularityLevel, ArtifactTracingGuideline, Trace-
abilityWeightandTraceabilityMetric. As the traceability resources classes are not instantiated
at the project layer, just in the methodology layer, they are modelled inTmMonly as classes and
not with powertype patterns. The traceability resources classes describe those traceability arte-
facts used “as is” in the project, exactly as they were configured at the methodology definition
layer. Figure12shows this specialization.

6.10.1 TmM Core Patterns Extended from SEMDM

The concepts corresponding to theTmM core set items which were introduced in section6.10
will be defined in this section. The objective is to use these definitions to support the extension
of the core items from theSEMDMmetamodel. However, the functionality, examples of the use
in projects, and reason why these concepts are considered fundamental to compose the minimal
TmM core set, will be detailed in chapterTmM Core Set.
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Figure 13: TraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern extended from SEMDM.
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The definitions provided in this thesis are valid within the context of this research in order
to accomplish the thesis objectives, and such definitions do not intend to correct or invalidate
similar concept definitions provided by third-party authors.

A link, in the context of this thesis, is a work product that expresses a relationship between
two o more specific artefacts of the development process, and is represented with theTrace-
abilityLink powertype pattern, according to section6.10. The link definition stated here is an
extension of that presented in theIEEE standard glossary of software engineering terminology
[75], in which a linkis defined asa relationship between two o more products of the development
process.

However, a link relates two model units, for instance, it relates components, design ele-
ments or tests cases: thus, a link is also considered a model unit. The model unitconcept is
already modelled in the standardSEMDMmetamodel, as a specialization of theWorkProduct
pattern, then theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern is specialized directly from theSEMDM’s
ModelUnitpowertype pattern. Figure13shows this specialization.

The linkage rule specifies the logics including the artefact types allowed to belinked with
the traceability type, and also some conditions to produce the link. Therefore, a linkage rule is
considered a restriction when a link is built, and it should be stated when the traceability types
are defined in the methodology definition. The linkage rule concept is represented in TmM
with the LinkageRulepowertype pattern, according to section6.10. ThenLinkageRuleKind
class is specialized from theSEMDM’s Constraintclass, at the method layer. A linkage rule,
once defined, is enacted at the project layer, then theLinkageRuleclass is specialized from the
SEMDM’s EndeavourElementclass. Figure14shows this specialization.
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Figure 14: LinkageRulepowertype pattern extended from SEMDM.

The traceability specification document specifies the characteristics and items, which are re-
quired to systematically define and maintain a consistent and documented traceability method-
ology. The traceability specification document concept is represented in TmM with theTrace-
abilitySpecificationDocumentpowertype pattern, according to section6.10.

The TraceabilitySpecificationDocumentKindclass represents all possible traceability doc-
uments which can be created for a traceability methodology. Then, this class isspecialized
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TraceabilitySpecificationDocumentKind
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Figure 15: TraceabilitySpecificationDocumentpowertype pattern extended from SEMDM.
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from theDocumentKindof SEMDM’s Documentpowertype pattern. Figure15 shows this spe-
cialization. TheTraceabilitySpecificationDocumentclass represents the real document, which
specifies the traceability guidelines to be followed during the methodology enactment. Then,
this class is specialized from theDocumentof SEMDM’s Documentpowertype pattern.

6.11 Interaction between TmM Items

This section describes the interaction between the work products, work units and producers for
traceability, which has been defined inTmM.

6.11.1 Interaction between Traceability Produces and Roles

TraceabilityProducerpowertype pattern is specialized intoTraceabilityRolepowertype pattern
(a collection of responsibilities that a producer can take) and intoTool powertype pattern (an
instrument which helps another producer to execute its responsibilities in an automated way).
Figure16and Figure8 shows these specializations.

Producer has an additional subclass,Person, which allows taking into account individual
persons at the endeavour level.Produceris also related toWorkUnitthroughWorkPerformance,
so links between units of work and the assigned and/or responsible producers are possible. See
Figure 6 in [79] for a graphical depiction. Figure8 shows these specializations.

In Figure16 a TraceabilityRolestates the rights of aTraceabilityProducerwhich plays one
role. This dynamic is also presented in both 1) the methodology layer (Figure16top) and 2) the
project layer (Figure16bottom).

6.11.2 Interaction between Traceability Work Units and Work Products

Each traceability work unit is a composition of tracing tasks which cause a traceability action
when the tasks are performed. These concepts are represented inTmM respectively, with the
powertype patterns:TraceabilityWorkUnit, TracingTaskandTracingTask.

A traceability action is a composition of constraints, and acts upon system workproducts
and upon traceability work products. See the diagram in the top of Figure17, where the model-
ing of this interaction is described; note that the constraints are defined onlyin the methodology
layer.

A traceability action, represented in TmM with theTraceabilityActionpattern, could be of
several types. The link updating action is one of them, and this represents the addition, deletion
and modification of links. The link updating action is shown in the diagram of Figure 18, rep-
resented with theLinkUpdatingpattern. Other actions could be specialized from theTraceabil-
ityActionpattern, if they are required in a specific project. In this sense TmM can be extended
to include more traceability concepts.

6.11.3 Interaction between Traceability Tasks and Work Products

One of the traceability actions has been defined, as link updating, represented inTmMwith the
LinkUpdatingpowertype pattern. This action acts upon system work product types, according
to the interaction described in the diagram of Figure19. In the method layer, the link updating
action is defined to perform or execute a linkage rule type to create the links of several types.
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Figure 16: Interaction between traceability producers and roles.
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Figure 17: Interaction between traceability work units, SEMDM’s work products and traceabil-
ity work products.
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Figure 18: Interaction between traceability work units.
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In the project layer, however, theTracingTaskexecutes a specific linkage rule, through the link
updating action, to finally generate the desired links between the work products.
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Figure 19: Interaction between traceability tasks and SEMDM’s work products.

6.12 TmM Usage Process

The usage process of the TmM metamodel is broken down into the following subprocesses:

6.12.1 Project-specific traceability methodology definition

6.12.2 Project-specific traceability methodology enactment.

Figure20 shows the TmM usage process, and the sub processes are identified in theFigure
with circles. The purpose of breaking the usage process down into sub processes is to aid
in the full and accurate definition of a customized methodology. The sub processes below are
presented as occurring sequentially. However, there will often be a degree of sub process overlap
or iteration. For instance, when the project-specific traceability methodologyis already enacted
but a new traceability type is required. Then, the new type, including the linkage rule to produce
links of such type, must be defined.The definition of this new traceability type isperformed in
the sub process: project-specific traceability methodology definition, while the project-specific
traceability methodology enactment is still running.
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The iterative application of this process could result in the ongoing modification of the
project-specific traceability methodology. Modifications are usually applied against the project-
specific traceability methodology baseline, and managed under change control procedures as
required.

���� !"�#

���$!"!#!%&

'(!)�*�

Figure 20: TmM Powertype Patterns Usage Process.

6.12.1 Project-specific traceability methodology definition

This sub process is performed in the methodology layer, which is the middle square in Figure20.

• The project-specific traceability methodology definition starts when the project features
are stated by the developers with the participation of the customers. These project features
determine the number and the TmM powertype patterns to use to create the customized
traceability methodology.
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• Then, the method engineer uses the powertype patterns for the system andfor traceability
to create the specific items which compose the traceability methodology.

6.12.2 Project-specific traceability methodology enactment.

This sub process is performed in the project layer, which is the bottom square in Figure20.
The project-specific traceability methodology enactment starts when the developer enacts

the project-specific traceability methodology’s items. For instance, the developer will instantiate
traceability types to create links or she/he will use the linkage rules to create automatically the
links (note that this producer can also be a tool, according to the diagram shown in Figure8).
Similarly, traceability metrics were defined in the methodology, in this enactment process, such
metrics will be executed to get measurements about the traceability implementation. These
obtained measurements and figures are required to make business decisions and to monitor the
system requirements consistency.

Similarly, in this sub process, the traceability information will be presented to the producers
according to their traceability roles defined in the methodology. This will prevent showing
information not useful to some stakeholders, for instance a developer would be more interested
in searching for orphan code, then she/he will require views to show the artefacts which are
related by all links in the implementation. The project leader is more interested in monitoring
that all the system requirements are realized in design and code, as well asmonitoring that the
system requirements are tested by at least one test case. This would prevent each developer
writing the test cases for each requirement, and breakdown into sub requirements.

6.13 TmM Benefits

TmM offered some advantages compared to the approaches analyzed in sect.2.3:

6.13.1 Metamodel Level

• Provides a systematic creation of a traceability methodology. The metamodel works as a
guide during this process, defining which classes in which layers must be instantiated.

• Facilitates metamodel comprehension and communication between the methodology en-
gineers in charge of developing the traceability methodology. The reason isthat all the
metamodel classes are documented and modelled in detail inTmM.

• States the TmM extension guidelines. The TmM classes have a unique role in the meta-
model, which facilitates the addition of more traceability concepts as classes. Each class
representing a traceability concept was required according to the project type needs.

6.13.2 Project Level

• The maintenance of the resulting traceability methodology is facilitated because all the
traceability resources are documented in the TSD. Moreover, maintenance of all trace-
ability templates defined in the methodology is supported , as they are included inTmM
as powertype patterns, such as traceability types, roles and linkage rules.
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• Establish a correct definition of the class attributes and its formal relationships to the
otherTmMclasses. This assures that one class represents a unique role in the traceability
methodology. This facilitates usability of the instantiated traceability methodology.

6.14 TmM Usage

TheTmMclasses of the powertype patterns, corresponding to the methodology abstraction level
(the powertype class expressed with the suffix “Kind” after the name class of the powertype
pattern) are intended to be used by the software engineer in charge of developing the traceability
methodology specific for the project.

The TmM classes of the powertype patterns, corresponding to the enactment abstraction
level, are intended to be used by the software engineers, who utilize and deploy the customized
traceability methodology which was previously defined from theTmM. Even though the enact-
ment level includes all the classes that can be included in any resulting traceability methodology,
only those classes included in a traceability methodology during its definition process will be
used by the software engineers.

The TmM resources classes are intended to be used by the software engineer in charge of
developing the traceability methodology specific for the project. The resources are defined and
kept in the traceability specification documentTSD (section7.4.3) as a traceability resource.
Once defined in the methodology definition, the traceability resources are used during all devel-
opment stages, exactly as they are.

In chapterTmM Core Set, tables3 to 5 describe the concept for each traceability powertype
pattern and the resource. Similarly, the tables provide the patterns purposeand a brief example.
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CHAPTER 7

TMM CORE SET

7.1 Overview

TmMmetamodel uses power-type patterns to model common traceability practices. These prac-
tices were detected from the traceability state of the art analysis, discussedin chapterTrace-
ability State of the Art. As these practices were common in several approaches of the current
literature, it is a recommendation of this thesis to include them in given project-specific trace-
ability methodologies. In this way, all traceability methodologies instantiated from this core
will share commonalities, although the core set can be adapted to the project features. The
power-type patterns are totally compliant with three-layer metamodeling.TmM provides ex-
tension mechanisms to include more concepts to the core, as the powertype patterns provide a
well-defined role and semantics.

The common and agreed traceability practices included inTmM are fundamental issues in
a traceability methodology, as will be explained. Each issue is considered key because of the
important support to software development processes and tasks provided. Some of these issues
are also stated as challenges in the widely knownCenter of Excellence for Traceability Technical
Report (COET-GCT-06-01)[10].

The need to tackle these fundamental issues in a traceability methodology motivates the core
set of powertype patterns and resources which are part of the traceability metamodel approach -
TmM- from which project-specific traceability methodologies are defined.

7.2 Fundamental Traceability Practices

7.2.1 Traceability Type Structure

V&V, change management, and software engineering tasks such as impact analysis, can be
improved if traceability information is structured, up to date, and consistent. This is because
those processes and tasks extensively use traceability information to perform their work. A
deeper analysis in this direction can be found in [38]. However, a significantchallenge is to query
any traceability information without a specific structure. It is necessary to define a structure to
classify the traceability informationin order to successfully mine such data.

This thesis research intends to structure the traceability link information. The approach is
to provide a formal meaning and to identity each traceability link type, in order to signal and
distinguish the traces generated from a specific traceability type from the rest of the links. To
this end, theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern is included in theTmMcore.

The definition of a unique identity for each traceability type is the reason for including
the traceability semantics concept in this thesis’s approach. The aim is to use the traceability
semantics to make the software engineering processes faster and more efficient. In particular, the
processes and tasks that make extensive use of traceability information to perform their duties
would be beneficiated by this approach.

For instance, the change management task could take advantage of links dependency differ-
ences, to make impact estimation faster and more efficient. . Temporal dependency expresses
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that two objects are executed following an order, and task dependency expresses that two arte-
facts perform a common task. Then, the dependency level inherent to those two types is totally
different. A change impact analysis can take advantage of this dependency difference to make
more accurate estimations. Therefore, the link types must have semantics to clearly express
such differences.

The traceability types required for a given project are specified according to the process
to be followed, the application domain or the system type (such as critical, high-assurance or
dependable systems). Each project would define specific traceability types, but all of them share
the same traceability type structure.

7.2.2 Trace Information Security

Currently, critical systems development requires further improvements in safety and security
topics. This leads more detailed control of system information accesses during all the develop-
ment tasks and the production stage. To trace all kinds of access by any person or tool during
system development, and not only during the system production, is a concern. This has been
proved by several laws developed recently in a number of different countries. A good example
is found in USA, with the Sarbanes-Oxly initiative, which includes a section related to “Con-
trol Environment” implementation. The intention is to help ensure that necessaryactions are
taken to address risks which may arise whilst working towards the entity’s objectives. In an IT
environment, control activities typically include IT general controls – suchas controls over pro-
gram changes, access to programs, computer operations – and application controls [105]. The
Sarbanes-Oxly law has motivated several software companies to include system development
tools’ compliance to this law as a fundamental concern; HP [144], IBM [ 125], BMC [126],
Oracle [107] and Quest Software [109] are some examples.

In the Requirements Engineering field, particularly for several traceabilitystrategies and
tools, the traditional system development roles have been sufficient to control system informa-
tion access for analysts, developers, programmers, project leaders,customers or users. However,
the specific information concerning traceability methodology created during the design, imple-
mentation and management, requires other specific roles. For instance, aTraceability Manager
is required to create and manage the traceability types needed for the project, the traceability
metrics or the linkage rules to automate link acquisition. This role is similar to the configuration
manager required to manage system configurations. Similarly, other traceability roles can also
be defined to control traceability information publication so that users can only consult specific
information according to the roles assigned in the traceability implementation. The restriction
on access for stakeholders to view traceability information can be implemented tocomply with
an information access law, such as the Sarbanes-Oxly, mentioned previously.

Therefore, this thesis research includes thetraceability roleconcept as fundamental issue
of a traceability methodology. This concept expresses the profile that the stakeholder can be
granted concerning traceability. Hence,TmM includes theTraceabilityProducerandTraceabil-
ityRolepowertype patterns to define traceability roles as part of the project-specific traceability
methodology.

7.2.3 Automation for Link Acquisition and Maintenance

The goal of every project leader is to justify economical and human costs invested in creating
and maintaining a traceability implementation. An approach to investment justification isto
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take advantage of traceability information to support other development tasks. Impact analy-
sis, configuration management, requirement management, release planning or testing is directly
benefited by traceability data. Hence, reliable traceability data and quickly availability are key
issues to provide good support to these processes. The mining of traceability data can be im-
proved if trace acquisition and maintenance are automated as much as possible. The automation
of link generation reduces the impact of human error, leading an up-to-dated, consistent and
reliable traceability database.

Currently, there are several approaches to automate traceability link creation. In [129] au-
thors show the ability to automate traceability relations generation at reasonablelevels of re-
call and precision. In [26] authors use syntactic analysis of text documents written in natural
language to manage the links between the initial requirements and the formal object representa-
tions, resulting from modelling processes. [47] focuses on automatically generating dependency
links between requirements, design artefacts, test cases and source code.

Therefore, this thesis research includes thelinkage ruleconcept as a fundamental issue of
traceability methodology. This concept expresses the rule or logics to create links between
specific and allowed artifact types. This rule prevents from setting up in a systematic way the
traceability implementation, deployment and management. To systematically carry out trace-
ability facilitates the automation of the links acquisition and maintenance.

The linkage rule is envisaged as part of the traceability type concept as defined in sec-
tion 7.2.1in this chapter. Then, the rule to create the links of a specific type is established in
a traceability type, which is defined during the project-specific traceability methodology defi-
nition. The advantage of defining the linkage rule when the traceability types are defined is to
reduce the artefacts types set that must be considered when a link is created. In this sense, only
a subset of the artefact types would be considered in each rule.

Hence,TmM includes theLingakeRulepowertype pattern to define linkage rules for each
traceability type created in a customized traceability methodology.

7.2.4 Resources for tailoring a Traceability Methodology

Granularity Levels : Several development tasks use the granularity information of the system
artefacts to support their work. For instance, in impact analysis, a change proposal could impact
an artefact with a fine-grained or coarse-grained detail level. In this case, granularity informa-
tion helps to make more accurate impact estimations. Artefacts granularity, together with trace
information, improve the development tasks that base their work on traceabilitylinks, such as
impact analysis, V&V or release management.

In this thesis research, thegranularity levelconcept specifies the development levels of a
linked artefacts pair: the source and target artefacts of a link. The granularity levels make up a
granularity rankingwhich is defined during the traceability methodology definition. This rank-
ing is a resource because, once defined, it is used “as is” during all thesystem life cycle stages.
This ranking as a traceability resource can be kept in aTraceability Specification Document
(TSD), which is subject to modifications and available to all project stakeholders. In TmM it is
represented with theGranuralityLevelclass.

Traceability Weights: Each traceability type expresses different kinds of relations between
two artefacts. As was analyzed in section7.2.1, the dependency forces inherent to temporal and
task dependency types are totally different. The force of a relation between two artefacts can
be expressed through a number called “weight”. Link weights information helps to make more
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accurate change impact estimations.
In this thesis research, the traceability weight concept is envisaged as belonging to the re-

source items of a traceability methodology. The traceability weights should be defined by the
method engineer, during methodology definition, according to project needs. As a traceability
resource, this information must be kept in theTSDdocument. Therefore, TmM includes the
traceability metrics concept represented with theTraceabilityWeightsclass.

Artefact Tracing Guidelines: A traceability implementation must ensure the quality and
reliability of the resulting system, as required by the “CMMi Quantitative Project Management
process area - SP 1.1-1Establish the Project’s Objectives” [ 133]. However, due to the overheads
involved in links acquisition and maintenance, it is neither feasible nor desirable to maintain
links between all related artefacts and output produced during the development process. Instead,
as is pointed out by [119], it is more feasible to identify the critical artefacts, and to concentrate
on storing the relevant traceability information for them. Then, not all the project artefacts
should be related by traceability.

In its traceability methodology, this thesis research includes, theguidelinesto trace just
specific artefact types, represented inTmM with the classArtifactTracingGuideline; it avoids
linking every artefact present in a development project.These guidelines, once defined during
the methodology definition, are used “as is” during all the life cycle. Then, as a traceability
resource, the artefact tracing guidelines must be kept in theTSDdocument.

Traceability Metrics : Metrics are necessary to analyze if all the traceability links were im-
plemented, how many were missed and why, are, even, which are currentlymissing. The met-
rics defined could be included in a measurement strategy to check system quality by following
a quality assurance process, such as that required by the CMMI™, “Measurement and Analy-
sis” process area [133]). Some traceability metrics examples used in requirements specification
activities are proposed in [36, 74], such as next-level coverage (COW) metrics, full depth and
height coverage (DHCOV) metrics, linkage statistics, inconsistent traceability metrics (ITM)
and undefined traceability metrics (UTM).

Forour research requirements, it is essential that the traceability methodology implemented
have a high level of usability. Then, usability must be measured and the traceability methodol-
ogy must provide the platform to carry out this measurement. Other quality characteristics such
as feasibility, reliability, functionality and efficiency, must also be considered.

Therefore, this thesis research includes thetraceability metricsconcept as part of traceability
methodology. Metrics must measure several functional and quality requirements of the trace-
ability methodology implemented. Therefore, TmM includes the traceability metrics concept
represented with theTraceabilityMetricclass.

7.3 Defining a Traceability Methodology Core

TheTmMcore set composed of traceability powertype patterns and resources, has already been
introduced in chapterTraceability Meta Model, in section6.10. This section detailed theTmM
core set’s items.

TheTmMcore set patternsareTraceabilityLink, LinkageRule, andTraceabilitySpecification-
Document, which are classified as traceability work products. This classification is represented
in TmM as a specialization from theTraceabilityWorkProductpattern. Here again, the power-
type patterns support us to model the traceability links, roles and linkage ruleconcepts in the
metamodel.Figure11shows this specialization.
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Another element of theTmM core set is the traceability role, which is represented in TmM
by theTraceabilityRolepattern. Figure11shows this pattern as a specialization of theSEMDM’s
Rolepattern. A traceability producer, represented by theTraceabilityProducerpattern, plays a
role. Figure8 shows the relation between theRoleandTraceabilityProducerpatterns.

The traceability resources of theTmM core set are granularity levels, dependency degrees
to qualify the relationship between two artefacts, guidelines to support selecting which system
artefact must be traced, and traceability metrics to measure the traceability schema consistency.
These concepts are represented inTmM with the classes:GranularityLevel, ArtifactTracing-
Guideline, TraceabilityWeightand TraceabilityMetric. The traceability resources classes de-
scribe those traceability artefacts used “as is” in the project, exactly as theywere configured in
the methodology definition. Figure12shows these classes.

7.4 TmM Powertype Patterns - Work Products

7.4.1 Traceability Link

A link, in the context of this thesis, is a work product that expresses a relationship between
two or more specific artefacts of the development process. The link definition stated here is an
extension of that presented in theIEEE standard glossary of software engineering terminology
[75], in which a link is defined asa relationship between two o more products of the development
process.

In terms of modelling, a link is an object generated during the traceability methodology
enactment, as an instantiation of theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern. TheTraceabilityLink
powertype pattern states that a traceability type is formally well-defined if the attributes indi-
cated in such pattern are defined. Figure11 shows theTraceabilityLink’s attributes. Table3
details this powertype pattern.

Note that both pattern’s classes have different attributes, which will be used in the method-
ology definition and methodology enactment. The instantiation process which describes how to
use top and bottom classes through the layers to generate traceability methodologies, is detailed
in section5.4.1.

TheTraceabilityLinkKindclass of theTraceabilityLink, pattern represents all potential trace-
ability link types that might be defined in the traceability methodology to create traces. These
may be task, resource or goal dependency between two system objects,as well as evolution,
satisfaction or rationale types, to mention a few. The traceability type definition will depend
on project characteristics; for instance, trustworthy systems need to place emphasis on differ-
ent variations of the dependency and rationale types, to maintain a high levelof system quality
assurance.

During traceability methodology enactment, a link will need more attributes, besidesthe
attributes inherited from the traceability link type, in order to save specific information arising.
The specific information needed is: the source and target objects of the link, the source granular-
ity level (the analysis or design abstraction level of the source item linked),the target granularity
level (the analysis or design abstraction level of the target item linked), thelink weight (rela-
tionship strength), the change record (user and date for changes), the activity status (if the link
is active or it was deleted to track just the active links), the baseline number (baseline for the
source and target artefact), and the configuration number (which configuration the source and
target artefacts belong to).
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TraceabilityLink Powertype Pattern

Description It expresses the kind of relationship between two artefacts linked through the links instantiated
from a specific TraceabilityLink type class. In terms of the TmM, this concept is a traceability
metamodel powertype pattern, from which all theTraceability_Typeclasses will be instanti-
ated, such as Temporal_Dependency_Type, Resource_Dependency_Type or Rationale_Type
classes. Similarly, all the links for a specific project will be instantiated from the partitioned
class of the powertype pattern during the enactment stage.

Purpose The aim is to classify the traceability type information, which is extensively used by other
tasks, such as for impact analysis or information retrieval. This classification defines a “trace-
ability semantics”, which is defined in this thesis context assemantic or meaning differences
between the links involved in a Traceability Methodology. Figure 7 shows the powertype
pattern together with the class attributes.

Example Temporal, resource, goal, or task dependency, as wellas satisfaction, evolution and rationale
traceability types.

Table 3: TraceabilityLink Powertype Pattern

These added attributes, according to theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern, are not neces-
sary to well-define the traceability types needed for the traceability methodology. However, they
are necessary to manage specific information of the link objects during methodology enactment.

This link concept and its generation belong to the endeavour domain, according to the
ISO/IEC 24744:2007 Metamodel for Development Methodologiesstandard [79], since the link
information arises when the links are created from specific traceability link types. Then, such
information will be saved into thelink attributes of theTraceabilityLinkclass of theTraceabil-
ityLink powertype pattern.

7.4.2 Linkage Rule

A linkage rule states the logics to create links between specific and allowed artefact types.
In terms of TmM, theLinkageRulepattern keeps these link creation logics. From theLink-
ageRuleKindclass, it is possible to define all linkage rules that might be defined to automate the
links acquisition process. TheLinkageRuleclass of the pattern expresses a customized linkage
rule, with which the traceability links will be created. These two classes will be used by the
method engineer to generate all linkage rules for a given project.

The instantiation process which describes how to use top and bottom classesthrough the
layers to generate traceability methodologies, is detailed in section5.4.1. Table4 details this
powertype pattern, and diagram11shows this pattern as part of theTmMcore set.

7.4.3 Traceability Specification Document

This document specifies the characteristics and items required to systematicallydefine and
maintain a consistent and documented traceability methodology. TheTSDadequately supports
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LinkageRule Powertype Pattern

Description This powertype pattern specifies the rule or logics to create links between an artefact type
(source type) and the other artefacts (target types). Both linked artefacts must belong to the
same specific system baseline in order to maintain the baseline’s consistency.

Purpose The aim is to automate traceability links acquisition and management, and to support the de-
velopment tasks.

Example To specify a rule to relate a specific phrase of a requirement, stated in the requirements spec-
ification document, to specific attributes and methods belonging to the corresponding class
which realizes such requirement.

Table 4: LinkageRule Powertype Pattern

traceability methodology model deployment and management processes, andfacilitates system
project management and control. This document should not be generatedor produced with
redundant information, but specified while the process is performed.

TheTraceabilitySpecificationDocumentKindclass represents all possible traceability docu-
ments that can be created for a traceability methodology. TheTraceabilitySpecificationDocu-
mentclass represent the real document, which specifies the traceability guidelines to be followed
during methodology enactment.

The instantiation process which describes how to use top and bottom classesthrough the lay-
ers to generate traceability documents, is detailed in section5.4.1. Table5 details this powertype
pattern, and diagram11shows this pattern as part of theTmMcore set.

7.5 TmM Powertype Patterns: Roles and Producers

7.5.1 Traceability Role

A traceability role can limit the actions a user can take on trace data, and by using this role, it
is possible to register any access and change to trace information. Currently, in system projects,
change control over system artefacts and links is managed by requirements management or
change management tools. However, these kinds of tools already have pre-defined traceability
types from which to create links. However, if a new traceability type is introduced into the
methodology, it will be necessary to include specific security control according to the features
of the new type, such as specific traceability roles, with the aim of monitoring thetraceability
information in detail.

TheTraceabilityRoleKindclass of theTraceabilityRolepattern, expresses all the roles that
can be applied to control access to traceability information. The traceability roles applicable
to a project will be defined from this class during methodology definition. TheTraceability-
Roleclass expresses only a particular traceability role. These two classes will be used by the
method engineer to generate all the traceability roles. Table6 details this powertype pattern, and
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TraceabilitySpecificationDocument Powertype Pattern

Description It is part of the work products of a traceabilitymethodology to support the design, implemen-
tation and management tasks of such traceability methodology in system projects.

Purpose The aim is to keep fundamental information for the traceability methodology model deploy-
ment and management processes, and to facilitate system project management and control.

Example A detailed template to design a traceability specification document will be provided in chapter
Traceability Specification Document.

Table 5: TraceabilitySpecificationDocument Powertype Pattern

diagram11shows this pattern as part of theTmMcore set.

7.6 TmM Traceability Resources

The traceability resource classes are specialized from the SEMDM’sResourceclass, as was
described in Figure6, and they are a subset of the TmM core classes. Figure12 shows the
traceability resource classes.

The traceability resource classes have the objective to indicate that there are traceability arte-
facts used “as is” in the project, which means they are used during all the project life, exactly as
they were defined at the methodology definition stage. Thus, the instantiation of the traceability
resource classes is made during the methodology configuration process (methodology domain).
The data corresponding to that particular instantiation is kept in theTraceability Specification
Document(whose powertype pattern inTmM is described in sect.7.4.3), exactly at the time of
that methodology definition process.

Therefore, the traceability resource classes do not have instantiation in the project domain,
only in the methodology domain. Tables7 to 10 describe each traceability resource class, ex-
plaining the rationale about why this class is fundamental to theTmMmetamodel, together with
its purpose and a brief example of use.

7.6.1 Granularity Level

For several development tasks, it could be useful to keep the development detail level of the
system artefacts, which is actually the granularity information. In terms of traceability, the
information of a fine-grained or coarse-grained detail level is intended tosupport specific tasks
such as impact analysis. The aim is to use this information to make more accurate impact
estimations.

The granularity level concept in this research specifies the developmentlevels of system
artefacts: the source and target artefacts of a link. The granularity levels compose agranularity
rankingwhich is defined during theTmM instantiation and such information must be kept in the
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TraceabilityRole Powertype Pattern

Description This powertype pattern describes the traceability role concept, which is determined depending
on the required security level according to the software project type. The security level can be
established based on specific standards for the project type, organizational requirements and
stakeholder needs.

Purpose The aim of this item is to provide those features required for a collaborative environment for
traceability implementation, in order to record all changes made by the users and to control
information access.

Example Traceability manager, method engineer, analyst, designer, tester, project leader, quality tester,
or the configuration manager; in general, the roles involved in traceability tasks.

Table 6: TraceabilityRole Powertype Pattern

TSD(section7.4.3) as a traceability resource, which means that this information will be used
exactly as it is defined, during all development stages. Table7 details this traceability resource,
and diagram12shows it as part of theTmMcore set.

GranularityLevel Resource Class

Description This concept expresses the design or development detail level which a system artefact belongs
to.

Purpose The aim is to support more accurate impact estimations by using granularity information to
detect, when the artefact changes, whether the impact would affect the entire document or just
specific parts of it.

Example Paragraph or phrase level, class or method or attribute level, file or class or operation level, etc.

Table 7: GranularityLevel Resource Class

7.6.2 Traceability Weight

The traceability weight concept describes the interdependency level between two artefacts. For
instance, to execute a method, one artefact could need another artefactto end a specific task.
This type of relation is called task dependency [119]. Then, it is possible to assign a value
to this dependency level in order to use it to improve change impact estimations,testing and
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validation tasks.
The traceability weights must be defined by the method engineer according to project needs,

during the traceability methodology definition (TmM instantiation). Such informationmust be
kept in theTSD(section7.4.3) as a traceability resource. The traceability weights, once defined
in the methodology definition, would be used during all development stages, exactly as they are
defined.

Table8 details this traceability resource, and diagram12 shows it as part of theTmM core
set.

TraceabilityWeight Resource Class

Description It is a number to express the level dependency between two artefacts related by a link. This
number is determined according to financialreasons or labor involved in a link change.

Purpose The aim of this meta-type attribute is to support the impact estimation of the financial cost and
labor for a link modification.

Example A table in which each entry is defined to express a weight, according to the project require-
ments.

Table 8: TraceabilityWeight Resource Class

7.6.3 Artefact Tracing Guideline

It is the case that traceability implementation is fundamental to ensure the quality and reliability
of the resulting system, as required by the “CMMi Quantitative Project Managementprocess
area - SP 1.1-1Establish the Project’s Objectives” [ 133]. However, due to the overheads in-
volved in links acquisition and maintenance, it is neither feasible nor desirableto maintain links
between all related artefacts and output produced during the development process. Instead, as is
pointed out by [119], it is more feasible to identify the critical artefacts, and to concentrate on
storing the relevant traceability information for them. Then, not all project artefacts should be
related by traceability, unless the project requirements include tracing every system artefact.

This thesis approach includes theguidelinesconcept, as the recommendations to trace spe-
cific artefact types, or to discard others. The idea is to establish the guidelines a prior to the
project development, in order to facilitate the software engineer work in the link acquisition
process. This concept is concentrated in theArtifactTracingGuidelineclass, which is one of
the TmM Resource Core Classes. The artefact tracing guidelines must be kept inthe TSD
(section7.4.3) as a traceability resource. The artefact tracing guidelines, once defined in the
methodology definition, would be used during all development stages, exactly as they are de-
fined. Table9 details this traceability resource, and diagram12shows it as part of theTmMcore
set.
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ArtifactTracingGuideline Resource Class

Description This concept describes the guidelines to tracejust specific artefacts.

Purpose The aim is to define strategies to trace the fundamental system artefacts depending on the
project and organization requirements, because it is neither feasible nor desirable to trace all
system involved artefacts.

Example Depending on the application domain, some artefact mustbe traced, for instance in complex
systems it is fundamental to trace the artefacts that partially satisfy a requirement, whereas in
a web application it would not be necessary to trace at such detail level to validate users.

Table 9: ArtifactTracingGuideline Resource Class

7.6.4 Traceability Metric

Metrics are necessary to analyze if all the traceability links were implemented, how many were
missed and why, and even, which are currently missing. The metrics definedcould be included
in a measurement strategy to check system quality by following a quality assurance process,
such as that required by the CMMI™, “Measurement and Analysis” process area [133]). Some
traceability metrics examples used in the requirements specification activities areproposed in
[36, 74], such as next-level coverage (COW) metrics, full depth and height coverage (DHCOV)
metrics, linkage statistics, inconsistent traceability metrics (ITM) and undefined traceability
metrics (UTM).

The traceability metrics concept is included as part of theTmM metamodel; the aim is
to measure functional and quality requirements of the traceability schema implemented. This
concept is represented in theTraceabilityMetricClass, belonging to theTmM Resource Core
Classes. The traceability metrics must be kept in theTSD (section7.4.3) as a traceability re-
source. The traceability metrics, once defined in the methodology definition, would be used
during all development stages, exactly as they are defined.

Table10details this traceability resource, and diagram12shows it, as part of theTmMcore
set.
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TraceabilityMetric Resource Class

Description This class expresses the metrics to measure different quality requirements of a traceability
methodology implementation. The metrics would be defined according to the project type, the
process model and the process maturity level, depending on thequality level required by the
organization.

Purpose The aim of the metrics is to determine whether all required relationships and dependencies are
addressed, whether some system areas are incompletely or overly specified, and to measure
the level of the functionality and efficiency provided.

Example A metric can be defined to measure the accuracy in a requirement satisfaction, to indicate
that an agreeable result or effect is achieved but in with a certain degree of success. Then,
the metrics is to count the number of traces that have been implemented to express a partial
requirement satisfaction: X=A/B, A= Number of traces which express a partial requirement
satisfaction, as confirmed in evaluation and B= Number of traces that must express a partial
requirement satisfaction. 0<= X <= 1, the closer to 1, the more complete.

Table 10: TraceabilityMetric Resource Class
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CHAPTER 8

CASE STUDY IN HARDWARE DRIVER UNIT TESTING

8.1 Overview

The traceability metamodel proposed in this thesis can provide benefits in realprojects. A
case study is provided to show these benefits. The first step is to introducethe problematic
faced during the development of embedded software. Testing of embedded software clearly
presents gaps regarding traceability thatTmMcan cover. Particularly, a testing technique called
Hardware Driver Unit Testingpresents very special and unexpected features that a traceability
methodology has to cope with. TheHardware Driver Unitsconcept and theHardware Driver
Testingtechnique are well introduced and documented in [123].

This testing technique is used to save time for the software testing group and the hardware
team. This technique is created to test only code line segments that drive the hardware, without
bringing the full system into each of the possible states. Therefore, traceability must support all
these different items, even when segments or lines are not expected to be considered as conven-
tional development products. Third-party traceability approaches do not consider these unusual
elements, since they have a prefixed set of traceability items defined in their metamodels. Then,
traceability implemented based on those approaches would not successfullysupport theHard-
ware Driver Unit Testing. It will be discussed howTmM can widely support traceability in a
development in whichHardware Driver Unit Testingis used. The customization feature pro-
vided byTmM powertype patterns and the three-layer hierarchy are key to managing unusual
software work products.

8.2 Case Study: Detected Gap

In embedded real-time projects, several powerful techniques are usedto test the software that
will be embedded into the target hardware. Some examples of documented testing approaches
are [66, 67, 123]. Each technique is used to face specific problems found during the development
of embedded software.

A significant problem that developers and testers are concerned with is the Evolution of the
Hardware Platform: in embedded development, the hardware is always changing and evolves
in steps that the software must support. In an embedded work, usually the target hardware is
first provided to the software developers as an evaluation version. Later a prototype version
is provided, and then the hardware becomes a pre-production version tofinally provide the
production version.

Several testing techniques are used to face this problem. Some examples aredocumented in
[123]:

• Dual-Targeting. This technique is a practical way to completely isolate the software un-
der test, to avoid debugging hardware and software simultaneously. Whendevelopers run
newly written software on the embedded platform, they tackle many unknowns simultane-
ously: if code halts, then the problem could be in software or in hardware.The technique
claims to have the embedded software running on a desktop PC and also on thetarget
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environment. In the PC, the code which drives the hardware is bracketedto skip, and to
test the rest of the code. So, when the software is tested under the targetenvironment
and the code halts, the problem must surely be in the hardware. This technique increases
confidence by testing on a stable environment, and facilitates running scriptswith the unit
tests on the PC every day. In this sense, code is isolated into pure code andhardware
specific code.

• Hardware Driver Unit Tests. The problem with the dual-targeting strategy is that it does
not provide explicit test code for the parts of the software that drive hardware; the dual-
targeting technique forces jumping over those spots. Thehardware unit testscall produc-
tion routines in the module that directly access hardware. Without thehardware driver
unit test, the only way to check the hardware is with the full system running. However, it
is time-consuming to bring the full system into each of the possible states. An integration
test is not a good substitute for a missing unit test, because all the application needs is to
pass commands to the function that operates the hardware. That is all thehardware unit
test codedoes.

The main concern when applying these two techniques is how to manage traceability.
Specifically, theHardware Driver Unit Testswork over line segments or even more, over a
single code line. This is particularly challenging. The commercial tools and the third-party
traceability metamodel approaches do not consider tracing code segment or lines to test cases.
The lowest granularity level for work products considered in approaches is method level. How-
ever, in general, the hardware specific code is actually just some lines of aclass’ method.

A traceability approach which provides the flexibility to manage unusual workproducts
would widely support the projects that useHardware Driver Unit Testing. The flexibility can
be understood as the customization feature of the traceability approaches.For instance, it is
desirable that the traceability approach permits creating specific traceability types, which link
code segments or lines, instead of just method, classes or components. Typically, third-party
approaches have a fixed set of traceability types and they do not provide the mechanisms to
create new ones, according to the project requirements. In this case, it isdesirable to create new
traceability types.

Therefore, the use of theHardware Driver Unit Testingin an embedded software develop-
ment is a clear scenario to apply the traceability approach of this thesis,TmM. This scenario
clearly shows that without a traceability approach able to support unusual work products in the
trace links, it would not be possible to tracehardware driver unit teststo the underlying code.

This case study will show howTmMcan widely provide the traceability needed in the test-
ing technique,Hardware Driver Unit Testing. To accomplish this aim, the customization feature
provided by theTmM’s powertype patterns and the three-layer hierarchy is key. These two mod-
eling principles used to defineTmM provide the flexibility to create the elements to implement
traceability in embedded software projects - projects that use, among other testing techniques,
Hardware Driver Unit Testing.

8.3 Case Study Motivation

This thesis has been developed in the research context of the Systems andSoftware Technologies
(SYST) group,https://syst.eui.upm.es/SYSTContenidoi.htm. The SYST group has
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participated in several national and European projects. Some of the most representative projects
are:

• ITEA2 FLEXI - Flexible Integration in Global Product Development (2007-2010): SYST
has developed trials applying Agile Methodologies, published as internal reports. URL:
http://www.flexi-itea2.org/index.php.

• PROFIT VULCANO(2006-2010): SYST has collaborated in the development of the
VULCANO forge, in work packages related to Software Engineering Methodologies
and Processes. URL:http://vulcano.morfeo-project.org/accounts/login/?
next=/.

• ESA-ESTEC DOBERTSEE - Dependant On-Board Embedded Real-Time Software Engi-
neering Environment: SYST was supported to develop the SEE and TOPEN tools (2001-
2004) [7, 58, 59]. URL: http://www.esa.int/TEC/Software_engineering_and_
standardisation/TECLCAUXBQE_0.html.

• FP5 METSES - Test and Operation Environment (2001-2002): SYST was supported to
develop the SEE and TOPEN tools, [7, 58].

• XNETMOD - XML Based Modeling Language for Simulation of Technical Networks
(2001-2003): SYST has been supported to develop modeling languagesto support tech-
nical networks.

These projects have as main research lines: testing, software engineering methodologies
and processes, and more recently, agile development methods. These projects have had several
requirements related to traceability, which motivated research in this discipline as part of the
group’s interests. The overall goal is to provide a traceability solution, which:

8.3.1 assures a highly consistent and reliable traceability data

8.3.2 reduces the time, effort and cost in implementing traceability on the project

8.3.3 improves the automation of traceability tasks

8.3.4 assures independence from the project features [34].

Therefore, one of the fundamental scenarios to evaluate the traceability approach of this
thesis is one in which testing of software embedded in hardware is tackled. Actually, this is the
scenario for this case study.

8.4 Case Study Scope and Objectives

The general objective of this case study is to show the advantages of a traceability methodology
systematically developed fromTmM. It will be shown how its use can result in an improvement
of specific software development processes, and in the end, in the qualityof the overall system.
Specifically, it will be shown howTmM can widely support the technique,Hardware Driver
Unit Testing. Some other traceability approaches are not able to support this testing type, since
they are not flexible enough to support traceability between unusual work products.
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The customization feature provided by the TmM’s powertype patterns and thethree-layer
hierarchy are fundamental to face the particularities of theHardware Driver Unit Testing. To
create links between code segments/lines and hardware driver unit tests is one of the particular-
ities that are successfully addressed usingTmM.

The specific objectives for this case study are as follows:

8.4.1 Show that the TmM’s core set includes thoseminimal elements capable of providing
a traceability schema for a software project which has the features of this case study’s
scenario.

8.4.2 Demonstrate that, from the core set of TmM’s powertype patterns, it is quiteeasyto
chose the traceability elements needed to provide the software project with therequired
traceability support. The powertype patterns instantiation mechanism provides the user-
definable mechanisms to create the chosen traceability methodology’s elements.

8.4.3 Show that the TmM three-layer hierarchy is a feature which facilitates usageof the meta-
model’s powertype patterns. The three-layer hierarchy clearlyguidesthe creation of: 1)
the traceability methodology’s items and 2) the traceability objects of the project.

The validation of the thesis objectives, by means of the case study, is as follows:

8.4.1 Thesis objective number 1 a) is in line with the case study’s objective 1). Hence, reach-
ing successful results meeting the case study’s objective 1), will validate thesis objective
number 1 a). Therefore, as claimed in thesis objective number 1 a), it will bevalidated
that theTmMcore set is a basic set, which includes the process issues, the work products
and producers to implement a traceability schema.

8.4.2 Thesis objective number 1 b) is in line with the case study’s objective 2). Hence, reach-
ing successful results meeting the case study’s objective 2) will validate thesis objective
number 1 b). Therefore, as claimed in thesis objective number 1 b), it will bevalidated
thatTmMand thanks to the powertype patterns’ natural features, provides user-definable
mechanisms which permit and guide the instantiation of the basic set of traceabilityitems.

8.4.3 Thesis objective number 1 c) is out of the scope of this case study.

8.4.4 Thesis objective number 1 d) is in line with the case study’s objective 3). Hence, reaching
successful results meeting the case study’s objective 3) will validate thesisobjective num-
ber 1 d). Therefore, as claimed in thesis objective number 1 d), it will be validated that
the powertype patterns and the three-layer hierarchy provides a clear separation between
the expertise areas involved in a methodology: definition and usage.

8.4.5 Thesis objective number 1 e) is out of the scope of this case study.

8.4.6 Thesis objectives numbers 2 a) and b) are in line with the case study’s objective 2). During
the definition of the chosen items for the traceability methodology, claimed in objective
2), traceability types will be created. Thus, theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern is
used to define the required traceability link types, providing the case study’s links with a
formal structure. Hence, reaching successful results meeting the casestudy’s objective 2)
will validate thesis objective numbers 2 a) and b).
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Therefore, as claimed in thesis objectives numbers 2 a) and b), it will be validated that the
formal structure of the traceability type definition provided by theTraceabilityLinkpow-
ertype pattern: 1) has a structure which differentiates in a unique manner each traceability
type, and 2) is the basis to create a traceability link classification, which facilitatesmining
these data.

8.5 Application Domain

Applications such as medical, automotive, telecommunications, aeronautic systems, to mention
some fundamental for human interest, most of the time have embedded software. The embedded
software in those systems must be developed under specific development and quality standards
such as [42, 43, 44, 45], mainly to assure reliability and security. These quality requirements
include establishing a mature development process to manage those large andcomplex projects
to assure the quality of the resulting system.

Following the standards to improve software process quality, such asCMMi [133] or ISO
SPICE [78], traceability and documentation issues are fundamental for a mature systemdevelop-
ment process. Thus, the development of a traceability methodology enforces the establishment
of a mature system development process to assure the quality of the resultingsystems.

Therefore, the traceability methodology that will be defined in this particular scenario is
intended to show how the methodology elements can improve the quality of critical system
embedded software, by strongly supporting the testing tasks. All the benefits provided by each
of theTmMselecteded elements will be described, aseach of them are included into the resulting
traceability methodology defined in this case study.

8.6 Scenario

For the purposes of this scenario the application domain defined in the previous section8.5will
be considered: a system project to develop a critical system with embeddedsoftware following
a specific testing technique.

Particularly, this scenario will use the testing technique for embedded software: Hardware
Driver Unit Tests, in order to show how theTmM elements can provide benefits to improve
the software development process, and, inthe end, to the quality of the overall system. The
Hardware Driver Unit Testingtechnique has been introduced in this thesis in section8.2, and it
is documented and described in detail in [123].

Hardware Driver Unit Tests[123]: In a complex embedded system there are classes that
interact with the hardware and others that do not. Of the classes that interact with the hardware,
we must further distinguish between components that are driven by the environment (such as
ISRs), and those that drive hardware. For the former, the unit testing strategy is to stub, to
skip this code during the software testing, and test such code separately.But for the latter,
we needed a special type of unit test that can only be run on target hardware [123], called the
hardware driver unit test. For components that drive hardware, this second unit test is for manual
execution only on the target hardware. These routines only test the statesthat the hardware can
have, as if the system were in the production environment, but without passing through all the
rest of the system’s states before meeting the hardware interaction. This testing technique really
saves time for the software testing group, and also the hardware team.

The Hardware Driver Unit Teststechnique can be modified by introducing several of the
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TmM elements to improve its performance, as will be shown in the sections8.7.1, 8.7.2, 8.7.3,
and8.7.4.

8.7 TmM Core Set Instantiation

8.7.1 TraceabilityLink Instantiation

In the scenario, in the hardware driver unit testing technique, the code that manages the target
hardware can be related to all the system requirements that involve the interaction code - target
hardware, by introducing a special traceability link type calledhardware_dependent. The aim of
this new traceability type is to speed up the validation tasks of the system requirements, which
mention every possible state that the target hardware can take. By achieving this aim, we permit
validating just the software functions which directly manage the hardware, avoiding validating
the functions of the whole system.

In terms of the TmM metamodel, theTraceabilityLinkpattern (section7.4.1, table3) is used
during the traceability methodology configuration to define the traceability types, from which
each link will be created at the project level. Figure21shows for the hardware_dependent type,
the instantiation process, described as follows:

In the Metamodel domain: TheTraceabilityLinkpattern belongs to theMetamodellevel
of the TmM. TheTraceabilityLinkKindclass expresses all link types that can exist in the project.
TheTraceabilityLinkclass expresses a particular link type. Then, the method engineer will use
these two classes to establish all the particular traceability types from which allthe links will be
generated.

In the Methodology domain: TheTraceabilityLinkKindclass is instantiated into thehard-
ware_dependent object, which expresses a trace type to relate backwards the code segments that
manage the target hardware, to the system requirements that mention the target hardware states.
Thehardware_dependenttype relates the same code segments forwards, to the target hardware
to test. Thishardware_dependent objectincludes a description, purpose, a minimal weight to
express a standard dependency level, the roles authorized to modify this class attribute values,
and a specific linkage rule to create the links of this traceability type. Similarly, theTrace-
abilityLink class is inherited into another subclass calledhardware_dependent, whose name is
determined or partitioned by the name of thehardware_dependent object. All the links will be
created from thishardware_dependentclass.

In the Project domain: Thehardware_dependentclass is instantiated to create theB2_11
link. This link expresses an interdependency with a weight 3, between the code segment with
ID=1233 and hardware unit test with ID=355. These artefacts have a granularity of fine level
(this level must be previously defined as the methodology’s resources),and the link object be-
longs to the 2.0 baseline number.

TheB2_11link creation was performed following the linkage rule established in thehard-
ware_dependenttype which must previously defined at the methodology level. TheB2_11link
can be modified just by theanalystrole, as defined in thehardware_dependentclass attribute.

8.7.2 LinkageRule Pattern Instantiation

Thehardware_dependenttraceability type to relate code segments to the system requirements
backwards, and to the hardware unit tests forwards, has been described in the scenario. The
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Methodology

Endeavour

Metamodel

: TraceabilityLinkKindhardware_dependent

Description = Represent dependency between segment code which interact which hardware,  system requirements,  and hardware unit tests
Purpose = Test just the hardware functions,   independently of validating the whole system functions. Validate system requirements,  which mention any interaction
MinimalTypeWeight = 5
AuthorizedRole = hardware_tester
LinkageRule = hardware_dependent_rule

: hardware_dependentB2_11

ActivityStatus = true
BaselineNumber = 2.0
ChangeRecord = 1455
ConfigurationNumber = 3.2
CreationTime = 5-07-2007-15:00
LastChangeTime = 20-09-2007-11:00
LinkWeight = 3
SourceArtifact = 1233
SourceGranularity_Level = Fine
Status = Approved
TargetArtifact = 355
TargetGranularity_Level = Fine

TraceabilityLinkKind

-MinimalTypeWeight
-AuthorizedRole
-LinkageRule

-Description
-Purpose

-Priority

TraceabilityLink

-SourceGranularity_Level
-TargetGranularity_Level

-ConfigurationNumber

-ActivityStatus = false
-BaselineNumber

-ChangeRecord

-SourceArtifact
-TargetArtifact

-LinkWeight

hardware_de pendent

<<abstraction>>

instance_of

Figure 21: Instantiating the TraceabilityLink Pattern.

granularity level table indicates the decomposition level of the related artefacts by thehard-
ware_dependent, and the traceability weight expresses the dependency level between twolinked
artefacts. All this information can be used to automate the relation between the artefacts, by
defining a “linkage rule”. The linkage rule specifies the kind of the system artefacts or work
products. In this example, there are system requirements, code and hardware unit tests. Ad-
ditionally, the linkage rule defines the rule to built the traces with those artefacttypes. In this
example, the linkage rule calledhardware_dependent_rulespecifies that the hardware unit tests
can be linked only to code segments.

In pseudo code: IF code line manages the target hardware THEN link such code to a hard-
ware driver unit test. This rule example indicates that a test of such type must be related to those
code lines which manage the target hardware to test. Using the defined linkagerules, tracecre-
ation can be automated if an application for this specific purpose is built, or by designing an
application program interface -(API) and deploying it into a commercial tool.This topic is part
of our present work, out of the scope of this thesis, which is limited to show how the TmM can
be instantiated and used in a specific scenario. Therefore, in this example the TmM instantiation
includes thehardware_dependent_rule, to makehardware_dependenttrace creation faster and
more accurate.

In terms of the TmM metamodel, table4 of the section7.4.2introduced theLinkageRule
pattern to define the linkage rules at the project level. Figure22 shows how to use theLink-
ageRulepattern during the linkage rules definition for a project. The instantiation process is as
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follows:
In the Metamodel domain: TheLinkageRulepattern belongs to theMetamodellevel of the

TmM. TheLinkageRuleKindclass expresses all possible linkage rules. TheLinkageRuleclass
expresses a customized linkage rule from which the links will be built. These two classes will
be used by the method engineer to generate all linkage rules.

In the Methodology domain: The LinkageRuleKind class is instantiated into thehard-
ware_dependent_ruleobject, which expresses a general linkage rule between the hardware unit
tests to only code segments. Thehardware_dependent_rule objectcontains a description, the
linkage condition, and the artefact types allowed. The LinkageRule class isinherited into the
subclasshardware_dependent_rule, whose name is determined or partitioned by the name of
thehardware_dependent_ruleobject. Fromhardware_dependent_rulesubclass, the particular
linkage rules will be created.

In the Project domain: The hardware_dependent_ruleclass is instantiated to create par-
ticular linkage rules, in the example: theCPUtest_To_CPUcode rule. This rule relates code
segments which drive CPUs, calledCPU_code_segments, to hardware unit tests specific to this
code type, calledCPU_tests. Using this rule, the acquisition of links between the hardware unit
tests cases for CPUs to the code that manages it, can be automated and more accurate. There-
fore, this linkage rule improves other testing activities, such as test creationand modification or
test case performance, by accelerating these activities and then reducing the time spent on them.

Methodology

Metamodel

Endeavour

hardware_dependent_rule : LinkageRuleKind

Description = Specifies that the hardware unit tests can be linked to ONLY code lines segments.
Rule = IF code line manage the target hardware THEN link such code to a hardaware driver unit test.
WorkProductTypes = Code segments,   system requirements,    hardware driver unit test cases

: hardware_dependent_ruleCPUtest_To_CPUcode

Workproduct_subtypes = CPU_code_segments,  CPU_tests

hardware_dependent_rule

LinkageRule

-Workproduct_subtypes

LinkageRuleKind

-WorkProductTypes

-Description
-Rule

<<abstraction>>

instance_of

instance_of

Figure 22: Instantiating the LinkageRule Pattern.

8.7.3 TraceabilityRole Pattern Instantiation

In the scenario, thehardware_testerrole can be defined as responsible for defining and oper-
ating the hardware unit tests to perform on the target hardware and its laterprototypes, as is
usual in systems with embedded software. Thehardware_testerrole establishes the states the
target hardware must pass through. . Thehardware_testerrole can be introduced in the trace-
ability methodology as a traceability role, since it is responsible for modifying thetraces from
the system requirements, design and code to the hardware unit tests. Thehardware_testerrole
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is responsible for modifying the traces from system requirements to validationtests. This trace-
ability role supports change control on links between hardware and requirements specifically,
by limiting the actions a user can take on traces, and by registering any access and change to the
traces information. Currently, in system projects, the change control forsystem artefacts and
links is managed by a requirements management or change management tool, and these kinds of
tools already have defined the traceability link types from which to create traces. However, by
introducing this role, it is possible to control specifically the traceability information for those
customized traceability types created by the user during the TmM instantiation.

In terms of the TmM metamodel, table6 of the section7.5.1introduced theTraceabilityRole
pattern, to define the applicable roles to the traceability activities for a project.Figure23 shows
an example of how to use the TraceabilityRole pattern to define a traceability rolefor a specific
project, and the instantiation process is as follows:

In the Metamodel domain: TheTraceabilityRolepattern belongs to theMetamodellevel
of the TmM. TheTraceabilityRoleKindclass expresses all the roles that can be applicable to
a project. TheTraceabilityRoleclass expresses just a particular traceability role. These two
classes will be used by the method engineer to generate all the traceability roles.

In the Methodology domain: TheTraceabilityRoleKindclass is instantiated into thehard-
ware_testerobject. Thehardware_testerrole expresses the activities and rights for the person
responsible for defining the hardware unit tests that will be operated into target hardware. The
hardware_tester objectincludes a description, the purpose of thehardware_testerrole and the
default assigned rights. TheTraceabilityRoleclass is inherited into a subclass calledhard-
ware_tester, whose name is determined or partitioned by the name of thehardware_tester ob-
ject.

In the Project domain: Thehardware_testersubclass is instantiated to create a more spe-
cific role: TOPEN_2.0. As the Description attribute of thehardware_testerclass says “it is a
profile which performs a traceability activity”, then a specific tool can play amore specialized
role than just the traceability manager concept. In this case, the Test and OPeration Environ-
ment - TOPEN 2.0 [6, 58] is a specialized tool to test and operate systems including the target
hardware. TOPEN operates with another integrated tool of particular purpose, called Software
Engineering Environment - SEE [6, 58], which performs requirements management activities
including traceability. The intention to include TOPEN_2.0 as a role, is to registerand keep-
/store all kinds of access made by this tool to the traceability implementation, because there
are accesses to modify traceability performed by not only persons, but also by tools. There-
fore, development activities such as testing will more reliable and secure if the project’s security
activities are assured by including security for trace information. Trace information must be
monitored, as well as changes to the system artefacts which are related by the links. This latter
kind of monitoring is the common task performed by most requirements managementtools.

8.7.4 TraceabilityResource Classes Instantiation

In the scenario, the artefacts related by thehardware_dependenttype have a relationship with
a dependency level. In this case, the code that manages the target hardware has a strong de-
pendency with the hardware, and the code that is operated by the system environment before
managing the hardware, has a less strong dependency with the target hardware. In this case,
there are two different dependency levels that express different relationship forces. The trace-
ability weights support the determination of finer impact estimation when a trace is going to be
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Metamodel

Endeavour

Methodology
: TraceabilityRoleKindhardware_tester

Description = Responsible to define and taylor the hardware unit tests.
Purpose = To control changes over hardware_dependent links.
Rights = Access,  modify,  create,  delete.

: hardware_testerTOPEN_2_0

TraceabilityRoleKind

-Description

-Purpose
-Rights

hardware_tester

TraceabilityRole

<<abstraction>>

instance_of

Figure 23: Instantiating the TraceabilityRole Pattern.

modified, since the weight expresses more or less work spent on the modification. Even more,
weight can be assigned as a cost to a dependency, expressing the economical resources spent
during a modification task. In this example, this topic could be called value-based traceability
type, based on economical issues, since a weight is based on an “economical value”. Therefore,
the TmM instantiation also defines aTraceability Weighttable to indicate the dependency level
that each traceability type designed by the user would have.

The relationship between the target hardware and the specific code segments which manage
it, motivates the definition of hardware driver unit tests cases with a finer grain level, since the
tests work at line code level instead of component level. In a component level the relationships
are from the components which include a hardware interaction, to the targethardware. This
component-hardware relation is already tested under the software unit test technique. However,
in this scenario we are interested in proving the target hardware as a stand-alone system, without
passing through all the system states before reaching the hardware states to analyze, as described
in the Hardware Driver Unit Tests description.

Then, in this scenario, it is very helpful to have a tool to indicate that the hardware driver
unit tests work at a code segment level, and do not work at a component level. This a “test
classification” to support the estimation for test case modifications when codeis modified, since
a test must also be modified to prove different code segments or components, depending on its
relationship level to the code. Even more, this kind of classification supportstesting when the
target hardware is substituted by other prototypes, by using these tests directly on the new hard-
ware, as the hardware team do ([123], section3.3). Therefore, to establish a test classification,
the TmM instantiation includes aGranularity Leveltable to assign a granularity level to each
traceability link type, with the aim of expressing the decomposition level of the artefacts that
are related by such traceability type.

Finally, to complete the scenario description, the TmM methodology includes some trace-
ability metrics in order to ensure that the traceability implementation is updated, consistent
and therefore reliable. It is clear that if the traces do not express the real relation between the
artefacts stored in the traceability database, the impact estimation for changes, validation and
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testing tasks will not be reliable. This is a fundamental baseline for quality development of criti-
cal systems with embedded software. Therefore, the TmM instantiation will include traceability
metrics for this scenario example.

In terms of the TmM metamodel, tables7 to 10 of the section7.6 introduced theGranu-
larityLevel, TraceabilityWeight, ArtifactTracingGuideline, TraceabilityMetricclasses to define
the traceability resources for the project. These classes are instantiated during the methodol-
ogy configuration to define the traceability resources needed, and later they will be used “as is”
during project enactment. Figure24 shows an example of instantiation of these classes. The
instantiation process description is as follows:

In the Metamodel domain: The GranularityLevel, TraceabilityWeight, ArtifactTracing-
Guideline, and TraceabilityMetricclasses belong to theMetamodellevel of the TmM. The
classes will be used by the method engineer to generate all the traceability resources which
will be used during the complete project lifecycle.

In the Methodology domain: The GranularityLevel, TraceabilityWeight, ArtifactTrac-
ingGuideline, andTraceabilityMetricclasses are instantiated, and then generate some trace-
ability resources objects. In the example from fig.24, these classes are instantiated into the
CodeLineGrainedobject to indicate: 1) a granularity level of the line code, 2) theHardware-
UnitTest_TracingGuideto guide during the link acquisition process between the tests of the
hardware driver units to the code that manages the hardware, 3) theStrongobject to express a
strong dependency between the linked artefacts, and 4) theTraceabilityImplementationCover-
ageobject to state a traceability metric.

In the Project domain: In this level theUnitModelGrained, UnitModelTracingGuide,
Strong, TraceabilityImplementationCoverageobjects are used by the software engineer to create
links, to establish guidance during the link acquisition, and to gather the corresponding metrics
information.

Methodology

Metamodel

TraceabilityImplementationCoverage : TraceabilityMetric

MinCapabilityLevel = 3
Metric = X=A/B,   0 <= X <= 1,   A= Number of correctly implemented traces confirmed in evaluations,  B= Number of traces described in requirement and traceability specifications.
Description = Express the ratio of correctly implemented traceability links to what are specified as required.

HardwareUnitTest TracingGuide : ArtifactTracingGuideline

Description = Guide during the adquisition process of the hardware_dependent links.

: TraceabilityWeightStrong

Description = Express a strong dependency between the linked artifacts
Value = 5

: GranularityLevelCodeLineGrained

Description = Indicates a granularity level of code line 
Value = 2

ArtifactTracingGuideline

TraceabilityWeight

-Description
-Value

TraceabilityMetric

-Metric

GranularityLevel

-Description
-Value

instance_of

instance_of

instance_ofinstance_of

Figure 24: Instantiating the Traceability Resources Classes.

8.8 Discussion and Conclusion

The benefits identified of applying TmM compared to the approaches analyzed in section2.3,
are explained in this section. In this section, a discussion is presented and several advantages of
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applying theTmMpowertype patterns to define a specific traceability methodology for this case
study, are listed. The application of this approach will be compared to some other third-party
approaches.

8.8.1 TmM presents an advantage compared to other current approaches by providing the facil-
ity to define particular traceability types, such as thehardware_dependentof this scenario.
By means of thehardware_dependentlinks, it is possible to make system requirements
validation faster and accurate, as described in section8.7.1. The approaches mentioned
[85, 119, 140] in section2.3 present a traceability model. However, it is not possible to
introduce a link type such as thehardware_dependent, since the relationship types be-
tween artefacts are already defined and fixed in those models. In the scenario, without
thehardware_dependenttype, it would not be possible to speed up the tasks of validation
and modification of the system requirements; in particular, system requirements which
specify the states that the target hardware must have.

8.8.2 TmM introduces thelinkage ruleterm to provide conditional rules for relating artefacts in
an automatic way, since the linkage rules make trace creation faster and more accurate , as
described in the scenario of section8.7.2. In this scenario, thehardware_dependent_rule
facilitates the linking tasks between hardware driver unit test, the code thatmanages
the embedded hardware and the requirements that establish the hardware functionalities,
through a conditional statement which can be automated. In the scenario it would not be
possible to define such rule with the approaches analyzed in section2.3, since even though
they offer excellent automation, such as [26, 31, 46, 47, 128, 138, 140], the linkage rules
provided are fixed; thus the definition of new relationships between the model’s artefacts
is not supported. TmM does not constrain the linkage rules included in a traceability
methodology, thus supporting the creation of customized rules for a project.

8.8.3 The hardware_testerrole was defined in the section8.7.2, to be part of the traceability
methodology, as responsible for managing the traces from the system requirements, de-
sign and code to the hardware unit tests and validation tests. Then, by introducing this
role, it is possible to control specifically the traceability information of the customized
hardware_dependentlink type. TmM supports introducing new traceability roles accord-
ing to the project security policies. Other approaches, such as those analyzed in sec-
tion 2.3, already provide roles to control the traceability model, but there is no platform
to introduce other new roles. In the scenario, without this customized role it would not
be possible to control thehardware_dependentlinks, because this link was specifically
created for this scenario.

Through traceability weights,

8.8.4 TmM supports the determination of finer impact estimation when a trace is going to be
modified, since the weight expresses more or less work spent on that modification. A
cost can be assigned to the dependency weight to express economical resources spent
during a trace modification task. Currently, most impact analysis approaches estimate the
impact on system artefacts.However, traceability weights are a tool to estimate the impact
on traces. None of the approaches analyzed in section2.3 present this feature, which is
so valuable to determine the cost involved during a system artefact change, including the
trace link changes.
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8.8.5 TmM through theGranularityLevelclass provides the way to assign a “test classifica-
tion” in the scenario described. Using a granularity level as an attribute of the hard-
ware_dependentlink type, which relates a hardware unit test with the code that manages
the target hardware, it is possible to signal such test case as “code line”level, instead of,
for example, a component or class level. That is required in this scenario,because the
hardware unit tests, by definition, only touch specific code lines and never complete com-
ponents or classes. This kind of test classification offers a finer estimation for test case
changes. This concept could not be supported with other current approaches analyzed in
section2.3, since they do not include the granularity level of the artefacts related by alink
as an attribute of the link object.

8.8.6 TmM includes the traceability metrics concept. Even though this topic is already consid-
ered in other approaches, in TmM the traceability metric concept is defined atthe begin-
ning of the traceability methodology generation. This avoids starting a projectwithout
traceability metrics. If TmM is strictly followed in this sense, the quality of the resulting
system is improved, as is described in software process improvement standards, such as
[134] or [78].

8.9 Validation of the Thesis’ Objectives

The thesis objectives are validated according to the case study conclusions:

8.9.1 Thesis objective number 1 a) has been validated through case study objective 1). The
conclusions show that several traceability methodology elements needed to support the
Hardware Driver Unit Testingtechnique used in the embedded software development
have been created fromTmM. . The following have been created:

(a) thehardware_dependenttraceability link type to support the linkage between the
unusual work products of this scenario.

(b) thehardware_dependent_ruleto facilitate the creation of thehardware_dependent
links, through a conditional statement which facilitates automation of this task,

(c) thehardware_testerrole to control very specifically the traceability information for
thehardware_dependentlink type,

(d) several resources to carry out traceability in the scenario: traceability weights to
support the determination of finer impact estimation and the economical costs for
changes, granularity levels to offer a finer estimation for test case changes and trace-
ability metrics.

The benefits obtained with each of these elements for this scenario are detailed in the pre-
vious section8.8. This is a wide set that includes work products, resources and producers
to implement traceability, as required in thesis objective number 1 a).

8.9.2 Thesis objective number 1 b) has been validated through case study objective 2). The
conclusions show that the core set of the traceability methodology, customized to support
the Hardware Driver Unit Testingtechnique used in the embedded software develop-
ment has been created fromTmM. This core set has been systematically created based on
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selectedTmM powertype patterns and using the natural specializations mechanisms pro-
vided by this modeling principle. In this thesis, these natural specializations mechanisms
are the user-definable mechanisms, which clearly and easily guide the software engineer
during the definition of a customized traceability methodology. The diagrams shownin
sections8.7.1, 8.7.2, 8.7.4have proved that.

8.9.3 Thesis objective number 1 c) was out of the scope of this case study.

8.9.4 Thesis objective number 1 d) has been validated through case study objective 3). It has
been shown during the customized traceability methodology definition for this scenario
that the three-layer hierarchy really provides a clear separation between the expertise
areas involved in a methodology: definition and usage. The diagrams shownin sec-
tions8.7.1, 8.7.2, 8.7.4have proved that.

8.9.5 Thesis objective number 1 e) was out of the scope of this case study.

8.9.6 Thesis objectives number 2 a) and b) have been validated through case study objective
2). TheTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern,bydefinition, provides the links with a formal
structure. This formal structure forces each traceability type to be defined in a unique
manner, stating a formal traceability link classification.

The powertype pattern definition as stated in [61, 73] provides the basis to ensurethat
each instantiation from a powertype pattern is unique. The reason according to [61, 73] is
that the powertype class (the class with the suffix kind) of a powertype pattern,partitions
the set of all possible instances of the class of the pattern, into subsets. Allthese possible
instances are actually the project’s objects, then each subset correspond to eachtypeof the
power class. Therefore, the “partitioned” subsets are actually mathematical equivalence
classes, according to theSet Theory[23, 40].

Mathematical equivalence classes by definition do not overlap between them and between
the sets’ boundaries. Equivalence classes are exclusive. TheTraceabilityLinkpowertype
pattern instantiation generates several traceability types; therefore, in thisscenario, each
traceability type corresponds to a mathematical equivalence class. Then, the defined trace-
ability types are not overlapped.

Hence, each traceability type defined from theTraceabilityLink powertype pattern is
unique, and together compose a traceability classification. Based on this classification,
the links are effectively mined to support the development process which makes extensive
used of the traceability data.

In this scenario, theHardware Driver Unit Testingtechnique used in the embedded soft-
ware development, has been improved. The definedhardware_dependenttraceability link
type has provided a customized support to this testing technique. Other approaches which
do not consider creating customized traceability types, would not have been able to sup-
portHardware Driver Unit Testing.
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CHAPTER 9

CASE STUDY IN AGILE METHODS

9.1 Overview

The aim of this case study is to show how some of the features provided byTmM can improve
significantly the support provided by traceability to agile processes. The first step is to introduce
the problem regarding traceability when agile methods are applied in a software project.

As it is known, a strong testing practice is one of the paths to follow if a developer wants
to get on board in agile processes. Test-driven development (TDD) [13], and storytest-driven
development (SDD) [102] can get advantages of several testing techniques to built systems. The
use of the FIT language [37] is a common technique to define functional requirements as test
[99], or business requirements as storytests [102]. An interesting finding related to traceabil-
ity is detected when TDD and SDD are applied. In these methodologies there is no Require-
ments Specification Stage; requirements are commonly stated along the tests definition. Current
traceability approaches do not consider linking tests as requirements, andthey assume that the
Requirements Specification Stage is performed with requirements as the outcome. Approaches
also assume that requirements are the first source item to start a trace, andcommonly such re-
quirements are validated by tests, considered as different items. The challenge is to provide a
traceability support which considers that a requirement is actually also a test.

This case study is centred on SDD and presents howTmM is used to systematically create
a traceability methodology with those features to support the traceability requirements in agile
methods, as presented in section9.2. The modeling principles used to defineTmM are key to
provide the features required to support the particular traceability requirements in agile methods.

9.2 Case Study: Detected Gap

Agile development processes are different from the traditional development perspective, this
is the case with the requirements engineering processes, as is pointed out in[25]. One of the
differences is that a detailed requirements specification may be missing during a large part of
the project or even the whole project duration [141]. Agile approaches such as TDD or SDD
advocate the development of code without waiting for formal requirements analysis and design
phases. Requirements emerge throughout the development process [25]. Some other differences
include the usage of stories as a source for requirements. Stories includemany details and
may be more ambiguous than a conventional requirements specification; a story may also be
more coarse-grained than a traditional requirements specification. They are sometimes used
together withuser tests. User tests, in some form, become the fine-grained requirements. TDD
considers writing tests as part of a requirements/design activity, in which a test specifies the
code’s behaviour. In practice, and according to Martin and Melnik [99], many organizations
use tests to capture complete requirements and design documentation, that arelinked directly
to code production. This is an uncommon scenario in a traditional developmentlife cycle, in
which requirements specification is prior to system development.

Traceability practices in traditional requirements engineering advise setting up traces from
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requirements to other development artifacts; requirements are part of a formally structured re-
quirements specification [38, 65]. The widely accepted standard ISO/IEC 12207:2008 [77], in
bullet 7.1.5.3.1.5, explicitly specifies that the implementer shall evaluate softwarecode and test
results considering traceability to the requirements and design of the software item. In fact,
ISO/IEC 12207:2008 considers that the System Requirements Analysis has, asan outcome,
the System Requirements Specification, which is used in the System QualificationTesting Pro-
cess to ensure that the implementation of each system requirement is tested forcompliance
[77, 6.4.6]. TheSWEBOK[35, chapter 2] specifies the particular Requirements Specification
knowledge area (KA), in which aSoftware Requirements Specificationis produced, and states
that such specification is before design begins. It is also stated in theRequirements Validation
KA that “the requirements may be validated to ensure that the software engineerhas understood
the requirements, and it is also important to verify that a requirements document conforms to
company standards, and that it is understandable, consistent, and complete” [35, chapter 2, sec-
tion 6]. Therefore, a requirements specification document is strongly demanded in software
engineering asSWEBOKclaimed.

However, in an agile approach, requirements traceability can not be performed as estab-
lished in traditional requirements management processes, asISO/IEC 12207or SWEBOKde-
fine. This situation, if improperly managed, can create serious problems forother processes
such as change management, impact analysis, and estimation, which are based on a life cy-
cle model from a traditional requirements analysis process. Some authors think that a missing
requirements specification might result in severe problems [103]. As a response to this, sev-
eral practices should be implemented together with agile requirements approaches to address
the lack of detailed requirements specification [25]. These include establishing a strong trace-
ability practice, together with using explicit requirements negotiation, cooperative strategies for
requirements engineering, and incorporating aspect-oriented concepts[25]. Traceability is ex-
plicitly considered in agile methodologies as a fundamental issue to develop quality systems on
time (Schooenderwoert and Morsicato [123], section1; Pikkarainen and Passoja [110]). Trace-
ability may be an excellent support for accountability. Therefore, this case study focuses on how
TmMmetamodel can better meet the traceability requirements in agile development.

9.2.1 Traceability Types for Agile Practices

A great majority of the existing traceability models and methodologies, such as [15, 26, 70, 93,
120], assume that one of the outputs of the development process will be a formally-structured
requirements specification. Even more, the requirements specification will bean early output
of the process. Current traceability approaches do not consider thatrequirements may be ex-
pressed in terms of user stories or tests used in agile approaches, such as user tests. Therefore,
they do not contemplate tracing a testacting as a requirement, or a user story to a code item.
One way to cope with this fact is that the traceability model, whichever it is, supports user-
definable traceability link types, instead of merely providing a set of pre-defined types. Link
types would be defined according to project needs. The traceability modelshould be capable of
beingcustomized, since each project will have its own characteristics according to [34].

In order to be really useful for the agile software development process, traceability types
must be able to relate any artifact, independently of the structuring type and granularity. It must
also be considered that requirements artifacts could be subject to iterations, and described in an
unusual way from the point of view of traditional development approaches. That is the case of
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the FIT language [37] used by customers in TDD and SDD, to define tests as user requirements.
Additionally, the traceability types must feature a strong semantics, in order that the testing
techniques, which mainly use the traceability data, become more accurate, reliable and faster.

To be both useful and usable, a traceability system relies, to a great extent, on a methodical
trace acquisition and maintenance process. Trace acquisition and maintenance is also essential
for getting a good level of automation. User-definable traceability types, asopposed to merely
pre-defined types, greatly facilitate methodical trace acquisition and maintenance processes, be-
cause of the strong semantics they provide. At present, other approaches of traceability systems
are based on natural language processing, or information retrieval techniques to automate a large
number of traceability tasks, as in [26, 31, 46, 47, 128, 138, 140].

9.2.2 Traceability Roles for Agile Practices

The stakeholders involved in agile processes are not the same as in traditional processes; end
user involvement is definitely greater in the former. For instance, in SDD the on-site stakehold-
ers mayact as a test developer and advisor.

The on-site customer is not only a physical person, but is the representative of all the stake-
holders involved from the customer side [69, pg. 106]. Languages such as FIT allow stakehold-
ers who do not have technologically expertise to write and check acceptance tests, which are
accessible and can be carried out by developers [99, pg. 3]. In this context, it is the on-site cus-
tomer who is responsible for defining and checking the acceptance tests for each user story, for
example with FIT [69, 99, 102]. Based on that agreement, the customer selects the user stories
and allocates them to the right releases. This is an uncommon scenario in traditional develop-
ment processes. Therefore, for agile scenarios, traceability models must support the definition
of user-definable roles. Each role will be able to perform system development activities adapted
for agile practices, such as the on-site stakeholder performing development activities.

Therefore, the on-site customer role in test-driven development will be able to manage trace-
ability links not only by testers, as in traditional development, but by stakeholders on the cus-
tomer side. This is an uncommon scenario in traditional RE practices.

Current traceability methodologies include traceability roles, but they are strongly con-
strained to the traditional life cycle model. Current traceability approaches do not give access to
the on-site customer, and the solution of giving the on-site customer another technical role is not
practical. The on-site customer would have access to restricted technical project data. Thus, to
provide the traceability methodology with the support for defining customized traceability roles
for agile methods, it is fundamental to restrict the stakeholders’ access to specific project data.

Additionally, agile processes will also require increasing the security on thetrace informa-
tion with respect to traditional development processes. This is because those roles, not neces-
sarily technically skilled, will be performing activities which are traditionally assigned to tech-
nically skilled roles. During a release planning meeting the on-site customer may be supported
by all success-critical stakeholders from the customer side to refine the high-level requirements
developed in the project planning meeting into lower granularity and more measurable state-
ments [69]. The on-site customer re-checks the completeness, consistency, and reliability of
this document. These activities are traditionally assigned to the analyst role. In TDD or SDD,
the system analyst is frequently eliminated as an explicit role. The activities performed by the
analyst are spread across other roles, such as programmers and testers. Thus, it is fundamental
to monitor access to the traceability information, and not only to system artifact data, as usually
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happens in configuration management strategies.
Improperly managed, this situation could lead an on-site stakeholder to unintentionally mod-

ify traces between artifacts of overlapped development stages, such asthe case of links between
the requirements specification and testing stages, which are overlapped in TDD and SDD.

Therefore, the adoption of agile processes must be supported by traceability methodologies
which include not only the system development roles performing activities and tasks, indicated
in widely accepted standards such as ISO/IEC 12207:2008 and ISO/IEC 15288:2002 [76, 77],
but also customized profiles defined according to agile processes.

9.2.3 Linkage Rules for Automation

Traceability is considered an important tool to build high quality systems using agile devel-
opment processes [25]. However, although some techniques for generating and validating re-
quirements traceability are available, in practice, creating and maintaining traces is often labor-
intensive and complex. This situation results in incomplete trace information that can not assist
engineers with real-world problems [47]. This topic is fundamental in agile processes for which
it is important to reduce effort during the traces acquisition and maintenance process to empower
agile software development.

There are several approaches to automate traceability link acquisition. To mention some, in
references [129] the authors demonstrate the ability to automate traceability relations generation
at reasonable levels of recall and precision. In reference [26] the authors use syntactic analy-
sis of text documents written in natural language to manage the traceability links between the
initial software requirements and the formal object representations resulting from the modeling
processes. Reference [47] focuses on automatically generating dependency links between re-
quirements, design artifacts, test cases and source code. However, since these approaches offer
an excellent level of automation, they propose techniques to generate linksbetween pre-defined
development stages. They assume a traditional life cycle model, with traditional software pro-
cess outputs, and not according to agile development processes. In TDD or SDD, early writing
of acceptance tests is actually a requirements-engineering technique [99]. This is the opposite
for a traditional life cycle, where the requirements specification is a different stage of the testing
one, as required by standards such as ISO/IEC 12207:2008 [77], as discussed in section9.5.

Current link acquisition approaches, then, do not support linking an artifact, which can be
considered as a requirements specification and at the same time a test. Therefore, the concept
of “user-definable linkage rule” appears to be a fundamental part of atraceability model. The
concept specifies the rule or logics to create links between an origin (or source) artifact type and
a destination (or target) artifact type. A lack of linkage rules will prevent atraceability model
from being implemented, deployed and managed, as automatically as possible. On the contrary,
linkage rules will facilitate the automation of traceability tasks, particularly link generation and
maintenance, even in agile methods.

9.3 Case Study Motivation

This thesis has been developed in the research context of the Systems andSoftware Technologies
(SYST) group,https://syst.eui.upm.es/SYSTContenidoi.htm. The SYST group has
participated in several national and European projects. Some of the most representative projects
are:
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• ITEA2 FLEXI - Flexible Integration in Global Product Development (2007-2010): SYST
has developed trials applying Agile Methodologies, published as internal reports. URL:
http://www.flexi-itea2.org/index.php.

• PROFIT VULCANO(2006-2010): SYST has collaborated in the development of the
VULCANO forge, in work packages related to Software Engineering Methodologies
and Processes. URL:http://vulcano.morfeo-project.org/accounts/login/?
next=/.

• ESA-ESTEC DOBERTSEE - Dependant On-Board Embedded Real-Time Software Engi-
neering Environment: SYST was supported to develop the SEE and TOPEN tools (2001-
2004) [7, 58, 59]. URL: http://www.esa.int/TEC/Software_engineering_and_
standardisation/TECLCAUXBQE_0.html.

• FP5 METSES - Test and Operation Environment (2001-2002): SYST was supported to
develop the SEE and TOPEN tools, [7, 58].

• XNETMOD - XML Based Modeling Language for Simulation of Technical Networks
(2001-2003): SYST has been supported to develop modeling languagesto support tech-
nical networks.

These projects have as main research lines: testing, software engineering methodologies
and processes, and more recently, agile development methods. These projects have had several
requirements related to traceability, which motivated research in this discipline as part of the
group’s interests. The overall goal is to provide a traceability solution, which:

9.3.1 assures a highly consistent and reliable traceability data

9.3.2 reduces the time, effort and cost in implementing traceability on the project

9.3.3 improves the automation of traceability tasks

9.3.4 assures independence from the project features [34].

Therefore one of the fundamental scenarios to evaluate the traceability approach of this
thesis is one in which agile methods are tackled from the traceability perspective. Actually, this
is the selected scenario for this case study.

9.4 Case Study Scope and Objectives

The general objective of this case study is to show how some of the features provided byTmM
can significantly improve the support provided by traceability models to agile processes. The
modeling principles used to define TmM are key to support agility issues.

Since a strong testing practice is essential if one is getting on board in agile processes, this
case study focuses on testing, particularly in storytest-driven development (SDD) [102]. The
case study presents howTmM is used to systematically create a traceability methodology with
those features that effectively support a project in which SDD is followed.

The specific objectives for this case study are as follows:
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9.4.1 Show that the TmM’s core set includes thoseminimal elements capable of providing
a traceability schema which effectively supports the agility issues of this case study’s
scenario.

9.4.2 Show that it is quiteeasyto chose the traceability elements needed to provide the soft-
ware project with the required traceability support from the core set of TmM’s powertype
patterns. The powertype patterns instantiation mechanism provides the user-definable
mechanisms to create the required traceability methodology elements.

9.4.3 Show that the TmM three-layer hierarchy is a feature which facilitates the metamodel’s
powertype patterns usage. The three-layer hierarchy clearlyguidesthe software engineers
during the creation of: 1) the traceability methodology’s items and 2) the traceability
objects of the project.

The validation of the thesis objectives, by means of the case study, is as follows:

9.4.1 Thesis’ objective number 1 a) is in line with the case study’s objective 1). Hence, the the-
sis’ objective number 1 a) will be validated by reaching successful results to accomplish
the case study’s objective 1). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis’ objective number 1 a),
it will be validated that theTmMcore set is a basic set, which includes the process issues,
the work products and producers to implement an effective traceability schema.

9.4.2 Thesis’ objective number 1 b) is in line with the case study’s objective 2). Hence, the
thesis’ objective number 1 b) will be validated by reaching successful results to accom-
plish the case study’s objective 2). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis’ objective number
1 b), it will be validated thatTmMand thanks to the powertype patterns’ natural features,
provides user-definable mechanisms which permit and guide the instantiation of the basic
set of traceability items.

9.4.3 Thesis’ objective number 1 c) is out of the scope of this case study.

9.4.4 Thesis’ objective number 1 d) is in line with the case study’s objective 3). Hence, the
thesis objective number 1 d) will be validated by reaching successful results which meet
case study’s objective 3). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis’ objectivenumber 1 d), it
will be validated that the powertype patterns and the three-layer hierarchyprovides a clear
separation between the expertise areas involved in a methodology: definition and usage.

9.4.5 Thesis objective number 1 e) is out of the scope of this case study.

9.4.6 Thesis’ objectives numbers 2 a) and b) are in line with the case study’s objective 2).
During the definition of the required items for the traceability methodology, claimedin
objective 2), traceability types will be created. Thus, theTraceabilityLinkpowertype
pattern is used to define the required traceability link types, providing the case study’s
links with a formal structure. Hence, the thesis’ objectives numbers 2 a) and b) will be
validated by reaching successful results to accomplish the case study’s objective 2).

Therefore, as claimed in the thesis’ objectives numbers 2 a) and b), it will be validated that
the formal structure of the traceability type definition provided by theTraceabilityLink
powertype pattern: 1) has a structure which differentiates in a unique manner each trace-
ability type, and 2) is the basis to create a traceability link classification, which facilitates
mining these data.
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9.5 Application Domain

Methodologies such as XP [14] or Scrum [124], which can be included into the agile group
[1, 56], aim to deal with evolving requirements in a time-constraint scenario using a number of
techniques, among which we can find test-driven development (TDD) [13], or storytest-driven
development (SDD) [102].

Storytest-driven development is a complementary form of test-driven development (TDD)
applied to overall system development [102]. In storytest-driven development, customers write
comprehensive storytests for each scheduled story in a system from theperspective of business
domain specialists, business analysts, product managers, and system testers. The resulting sto-
rytests help answer questions about the system in terms of its business context. Storytests are
executable, so the team can continually verify their consistency with the system [102].

In these methodologies, the requirements traceability can not be performed as established in
traditional requirements management process, asISO/IEC 12207or SWEBOKdefines. In tradi-
tional requirements management process, it is assumed that a Requirements Specification stage
is performed with a Requirements Specification Document as outcome. In SDD,requirements
are stated as tests. This situation, if improperly managed, can create seriousproblems for other
development processes such as change management, impact analysis, and estimation, which are
based on a life cycle model starting from a traditional requirements analysis process.

Therefore, according to the explanations in the previous paragraphs,the application domain
in this case study is: a system development following an agile method with SDD.

9.6 Scenario

For the purposes of this scenario, the application domain defined in the previous section8.5will
be considered: a system development following an agile method with SDD.

In section9.2three issues where improvements in traceability models are required to support
agile processes effectively have been identified: user-definable traceability types, user-definable
roles, and user-definable linkage rules. Through trace acquisition theywill boost agility. In this
scenario, it will be shown how to define a solution to the three issues mentioned. The modeling
principles used to defineTmM, are fundamental to accomplish this goal.

The advantages of modeling these aspects explicitly, compared to other existing approaches
which provide predefined types, roles and support for linkage rules,will be appropriately stated.

We must take into account that traceability data is extensively used in several develop-
ment processes, then, as maintained in Schooenderwoert and Morsicato[123] section 1 and
in Pikkarainen and Passoja [110], the quality of the overall systems is improved, due to the
improved reliability of the traceability data.

Therefore, this case study focuses on studying howTmM metamodel can better support a
software project with similar features to those of this scenario.

9.7 TmM Core Set Instantiation

9.7.1 TraceabilityLink Instantiation

Storytests are an alternative to detailed requirements [102, pg.3]. The system functionality ex-
pressed with a storytest is allocated into code components, related by tracesindicating that such
storytestteststhose components. This is sufficient to perform testing through the story tests.
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However, there is a lack of traces indicating degrees of satisfaction of thestorytest understood
as a requirement.

Storytests help developers drive the overall, iterative implementation of the new functional-
ity. Developers take a storytest as the starting point for their next piece ofwork, and use TDD
when they drive changes in the application code [102]. However, if impact analysis for a change
in a storytest is performed, the lack of specific traces makes the impact estimation more diffi-
cult. There are no specific traces which indicate which components realize or satisfy a given
storytest, seen as a requirement. As a result, impact estimation becomes an exhaustive manual
task. Even more, one of the SDD challenges is to keep storytests consistentwith the underlying
application code’s structure and naming [102, pg. 8], then satisfaction traces, and not only test
traces, are strongly necessary. Then, a traceability type with agile method features must be de-
fined to adequately support SDD. The aim is to make the change impact estimationtask faster
and more accurate.

With this objective, the traceability type calledsatisfies_testsis defined using theTraceabil-
ityLink pattern, to relate code components to storytest bidirectionally. Thus, thesatisfies_tests
type has the following semantics: on the one hand, the component-storytest path indicates that
the underlying code componentsatisfiesthe test seen as requirement. On the other hand, the
storytest-component path indicates that the storytestteststhe underlying code component.

The objective of a traditionaltesttype is different; a link would simply indicateis_tested_by
or tests. Hence, using a relation of thesatisfies_teststype it will be possible to relate a code item
with a test item, having two kinds of relationships at the same time:satisfiesandis_tested_by.
A problem is evident when a storytest is related to the underlying componentswhich realize it,
using only the traces of thetesttype: the impact must be estimated following only thetesttraces.
This restricts the use of satisfaction degrees to indicate to what extent a code component satisfies
the given storytest. Then, estimations about the coverage for the storytests will be impossible to
make.

Fig. 8 shows thesatisfies_teststypes already instantiated from theTraceabilityLinkpattern
(marker A, metamodel layer). Thesatisfies_teststype is an item of the generated traceability
methodology (marker 1, method layer). From thesatisfies_teststype, traceability links are
created to relate code components to storytests at the project layer (markerD, project layer).

Current traceability methodologies, such as those indicated in Section9.8, could not support
effectively the traceability for SDD. None of them consider linking a test as a requirement, to the
underlying code which realizes it. All of them, pre-establish the use of requirements properly
agreed and stated in a Requirements Analysis stage.

9.7.2 TraceabilityRole Pattern Instantiation

In SDD, a FIT-style specification can be regarded as both 1) a requirement and 2) a test, and
it is frequently executed, in principle, by programmers, but written by the on-site customers.
However, the requirements and tests will probably evolve while the system is developed. If
continuous integration and rigorous testing are practiced, FIT-style requirements should be con-
sistent with the produced code, through traceability support. Otherwise, the build will fail [99].
In this dynamic context, the on-site customer who writes and checks storytestsin FIT language
must be capable of modifying traces between a requirement and the refinedrequirements items,
allocated in user-stories. In this context, on-site stakeholders are considered actual developers,
who are performing uncommon tasks in traditional development.
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Figure 25: Instantiating theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern.

Similarly, code is continuously modified by programmers who do not know how tomodify
the storytests, as these are high-level requirements created by customers. Then, a process goal
must be necessary to keep consistency between FIT-style specificationsand code. With this
aim in mind, theSDD_testerrole is defined as the person responsible for writing, modifying,
and checking storytests, and for refining them into fine-grained story-tests. This role can also
be granted rights to access and modify the traces between storytests, and then, the producers
with this role will be the only people responsible for modifying the links between storytests.
Therefore, theSDD_testerrole must be defined as part of the traceability methodology.

TheSDD_testerrole definition enables changes to be controlled throughout traceability im-
plementation, by limiting the actions the customer can take ononly the traces between storytests.
Security on traceability items is increased, and hence, system information consistency is also
improved.

Currently, the change control for system artifacts and links is managed bya requirements
management or a change management tool. However, those tools have pre-defined traceability
types and roles and they do not offer facilities to create new roles or types. It seems obvious
just to add rights to the customer role to modify specific storytests, but that it is unpractical and
time consuming. Then, theSDD_testerrole is a required issue in a traceability methodology to
adequately support SDD.

In terms of the TmM metamodel, theTmM Core Setchapter introduces theTraceabilityRole
pattern to define the applicable roles for the traceability activities in a project. Figure11 shows
how to use theTraceabilityRolepattern to define theSDD_testerrole. The process is as follows:
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Figure 26: Instantiating the TraceabilityRole powertype pattern.

Fig.11shows theSDD_testerrole instantiated from theTraceabilityRolepattern (marker A,
metamodel layer). TheSDD_testeris an item of the generated traceability methodology (marker
1, method layer). Particular roles to manage different storytest types can be defined, such as the
sad-pad_Storytest_testerrole (marker D, project layer). This specific role is defined to edit
traces betweensad-path workflowstorytests. This storytest type accounts for an action’s failure,
such as when a user violates business constraints. [102, pg.73] describessad-path workflow
storytests and other storytests types in detail.

9.7.3 LinkageRule Pattern Instantiation

Storytests have a meaning duality: requirements and tests; conversely, code items can include
interfaces, components, classes or even processes. A linkage rule specifies conditional rules for
relating artifacts in an automatic way, indicating the potential artifact types to be linked. Thus,
the linkage rulesatisfies_tests_ruleaims to accelerate thesatisfies_testslinks acquisition. The
rule follows this logic: IF class, method, component realizes a storytest THEN link the item
to the storytest USING thesatisfies_teststype. It must be pointed out that a storytest could
haveseveralcode items which realize it, and a code item could totally or partially realize a
functionality required by auniquestorytest.

Even though this rule might look like a simple conditional statement, once implemented in
an automated tool or environment, it will reduce effort during the link acquisition task. This is
because the rule works as a constraint for the traces between storytestsand code by usingonly
the satisfies_teststype. Then, the rule prevents the possibility of relating storytests and code
through the links of theteststype.

If is_tested_bylinks were exclusively used to relate a storytest to the code that realizes it,
change impact effort estimation would be a more manual and exhaustive task and, probably,
a less precise analysis. In this case, no indication about the degree of satisfaction offered by
the underlying code would be provided. Other useful information for effort estimation can not
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be obtained, such as the granularity levels of the artifacts linked and the dependency degree
between them. Then, a rule such assatisfies_tests_rulewill ensure a correct semantics for the
relationship between storytests and code. In this sense, the linkage rules provided in TmM are,
therefore, less constrained than in other approaches, such as the already discussed [26, 31, 46,
47, 128, 138, 140]. TmM makes it possible to create the specific rules for a project with agile
features as in the SDD approach.

Figure 27: Instantiating the LinkageRule powertype pattern.

Figure9 shows how to use theLinkageRulepattern, defined in chapterTmM Core Set, to
define linkage rules for a project (marker A, metamodel layer). TheLinkageRulepattern is
used to define thesatisfies_tests_rule, to create traces between code components to storytest
bidirectionally (marker 1, method layer). Thesatisfies_tests_ruleis an item of the generated
traceability methodology.

Particular linkage rules will be created from thesatisfies_tests_rule, such as thesad-
pad_Storytest_to_coderule (marker D, project layer). This sub-rule relatessad-path workflow
storytests to the underlying code which realizes them. For more details of thesad-path workflow
storytests, and other storytest types, see [102, pg.73].

9.8 Discussion and Conclusion

Ahn and Chong in [2, 3] introduce a meta-model for feature-oriented requirements tracing,
shown in Figure28 based on [2, fig.1] and [3, fig.3]. They perform feature-oriented require-
ment tracing from user requirements at first, grouping user requirementsto features, and cre-
ating traceability links by connecting artifacts to features. They also present a feature-oriented
requirement tracing process overview. Some commonalities can be found compared to the ap-
proach claimed within that paper. First, they use features with priorities, as an intermediate item
between requirements and design artifacts, to support impact analysis. These features work as
a link attribute, similar to the link weight attribute of theTraceabilityLinkpattern. Second, they
use granularity levels for implementing artifacts. However, even though this isan interesting
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approach to support the risk and valued-based impact analysis, the proposal has a limitation: the
metamodel is strongly influenced by a traditional development, in which requirements are arti-
facts and have nothing to do with tests. As is described in both figures, the linksare restricted to
relating requirements to design, implementation and testing artifacts. It is not possible to relate
a test to code, to indicate that such code realizes requirements specified asa test. Thus, the
metamodel instantiation to provide traceability to agile methodologies, such as SDD or TDD is
not supported following this approach’s metamodel.
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Figure 28: Feature-Oriented Requirement Tracing meta-model based on [2, fig.1] and [3, fig.1]

Ramesh and Jarke in [119] present traceability submodels specific to development stages:
the requirements management, rational, design allocation and compliance verification models,
described in figures 3, 4, 5 y 6 respectively in that paper. The classification of these models
clearly presents a dependency on traditional development stages. Furthermore, the compliance
verification model, shown in Figure29 based on [119, fig. 6], clearly separates therequirement
artifacts type from the other artifacts types, calledsystem componentsin the model. Actually,
the compliance verification submodel describes explicitly the traceability link types ofsatisfyto
indicate that system components satisfy a requirement, anddevelop_forto indicate that a test
was designed, according to compliance verification procedures, to test arequirement. Thus,
although this is a model frequently referenced by many researches of therequirements engi-
neering community, support to an agile methodology, which specifies a requirement as a test, is
not provided.

In [140], authors present aconceptual trace modeldepicted in Figure30 based on [140,
fig.5], which describes the trace acquisition. This approach gives detailed guidance on which
traces should be established to support later impact analysis. The approach defines who should
establish traces and when, as well as who should analyze traces and how. An advantage of this
approach is that it is supported by their authoring tool: QuaTrace based on the authors’ meta-
model, to perform traceability. Authors describe that their approach brings about traces to be
established, analyzed, and maintained effectively and efficiently. However, the metamodel is
constrained in the sense that it relates requirements to system components, and verification pro-
cedures explicitly to verify such components. Requirements are never considered to be tests at
the same time, as is required in some agile processes. Again, this traceability model presents a
strong dependency on a traditional development cycle, limiting its use to support agile method-
ologies.
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Figure 29: Compliance Verification Submodel based on [119, fig.6]
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Figure 30: Conceptual Trace Model based on [140, fig.5]

All approaches analyzed fail in offering a platform to define customized traceability method-
ology’s items, such as special traceability link types or particular linkage rulesto support links
acquisition in agile methods. The traceability types provided in those approaches are completely
established and fixed, since the traceability models provided by the approaches state what kind
of traceability types must be included in a traceability implementation.

Current traceability methodologies, such as those indicated in this section could not support
effectively the traceability forSDD. None of them consider for instance, a traceability type to
relate tests, considered as requirements, to the design artifacts which actually realizedthe tests.
The approaches preclude that design artifacts realize just requirements, and tests validate/verify
such requirements. Then, approaches do not provide traceability typesgeneral enough to create
customized types. This is the gap thatTmM is covering. This approach is designed in three
modeling levels, the metamodel, methodology and enactment levels, which widely provides the
platform to design particular traceability types, roles and linkage rules alongwith traceability
resources. The traceability patterns, which cover all the metamodeling levels, are a solution to
develop customized traceability methodology items, without constraining our model to specific
life cycles, process models, or application domain. Therefore, a traceability methodology with
agile characteristics is totally supported following aTmM instantiation.
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9.9 Validation of the Thesis’ Objectives

The thesis objectives are validated according to the case study conclusions:

9.9.1 Thesis objective number 1 a) has been validated through case study objective 1). The
conclusions show that several traceability methodology elements needed to support the
system development in which SDD is used have been created fromTmM. The following
have been created:

(a) thesatisfies_teststraceability link type to relate code components to storytest bidi-
rectionally.

(b) thesatisfies_tests_ruleto accelerate thesatisfies_testslinks acquisition, through a
conditional statement which facilitates automation of this task,

(c) theSDD_testerrole is defined as the person responsible for writing, modifying, and
checking storytests, and for refining them into fine-grained story-tests,

The benefits obtained with each of these elements for this scenario are detailed in the
previous section8.8. This is a wide set that includes work products and producers to
implement traceability, as required in thesis objective number 1 a).

9.9.2 Thesis objective number 1 b) has been validated through case study objective 2). The
conclusions show that the core set of the traceability methodology, customized to support
a system development in which SDD is used has been created fromTmM. This core
set has been systematically created based on selectedTmM powertype patterns and by
using the natural specializations mechanisms provided by this modeling principle. In
this thesis, these natural specializations mechanisms are the user-definablemechanisms,
which clearly and easily guide the software engineer during the definition ofa customized
traceability methodology. The diagrams shown in sections9.7.1, 9.7.2, 9.7.3have proved
that.

9.9.3 Thesis objective number 1 c) was out of the scope of this case study.

9.9.4 Thesis objective number 1 d) has been validated through case study objective 3). It has
been shown during the customized traceability methodology definition for this scenario
that the three-layer hierarchy really provides a clear separation between the expertises
areas involved in a methodology: definition and usage. The diagrams shownin sec-
tions9.7.1, 9.7.2, 9.7.3have proved that.

9.9.5 Thesis objective number 1 e) was out of the scope of this case study.

9.9.6 Thesis objectives numbers 2 a) and b) have been validated through casestudy objective 2).
The TraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern, by definition, provides the links with a formal
structure. This formal structure forces each traceability type to be defined in a unique
manner, stating a formal traceability link classification.

The powertype pattern definition as stated in [61, 73] provides the basis to ensurethat
each instantiation from a powertype pattern is unique. The reason, according to [61,
73] is that the powertype class (the class with the suffix kind) of a powertype pattern,
partitionsthe set of all possible instances of the class of the pattern, into subsets. Allthese
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possible instances are actually the project’s objects, then each subset corresponds to each
typeof the power class. Therefore, the “partitioned” subsets are actually mathematical
equivalence classes, according to theSet Theory[23, 40].

Mathematical equivalence classes by definition do not overlap between themselves and
between the sets’ boundaries. Equivalences classes are exclusive.The TraceabilityLink
powertype pattern instantiation generates several traceability types; therefore, in this sce-
nario, each traceability type corresponds to a mathematical equivalence class. Then, the
defined traceability types are not overlapped.

Hence, each traceability type defined from theTraceabilityLink powertype pattern is
unique, and together compose a traceability classification. Based on this classification,
the links are effectively mined to support the development process which make extensive
used of the traceability data.

In this scenario, the Storytest-driven Development has been improved, because the trace-
ability items provided in this case study address many gaps regarding traceability that are
presented in SDD. For instance, the definedsatisfies_teststraceability link type has im-
proved the reliability of the traceability data. By relating storytests to the underlying code
bidirectionally, it is possible to distinguish the two types of relationship presented in these
objects: storytestteststhe code at the same time, codesatisfiesthe storytests. This simple
new traceability type has improved the impact estimations of changes. Other approaches
which do not consider creating customized traceability types would not havebeen able to
supportSDDasTmMdoes.
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CHAPTER 10

CASE STUDY IN SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINES ENGINEERING

10.1 Overview

Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering has to deal with interrelated, complex models such
as feature and architecture models; hence traceability is fundamental to keep them consistent.
Commonly, a traceability schema must be started from scratch from project to project. To avoid
that, useful traceability practices to solve day to day problems should be modeled explicitly
and kept as part of the traceability knowledge gained, and then organizations can reduce time
and effort in implementing traceability in new projects. A traceability methodology is the ideal
platform to incorporate the traceability practices and specifications.

This case study presents an approach for formalizing and reusing traceability practices in
SPL Engineering. The modeling principles proposed in this thesis are fundamental to address
this formalization and reuse. Using this formalization approach a traceability metamodel is
defined, incorporating particular traceability practices performed in SPL Engineering. In this
regard, the TmM metamodel proposed in this thesis, is extended to define the traceability meta-
model for SPL Engineering called SPL TmM, that will be defined in this case study. Customized
traceability methodologies for SPL projects will be systematically and formally generated from
this extended metamodel. These resulting methodologies will have already incorporated the
traceability knowledge proven as successful in previous projects in an organization. In this
regard, the incorporation of such knowledge into SPL TmM facilitates the practices reuse.

In this case study, the product derivation process if mainly focused forshowing the advan-
tages of this formalization approach in the representation and reuse of traceability knowledge.

10.2 Case Study: Detected Gap

In software process management, traceability support is fundamental andis needed among the
different activities, roles, and artifacts characterizing a software development process [87, pg.
169]. Similarly, in SPL engineering [33, 115], traceability support is required in both 1) be-
tween different software models (e.g., feature and structural models), and 2) between differ-
ent development phases (e.g., from domain engineering to application engineering) [87, pg.
169]. Consequently, traceability is fundamental to support several tasks of the SPL development
methodologies and processes, beyond just being a key factor for requirements engineering.

However, a common problem when traceability is implemented in SPL projects is thatit
must be started from scratch from project to project, because most of thetimes there is no
documentation and guidelines which explicitly formalize the best practices and successful ex-
perience with traceability in the organization’s projects. In other words, traceability knowledge
is lost if the traceability practices are not actively captured, documented and applied. Hence, the
traceability practices, which have proven to be successful to solve day today problems, should
be kept as part of the traceability knowledge gained. Of course, developers keep and spread
this implicit knowledge, however, if we do not make this knowledge explicit, the application of
development practices becomes an art without a formal guidance, which leads to wasted time
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and effort that could be used in other development tasks. Moreover, whenever team members
leave the project, they take with them all the knowledge acquired. To avoid this, the knowledge
and the fundamental items to implement traceability should be explicitly documented and for-
malized. This formalization must be a tool to specify the successful traceabilitypractices, the
work products to be generated, plus the people and tools involved in traceability tasks. These
items, actually compose a traceability methodology, according to [61].

One approach to address this problem is to include high-quality traceability metamodels
from which to generate customized traceability methodologies, which every system develop-
ment process should have. Intrinsically methodology metamodels, provide customization by
means of the instantiation, and they provide reuse, since the development specifications and
practices can be modeled in the metamodel. Similarly, metamodels facilitate extension to in-
clude more methodology items if they are required, just by adding new modeled items.

The approach presented in this case study is based on the modeling principles, which are
the basis of this thesis and introduced in Chapter 5Modeling Principles, to define a traceability
metamodel for SPL development, called SPL Traceability metaModel (SPL TmM).SPL TmM
includes work products, producers and tasks corresponding to the traceability practices in SPL
Engineering. The ideas were previously presented in [49].

The formalization and reuse of traceability knowledge using the modeling principles stated
in Chapter 5 will be showed, while SPL TmM is defined. In order to describe the formalization
of traceability knowledge in SPL TmM, a particular practice is used to supportthe feature con-
figuration process: feature model primitives technique implemented in the S2T2 Configurator,
a tool for visual interactive feature configuration [17, 18]. This technique facilitates to manage
and to keep consistent the features trees involved in the feature configuration process.

10.3 Case Study Motivation

This case study has been developed working with the Software Product Lines team of Lero, The
Irish Software Engineering Research Centre, in Limerick, Ireland. Theresearch core was devel-
oped working with the SPL team during three months, in which the traceability requirements of
the SPL team were stated and the contributions of this thesis to solve some of such requirements
were established. The research in traceability followed in Lero was totally in line with these
thesis’ objectives. Hence, the objectives established for common research with the Lero’s team
were to validate the accomplishment of this thesis objectives in real SPL projects.

The definition of this Case Study is based on real requirements, and the need to provide a
useful solution for them, encouraged to develop a more ambitious solution compared to the Case
Study 1’s and 2’s of this thesis. The solution provided in this Case Study successfully validates
the whole set of thesis’ objectives. However, Case Study 1 and 2 successfully solve the problem
stated in their scenarios and validate the set of thesis’ objectives stated in their goals, as it is
indicated in sectionsValidation of the Thesis’ Objectivesin their respective chapters.

10.4 Case Study Scope and Objectives

The general objective of this case study is to show how some of the features provided byTmM
can significantly improve the support provided by traceability models to SPL Engineering, par-
ticularly to the specific tasks performed by the SPL team, in Lero.

The modeling principles used to define TmM provide the flexibility to successfullyadapt this
metamodel approach to SPL Engineering, producing a traceability metamodel for SPL, called
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SPL TmM. Clear benefits are obtained with the traceability approach, as it is presented in this
Case Study: 1) if the project’s traceability methodology can be generated withthe SPL TmM’s
elements, changes to modify the traceability strategy will be easily introduced, just by instan-
tiating new items from the SPL TmM metamodel; 2) knowledge acquisition for new project’s
members becomes systematic, since the metamodel divides the classes among those to be used
during the methodology definition, from those to be used during the project development; and 3)
those practices proven as successful will be completely reused in new projects, since the meta-
model encourages a very systematical methodology instantiation, avoiding knowledge lost.

The specific objectives for this case study are as follows:

10.4.1 To show that the TmM’s core set includes thoseminimal elements capable of being
extended to include new traceability concepts according to the specific scenarios.

10.4.2 To prove that the extension rules of TmM provide the capability to produce therequired
extension for SPL Engineering. Such extension will support the derivation of traceability
methodologies that are compliant to this scenario’s requirements.

10.4.3 To show that the guidance provided by TmM to define traceability methodologiesis sys-
tematic. It will be showed that the systematic TmM’ feature facilitates the selection of
the required traceability elements which provide the software project with the needed
traceability support. This feature is provided by the powertype patterns instantiation
mechanism, thanks to the user-definable mechanisms to specify the needed traceability
methodology elements.

10.4.4 To show that the TmM three-layer hierarchy is a feature which facilitates the metamodel
adoption in software projects. The three-layer hierarchy clearlyguidesthe software engi-
neers during the creation of: 1) the traceability methodology’s items and 2) thetraceability
objects during the project development.

10.4.5 To show that the TmM modeling, which describes the traceability metamodel usage in
real projects, provides a formal and useful guidelines to integrate traceability into the sys-
tem development methodology. It will be provided the interaction between the traceability
items with the rest of the software development artifacts: work products, work units and
producers.

The validation of the thesis objectives, by means of the case study, is as follows:

10.4.1 Thesis’ objective number 1 a) is in line with the case study’s objective 1). Hence, the
thesis’ objective number 1 a) will be validated by reaching successful results to accom-
plish the case study’s objective 1). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis’ objective number
1 a), it will be validated that theTmM core set is a basic set, which includes the process
issues, the work products and producers to implement an effective traceability schema.

10.4.2 Thesis’ objective number 1 b) is in line with the case study’s objective 3). Hence, the
thesis’ objective number 1 b) will be validated by reaching successful results to accom-
plish the case study’s objective 3). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis objective number
1 b), it will be validated thatTmM, and thanks to the powertype patterns’ natural fea-
tures, provides user-definable mechanisms which facilitate and systematicallyguide the
definition of traceability items for the methodology required in a project.
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10.4.3 Thesis’ objective number 1 c) is in line with the case study’s objective 1) and2). Hence,
the thesis’ objective number 1 c) will be validated by reaching successfulresults to accom-
plish the case study’s objectives 1) and 2). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis objective
number 1 c), it will be validated thatTmM, thanks to the extension mechanism it provides,
facilitates to systematically include new traceability concepts to the TmM’s core set.The
extended TmM produces traceability methodologies adapted to the project variations.

10.4.4 Thesis’ objective number 1 d) is in line with the case study objective 4). Hence, the thesis
objective number 1 d) will be validated by reaching successful results to accomplish the
case study’s objective 4). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis objective number 1 d), it
will be validated that the three-layer hierarchy provides a clear separation between the
expertise areas involved in a methodology: definition and usage.

10.4.5 Thesis’ objective number 1 e) is in line with the case study’s objective 5). Hence, the the-
sis’ objective number 1 e) will be validated by reaching successful results to accomplish
the case study’s objectives 5). Therefore, as claimed in the thesis objective number 1 c), it
will be validated thatTmMprovides a systematic and useful guidelines to integrate trace-
ability as part of the whole development software process. For that, it will show that the
traceability methodology is modeled interacting with the rest of the software development
work products, work units and producers.

10.4.6 Thesis’ objectives numbers 2 a) and b) are in line with the case study objective 3). During
the definition of the required items for the traceability methodology, claimed in objective
3), traceability types will be created. Thus, theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern is used
to define the required traceability link types, providing the case study’s linkswith a formal
structure. Hence, the thesis objectives numbers 2 a) and b) will be validated by reaching
successful results to accomplish the case study’s objective 2).

Therefore, as claimed in the thesis’ objectives numbers 2 a) and b), it will be validated that
the formal structure of the traceability type definition provided by theTraceabilityLink
powertype pattern: 1) has a structure which differentiates in a unique manner each trace-
ability type, and 2) is the basis to create a traceability link classification, which facilitates
mining these data.

10.5 Application Domain

The application domain for this case study, as it was explained in the Motivationsection, is ac-
cording to Lero’s team research: SPL Engineering, focusing in the Product Derivation process.

In order to describe the formalization of traceability knowledge in the extended metamodel
for this case study, a particular practice which is described in [17, 18], is used for the feature
configuration process: feature model primitives technique implemented in the S2T2 Configu-
rator, a tool for visual interactive feature configuration. This technique is used by the Lero’s
team for facilitating to manage and to keep consistent the feature trees, whichare involved in
the feature configuration process.

10.6 Scenario

The scenario for this case study considers the discussion of all previous sections. Summarizing,
this Case Study will address the common problem when traceability is implemented in SPL
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projects, that is, traceability commonly must be started from scratch in each project. This situ-
ation occurs mainly because most of the times there is no documentation and guidelines which
explicitly formalize the best practices and successful experience with traceability in the organi-
zation’s projects. Therefore, this case study will propose an approach to preserve traceability
knowledge, by actively capturing, documenting and reusing successfulpractices identified from
the organization’s projects. This formalization must be a tool to specify the successful traceabil-
ity practices, the work products to be generated, plus the people and tools involved in traceability
tasks. These items, actually make up a traceability methodology.

Similarly, the application domain for developing this case study is driven by the Lero’s team
requirements, as it was explained in theApplication DomainSection. That is, SPL Engineering
but focusing in the Product Derivation process. A particular practice isused for the feature con-
figuration process: feature model primitives technique implemented in the S2T2Configurator
[17, 18].

The specific objectives to overcome has been detailed in section10.4, Case Study Scope and
Objectives.

10.7 Modeling Elements

We are interested in assuring that SPL TmM provides a real guidance to both, 1) define the items
required to implement traceability in a SPL project, and 2) to describe the interaction between
these items during SPL development process. The first step is to select the modeling principles
needed to produce the metamodel which addresses the case study objectives. The approach is
to use two modeling principles which are the basis of this thesis and introduced inChapter 5
Modeling Principles:

• A three-layer modeling hierarchy to represent the abstraction layers involved during a
methodology definition process: Metamodel, methodology definition and methodology
enactment during the project development, see Figure31.

• The powertype patternsmodeling principle to model concepts through the three-layer
modeling hierarchy, respecting the strict metamodeling rules as it is stated in [12, 73].

Both modeling principles 1) and 2) are detailed in Chapter 5Modeling Principles.

The three-layer abstraction levels involved in a methodology definition, in this approach
are defined as: metamodel, methodology and project, see Figure31. The layers are used as
follows: 1) The Meta-model layer provides the expressive means for describing the common
tasks, work products, producers and practices of SPL of traceability inSPL processes and tasks.
2) In the Methodology layer the method engineers use the proposed metamodel to define their
particular methodology (by instantiating concepts from the metamodel layer). 3) In the Project
layer, developers in a particular software project, use the methodology defined on the level above
(again by instantiation of the methodology concepts).

Therefore, the approach structured in three-layers is as follows:

Metamodel layer In this layer the traceability metamodel is defined by the method engineer.
Here, the project items for the SPL development and for traceability are modeled us-
ing powertype patterns (marker A, Figure31). The powertype patterns corresponding
to SPL Engineering are:work products(SPLwp), work units(SPLwu), andproducers
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Figure 31: Usage process of the SPL traceability metamodel.

(SPLp). Concerning traceability the powertype patterns are:work products(Twp), work
units(Twu), andproducers(Tp).

Methodology layer In this layer, several stakeholders participate in the project requirements
definition (marker B, Figure31), which is performed according to the product require-
ments stated by the customer. Based on the project requirements, the method engineer
defines the traceability items required to support the application development (process 1,
Figure31). Additionally, the traceability metamodel indicates how the traceability items
interact with the SPL items, during product derivation. Here, the outcome ofthe pro-
cessproject-specific traceability methodology definition, will be the methodology-specific
items to implement traceability in the project (marker C, Figure31).

Project layer In this layer, the developer uses the traceability methodology items previously
defined (process 2, Figure31). Here, several traceability objects are produced (marker D,
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Figure31). For instance, links are created, and this data is used to produce the views to
present the information to the stakeholders, according to their roles defined in the project-
specific traceability methodology. Similarly, some traceability metrics could be executed
to get measurements which are used to check link consistency.
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Figure 32: SPL TmM root powertype patterns and resources for the SPL process.

10.8 Core Items of the SPL Traceability Metamodel

For all diagrams, the attributes of the top classes (to support the methodology layer) are differ-
ent, from the attributes of the bottom classes (to support the project layer). For instance, see the
SPLWorkProductKindand theSPLWorkProductKindclasses in Figure32. Similarly, each pair
of classes that are related with theabstractionrelationship constitute apowertype pattern, ac-
cording to the explanation given in SectionPowertype and Clabject Metamodeling, in Chapter
5 Modeling Principles. TheSPLWorkProductKindpowertype pattern is a good example of this,
in Figure32.

The SPL Traceability metaModel(SPL TmM) presented in this case study is an extension
of TmM, introduced in Chapter 6Traceability Metamodel. TmM is a general metamodel for
defining traceability methodologies in any context project, independent of life cycle model,
or development methodology, or application domain. Thus in this case study, TmM has been
adapted to include the SPL Engineering main concepts, defined as:work products(e.g., product
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requirements specification, feature models and feature configuration models, or implementa-
tion components),work units(e.g., product feature and product architecture configuration) and
producers(e.g. product architect or developer). Figure32 shows the root classes for SPL de-
velopment, using powertype patterns and resources; the classes in labeled squares belong to
the SEMDM metamodel of the ISO/IEC 24744:2007’s standard, as it is stated in Chapter 5
Modeling Principles.

In Figure31, in the metamodel layer, the main SPL Engineering concepts are represented
in SPL TmMwith powertype patterns:SPLwp(work products), SPLwu(work units), andSPLp
(producers). Figure33 shows the specificSPLwppowertype patterns (classes linked by theab-
stractionrelationship type) corresponding to the work products, specifically for product deriva-
tion.
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Figure 33: SPL TmM Core for product derivation: work product (SPLwp), tasks(SPLwu) and
producers (SPLp). See marker E in Figure14.

Regarding traceability, several items to implement traceability have been considered, such
as work products (traceability types, linkage rules or traceability documentation), producers
(method engineer who manages the traceability methodology), and traceability tasks (links up-
dating such as creation, deletion or edition). In Figure31, the traceability main concepts are
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represented inSPL TmMwith the powertype patterns:Twp (work products), Twu (work units),
andTp (producers). Figure34details the traceability powertype patterns and resources.
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Figure 34: SPL TmM Core for traceability: work products (Twp), tasks (Twu) and producers
(Tp). See marker F in Figure14.

10.9 A Particular Traceability Practice for the Feature Configuration

The formalization of traceability knowledge in SPL TmM will be explained using a particular
technique for the feature configuration process: feature model primitives technique implemented
in the S2T2 Configurator, a tool for visual interactive feature configuration [17, 18]. This tech-
nique is used by the Lero’s team for facilitating to manage and to keep consistent the feature
trees, which are involved in the feature configuration process.

Figure35 illustrates the model elements manipulated during the features selection process,
when a product is derived from the product line. Typically, in a product derivation process
the customer makes decisions to select some high-level features from the product line, which
shape the new product (marker X). Later, the product architect will use these high-level product
features to select the specific and more technical features from the product line to build the new
product (marker Y).

Internally the feature trees in the high-level feature model (X) and the technical feature
model (Y), are decomposed intofeature primitives(marker Z), following the next technique:

A feature model primitiveis an elementary constraint in a feature model [17, 18]. Basically,
a feature model primitive (1) describes the relation between the referenced features and, hence,
(2) defines a constraint for a legal configuration of this feature model. For instance, there are
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Figure 35: Feature Configuration Process stated in [17].

feature model primitives such as Root(f1), OptChild(f0, f1), Requires(f11), GroupParent(g12,
f12) or GroupChild(g12, f20). Each feature model primitive can be directly translated into a
corresponding clause in propositional logic. In doing so, the technique allows to define and im-
plement the semantics of the feature tree, e.g., the difference between mandatory and optional
features or rules for feature groups. More details of this technique aregiven in [17], including
a description of the corresponding tool “S2T2 Configurator”. In this manner, the data for a fea-
ture tree can be easily understood, kept and managed. Note that in this approach traceability is
implicit, since each feature primitive intrinsically represents the traceability between the refer-
enced features: the parent and the child, but with a strong semantics. Also, in some sense the
feature model primitives’ types represent traceability types between features.

The feature model primitives technique has been applied successful in several projects in
Lero, e.g., to configure large and complex models in an consistent manner, while providing
explanations for automatically derived consequences [19, 20]. Based on these experiences,
our goal for the research presented in this case study is to capture the implicit knowledge on
traceability in an explicit form. For that, we need a formal representation to keep this traceability
knowledge without ambiguousness, assuring its correct reuse in all newprojects. With this aim
in mind, this traceability technique was represented using the powertype patterns of theSPL
TmMmetamodel.

First, two new concepts are introduced into the SPL TmM metamodel: 1) thedecision
concept to represent the selected high-level features for a new product (marker X, Figure35),
that it is modeled with theDecisionpowertype pattern in Figure33 (highlighted rectangle on
the left); and 2) thefeature primitiveconcept (marker Z, Figure35), that it is modeled with
the FeaturePrimitivepowertype pattern in Figure33 (highlighted rectangle on the right). The
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product features (marker Y, Figure35), which are selected according to the high-level product
features, are modeled with theProductFeaturepowertype pattern in Figure33.

10.10 Modeling the Interaction between the Core Items

Once, the features primitives’ technique is described and the powertype patterns for this task are
included in SPL TmM, it is necessary to model how the traceability task is performed to keep
the related models consistent.

Diagram in figure36describeshowthe SPL work products are affected by traceability. This
model describes that the traceability links are created using linkage rules, which are actually
logical expressions. In the method layer, theLinkageRuleclass usestypesof work products to
state the rule, whereas in the project layer directly relate pairs of objects (which were instantiated
from the work product types). This model clearly separates the use of the SPL work products af-
fected by traceability in both layers, then the developer would verify the bottom model, whereas
the top model would be verified by the method engineer.
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Figure 36: Interaction between SPL work products and traceability.

Figure37 modelswhenthe SPL work products are affected by traceability during product
feature configuration. Figure37 includes the powertype patterns for the concepts illustrated in
Figure35. They are shown in the rectangle with the markSPLwu, in both levels, methodology
and project. In the diagram, the product feature configuration task is started, if the product re-
quirements have been updated by the customer (verifying thePRPreCondition). This will cause
that theHigh-Level_ ProdFeatureSelectionaction (described in Figure35 marker X) updates
the model for the high-level product features selected by the customer.
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Figure 37: Modeling traceability task performance during the product feature configuration.

Later, theProdFeatureSelectionaction (described in Figure35marker Y) updates theprod-
uct feature model(also calledimplementation-oriented feature model), according to the new
selection of thehigh-level product features. Then, theFeaturePrimitiveDefinitionaction derives
feature model primitives (described in Figure35 marker Z), according to both the high-level
feature model and the implementation-oriented feature model. Once the featuremodel primi-
tives are created by theLinkUpdatingaction, they are kept in a register, called in the diagram as
FeaturePrimitiveRegister.

In Figure37 (right side), in the rectangle with the markTwu, theLinkUpdatingaction, trig-
gered by a traceability task, will update the involved links in a product configuration process.
TheLinkUpdatingaction is executed whenever the high-level product features, product feature
model and feature primitive configuration are updated, by checking thePFPreCondition, FP-
PreConditionandFPPostCondition. TheSPL TmMmetamodel prescribes no particular order to
execute the tasks, all the tasks are controlled using pre-conditions and post-conditions to execute
an action. This permits to reuse this model when is enacting a non-traditional development life-
cycle, as it is the case for Agile Methods, in which there is no a explicit Requirements Analysis
stage [25].

10.11 SPL TmM Usage Example

This section discusses a small example to illustrate the viability of the SPL TmM metamodel
approach as a structured platform and traceability methodology, which canwidely support the
management of product line models using feature model primitives.

First, it is necessary to identify types of model elements that will be used in the SPL project.
In this case study are feature model primitives. These types of feature model primitives deter-
mine the traceability types from which to create links for the project. Accordingto the SPL
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TmM instantiation process described in Figure31, it is necessary to instantiate the right pow-
ertype patterns, to define the concepts for the particular traceability methodology. Since SPL
TmM has already incorporated the feature model primitives’ technique, the resulting traceability
methodology will provide this knowledge. As discussed earlier, theTraceabilityLinkpowertype
pattern is used to define the traceability types to manage the feature tree. This process (to define
the types) is exemplified by using the feature primitiveMandatoryChild(f1, f2), which models
that featuref1 has a mandatory childf2. To be able to model such relationships theMandato-
ryChild traceability type is defined. Figure38shows this type definition and some links created
from this type.

ÅÆÇÈÉÊËÆÌ
ÅÆÇÍÊËÊÌÊÎÏ
ÐÑÊÒÆÓÇ

Figure 38: MandatoryChildlink type definition.

Here, the example illustrates the traceability type’s definition. However, thereare other
key elements that also must be defined in a traceability methodology. For instance, specific
traceability roles (to determine the traceability information to show to each stakeholder) and
traceability metrics (to derive aggregated information).

10.11.1 Identified Benefits

In this example, the use of the SPL TmM powertype patterns and the interaction models pro-
vides guidance to identify which system artifacts will be involved in the creationof links. See
Figure38 in the method layer for this specification. SPL TmM’sTraceabilityLinkpattern de-
termines which artifact types will be related, through theMandatoryChildtype. When creating
traceability links, only relevant model elements are considered. For instance, when creating
MandatoryChildlinks only features in the current feature model are considered; other elements
are ignored. This guidance permits to reduce the number of artifacts to consider when such links
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are created.
Similar principles can be applied for any traceability type which is defined by using the

TraceabilityLinkpattern. This helps to reduce the effort spent when updating traceability links.
This is particularly crucial when the feature model is evolving, due to the introduction of changes
to customer selection of the high-level product features and new featuremodel primitives are
generated or the existent ones are modified. Therefore, without the support of theTraceabil-
ityLink pattern is impossible to identify which artifacts types should be related when a linkis
created, and then there would not have reductions of the effort spent in traceability tasks.

Similarly, theTraceabilityLinkpattern forces to define a linkage rule to automatically create
links of the types defined with this pattern. For instance, in the discussed example, the rule
MandatoryChild_Ruledetermines the reasoning which creates the links of theMandatoryChild
type. This reasoning is automated through tool-support.

10.12 Discussion and Conclusion

This case study has presented an approach for formalizing the traceabilityknowledge gained in
software projects, as example the feature configuration technique for software product lines has
been presented. The aim is to reuse this knowledge in other projects to derive new products,
reducing the time to implement traceability, and assuring that helpful traceability practices to
manage the feature configuration are completely reused. This approach can also work as a
structured guidance for new team members, when traceability is introduced inother projects.
In this case study, the SPL TmM metamodel for traceability has been introducedas means
for formalization. The SPL TmM metamodel defines traceability techniques in threeareas:
metamodel, methodology and project. The SPL TmM metamodel contains core powertype
patterns from which the traceability methodology items are derived. The interaction between
these core items describes the corresponding traceability practices.

To describe how to formalize a traceability practice the feature primitive technique has been
modeled. A brief example has been introduced to show how to define a traceability methodol-
ogy, while reusing the feature primitive technique. As an example a traceabilitytypeMandato-
ryChild, used during the product feature configuration, was instantiated. TheMandatoryChild
definition is used to define links of this type. Additionally, it was discussed howtheMandato-
ryChild type can reduce the time and effort spent on creating links.

As future work, more research must be done to investigate not just the traceability prac-
tices for application engineering, but also the practices for domain engineering, and traceability
links between artifacts in these two areas. Moreover, the introduced of pre and post conditions
are intended to be used to automatically monitor changes on the different models involved in
SPL Engineering (e.g., feature model, component-oriented models or actualimplementation ar-
tifacts). The aim is to use this metamodel approach to automate the consistency checking of
traceability links in all processes of SPL Engineering.

10.13 Validation of the Thesis’ Objectives

The thesis objectives are validated according to the case study conclusions:

10.13.1 Thesis’ objective number 1 a) has been validated through case study objective 1). The
conclusions show that a minimal traceability methodology elements needed to support the
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SPL Engineering can been defined by just instantiating theSPL TmMCore. TheMandato-
ryChild traceability type is an example of the feasibility to produce such methodological
items fromSPL TmMcore. If a project need a minimal traceability items to create a
traceability schema, theSPL TmMprovides that support in a systematical and practical
manner, just by instantiating its core.

systematically and easyly to derive as it was performed in this case study. See Figure38.
The benefits obtained with such items in a software project are detailed in the previous
section8.8.

10.13.2 Thesis objective number 1 b) has been validated through the case study objective 2).
The conclusions show that the core set of a traceability methodology has been systemat-
ically created, based on selectedSPL TmMpowertype patterns, and thanks to the natural
specializations mechanisms provided by this modeling principle. In this thesis, these natu-
ral specializations mechanisms are the user-definable mechanisms, which clearly and eas-
ily guide the software engineer during the definition of a customized traceabilitymethod-
ology. See the diagram shown in section10.11, SPL TmM Usage Example.

10.13.3 Thesis’ objective number 1 c) has been validated through the case study’s objective 1)
and 2). The case study shows that the extension mechanisms provided by TmM success-
fully supports to increase its powertype patterns core. SPL TmM is the provefor that.
Several powertype patterns for SPL concepts were defined, then these concepts were just
adding them to the TmM Core to finally produce SPL TmM Core. This extended TmM
produces traceability methodologies adapted to SPL projects.

10.13.4 Thesis objective number 1 d) has been validated through the case study objective 3).
It has been shown during the customized traceability methodology definition for this sce-
nario that the three-layer hierarchy really provides a clear separation among the expertise
areas involved in a methodology: definition and usage. See the diagram shown in sec-
tion 10.11.

10.13.5 Thesis’ objective number 1 e) has been validated through the case study’s objective 5).
Hence, the thesis’ objective number 1 e) will be validated by reaching successful results to
accomplish the case study’s objectives 5). Therefore, the case study has provided several
models for integrating traceability into the SPL tasks. This is shown in SectionModeling
the Interaction between the Core Items, in which was modeled the interaction among
the work products, work units and producers for the product featureconfiguration and
traceability.

10.13.6 Thesis objectives numbers 2 a) and b) have been validated through casestudy objective
2). TheTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern, by definition, provides the links with a formal
structure. This formal structure forces each traceability type to be defined in a unique
manner, stating a formal traceability link classification.

The powertype pattern definition as stated in [61, 73] provides the basis to ensure that
each instantiation from a powertype pattern is unique. The reason, according to [61,
73] is that the powertype class (the class with the suffix kind) of a powertype pattern,
partitionsthe set of all possible instances of the class of the pattern, into subsets. Allthese
possible instances are actually the project’s objects, then each subset corresponds to each
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typeof the power class. Therefore, the “partitioned” subsets are actually mathematical
equivalence classes, according to theSet Theory[23, 40].

Mathematical equivalence classes by definition do not overlap between themselves and
between the sets’ boundaries. Equivalences classes are exclusive.The TraceabilityLink
powertype pattern instantiation generates several traceability types; therefore, in this sce-
nario, each traceability type corresponds to a mathematical equivalence class. Then, the
defined traceability types are not overlapped.

Hence, each traceability type defined from theTraceabilityLink powertype pattern is
unique, and together compose a traceability classification. Based on this classification,
the links are effectively mined to support the development process which makes extensive
use of the traceability data.

Therefore, the traceability typeMandatoryChilddefined in this case study provides a
semantics for the links among a parent feature and the child feature which are mandatory
in a feature tree. This semantics distinguish the links created with this type, amongthe
universe of links created in a project. This distinction is further used to support other
development tasks, such as in change impact analysis.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS

11.1 Main Contributions

The main goal of this thesis has been to provide an approach of a traceabilitymetamodel with an
extensible set of basic items- a core- which can be used for developing customized traceability
methodologies. These traceability methodologies, once enacted, would produce a traceability
schema with advanced features. There are key contributions in this thesis.

11.1.1 To provide an exhaustive revision of current literature on traceability type classification
and traceability methodologies. Some very general conclusions stated of thistraceability
state of the art are that: a standard to define the traceability link is lacking; the approaches
do not make recommendations about which traceability types category is more feasible,
useful and reliable according to the system types, for example, for embedded systems,
computer based systems or systems based on MDA development. Overlaps among defi-
nitions have been identified as well. As a result of this analysis, the need fora common
traceability scheme was identified. These findings and an initial approach for a unified
traceability scheme were published in the first published papers related to thisthesis in
[48, 53]. These papers aim to gather the common features of the traceability approaches
analyzed and to provide a baseline to systematize and improve traceability implementa-
tion.

11.1.2 This thesis has proved how the proper modeling principles to create a traceability meta-
model solve some of most essential traceability challenges, and help achievethe thesis
objectives. That is, following the right modeling principles, it is possible to produce a
traceability metamodel that provides: 1) a clear separation between the expertise domains
involved in a traceability methodology definition: metamodel, methodology and project,
2) the user-definable specialization mechanism which facilitates and guides the software
developer during the methodology instantiation, 3) the extension mechanisms capable of
including new traceability concepts according to requirements of the software project,
4) a guide during the traceability process of project development. Therefore, this thesis
has shown that using powertype patterns metamodeling, following a three-layer modeling
hierarchy and using the ISO/IEC 24744:2007 standard [79] it is absolutely possible to
define the metamodel with these features. These statements were made in works[50, 51].

11.1.3 This thesis has provided a traceability metamodel, calledTmM, which unifies the dif-
ferences in traceability strategies, schemes or practices detected in the analysis of the
traceability of the art. From this traceability metamodel, it is possible to define the project-
specific traceability methodology.

11.1.4 It has been proved in the thesis that it is not only important to define the coreitems
which shape the traceability metamodel, but equally, to use the proper principles to de-
scribe this core set. In this thesis, it has been shown that these principles are the pow-
ertype patterns metamodeling and the definition of the traceability metamodel following
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three-layer abstraction levels. The modeling principles chosen in this thesis widely sup-
port model extensibility and the user-definable specialization mechanisms. Respectively,
these mechanisms facilitate the incorporation of new concepts into the metamodel, as
well as facilitating the methodology’s items instantiation. By providing mechanisms to
extend the metamodel, this set of traceability core items is the base to define those features
specific to a domain or project, and at the desired level of granularity. Also, this trace-
ability metamodel does not preclude which concepts will be present in the customized
traceability methodology.

11.1.5 It has been proved why it is essential to use the right development methodologies items
so that the traceability methodology can be integrated into the development methodology.
This thesis has recommended using the software process metamodel,SEMDMprovided
by theISO/IEC 24744:2007standard [79]. This standard provides a general view of the
software process, and their classes can be specialized following the standard’s rules. The
use of this standard guarantees the use of a common language and notation.Also, this
standard’s metamodel uses the modeling principles recommended in this thesis, inorder
to define the traceability metamodel with the features required by the thesis objectives.

11.1.6 This traceability proposal has been applied in the case studies for test-driven develop-
ment approaches used in agile methods and in hardware unit testing. The case studies
showed that the support provided byTmM to these development approaches is signifi-
cantly wider than that provided by other third-party approaches.

11.2 Accomplishment of the Objectives

In this research, the objectives were established in chapterThesis Research Proposal, sec-
tion 4.2. These are set out below with a summary of the accomplished results presented in this
thesis.

Objective 1.a “The traceability metamodel must provide a basic set of items,which
includes the process issues, the work products and producers for traceability, from which a
project-specific traceability methodology is defined”.

ChapterTraceability Metamodel, specifically in section6.10provides a core set of traceabil-
ity templates and resources, which represent common traceability issues. The core set makes
up the traceability metamodel, namedTmM. This core set represents the minimum traceability
items necessary to implement traceability on system projects, as concluded from the traceability
state of the art analysis discussed in chapterTraceability State of the Art.

TheTmM templates are traceability work units, traceability work products and traceability
producers, which are represented with powertype patterns. Each template category is subdi-
vided into other patterns, to get the minimum set of traceability items from which the project-
specific traceability methodologies will be defined. Therefore, theTraceabilityWorkProduct
pattern is specialized into theTraceabilityLink, LinkageRule, andTraceabilitySpecificationDoc-
umentpatterns. The traceability producer is represented by theTraceabilityProducerpattern,
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and the traceability role concept is represented by theTraceabilityRolepattern. TheTraceabil-
ityWorkUnitpattern is a composition of traceability tasks, which are represented with theTrac-
ingTaskpowertype pattern, and traceability actions are represented by theTraceabilityAction
pattern. TheTmM resources which support a traceability methodology are: GranuralityLevel,
TraceabilityWeight, TraceabilityMetric and ArtifactTracingGuideline.

This core set, once instantiated, according to the project features, constitutes the resulting
traceability methodology. This core set does not intend to be complete, since each project has
specific traceability requirements depending on the application domain, project size, budget and
particular requirements of the development process. TheTmM core set is detailed in chapter
TmM Core Set.

Part II - Practical Sectionpresents the chaptersCase Study on Hardware Unit Testingand
Case Study on Agile Methods in the Large. In both case studiesTmM is instantiated according
to the specific features of the scenario stated in each case study. The case studies show that the
traceability methodology’s items, instantiated from this core set, improve several aspects of the
development process. Each case study describes the specific aspects, processes and tasks, im-
proved by specific traceability methodology items, once these items were defined with specific
features according to the case study scenario.

A first approach of the a basic set of traceability items was included in section3 of the
published paper [53], and in section 3 of the published paper [48]. A mature approach was
included in section 4.2 of the published paper [51] and in section 4 of the published paper
[50]. Also, the mature results are included in submitted papers which are still under evaluation,
specifically in section 4.3 of the paper [52], and in section 3 of the paper [49].

Objective 1.b “The traceability metamodel must provide the user-definablemechanisms
which permit and guide the instantiation of the basic set of traceability items, in accordance
with project features”.

ChapterModeling Principlesintroduces the powertype and clabject metamodeling tech-
nique which was used to define the TmM proposal, and in section5.4.2the powertype pattern
specialization mechanism is explained. The two classes of a powertype pattern provide an excel-
lent mechanism for the metamodel items specialization, performed by metamodel users. Pow-
ertype patterns usage widely permits the use of a traceability concept through the methodology
layer to the project layer. For that, the class to be used in the methodology layer (power class
of the pattern, distinguished by thekind suffix) has attributes to help the method engineer in the
definition of the traceability item, which was modeled with such powertype pattern.Similarly,
the class to be used in the project layer (partition class of the pattern) has attributes to help the
developer in the usage of the previously defined item. This clear model of a traceability concept
and its contexts of use (methodology and project), strongly facilitates the specialization task for
the traceability metamodels items in real projects.

Part II - Practical Section, in chaptersCase Study on Hardware Unit TestingandCase Study
on Agile Methods in the Large, several instantiations of traceability items have been performed.
The case studies aim is to defined customized traceability methodologies required in the scenar-
ios of both case studies. The instantiations showed that the powertype patterns specialization
mechanism really guides the stakeholders involved in each case study during the specializa-
tion of theTmM core set items into the customized traceability methodology. Each case study
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presents diagrams showing how each class of the powertype pattern duality(power and partition
classes), generates the methodology items, and the project items respectively.

A use of the user-definable mechanisms provided by this thesis traceability metamodel
approach, is included in section 5 of the published paper [50]. Also, these results are included
in section 4 of the paper [52], which has been submitted and it is still under evaluation.

Objective 1.c “The traceability metamodel must include the extension mechanisms, in order
to include new traceability items when they arise, according to the project variations”.

ChapterTraceability Metamodel, in section6.9 stated thatTmM is actually a traceability
conglomerate which is composed of templates and resources, representedin TmMas powertype
patterns and classes respectively. Then, theTmM instantiation will be a traceability method-
ology made up of traceability resources and templates. The conglomerate of traceability items
has been defined as a core set in section6.10;each of the set’s items was inherited directly from
the standardSEMDM’s classes. The core set ofTmM has been defined as the minimum items
required to implement traceability in projects. It was explained that new traceability concepts
which arise according to project variations and features can be includedin TmM. The new con-
cepts must be modeled as powertype patterns inheriting the pattern’s classes(power and partition
class of the duality) directly from theSEMDMclasses, following the same process as the rest
of the traceability powertype patterns ofTmM. Then, after this process, the new patterns can be
integrated into the core set of TmM, and the process of interactions betweenthe new patterns
and all the existing patterns and classes can be modeled.

Therefore, TmM is a minimal core set to implement traceability, which can be extended
to include more elements. SEMDM metamodel provides the platform to specialize such new
powertype patterns from the standard classes, with the aim of being totally compliant with the
standard rules.

The extension mechanisms provided by this traceability metamodel approach are included
in section 3.2 in the published paper [51], and section 3.1 in the published paper [50]. An
application of extension mechanisms usage to extendTmM is offered in section 3 of the paper
[49], which has been submitted and is still under evaluation.

Objective 1.d “The traceability metamodel must provide a clear separation between the
tasks, products and producers for the stage of defining the methodology, from the stage of using
the resulting methodology. Thus, it is strongly required to provide a clear separation between
the expertise areas involved in a methodology definition and usage”.

ChapterModeling Principlesin section5.3 states that the requirement about expertise ar-
eas separation is met simply by creating the traceability metamodel following the three-level
hierarchy guidelines, as stated in section5.2. The three-level hierarchy has been applied in
combination with the power typing metamodeling technique described in section5.4, to model
the corresponding expertise levels to 1) define a project-specific methodology and 2) use the
customized methodology. Therefore, all diagrams of theTmM metamodels contain classes to
support the project-specific methodology definition in the method layer, and classes to support
the usage of the customized methodology in the project layer. The classes in the two expertise
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levels are separated using theabstractionrelationship in order to clarify which classes corre-
spond to each abstraction level. Classes in TmM separated by theabstractionrelationships are
actually powertype patterns, which were classified in work products, work units and producers.

ChapterTraceability Metamodelin section6.12, presents the usage process of theTmM
metamodel. In this section, guidance on how to useTmMcore set items through the three-layer
hierarchy is provided. Figure20describes the usage process for the TmM powertype patterns.

Part II - Practical Section, in chaptersCase Study on Hardware Unit Testingand Case
Study on Agile Methods in the Large, it has been shown that the usage process of TmM pow-
ertype patterns clearly guide during traceability items definition, facilitating the traceability
methodology definition task. Specifically, chapterCase Study on Hardware Unit Testingin
sections8.7.1, 8.7.2, 8.7.3, 8.7.4the instantiation of the traceability items was performed.

Results about the separation of the expertise areas involved in a methodology definition,
provided by the traceability metamodel approach of this thesis, is included in sections 3.1 of
the published paper [51] and section 3.1 of the published paper [50]. Also, these results are
included in submitted papers which are still under evaluation, specifically in section 4.1 of the
paper [52], and in section 2 of the paper [49].

Objective 1.e “The metamodel approach should include the modeling of the traceability
process, which means to model the traceability methodology enactment. This feature will
form the guidelines for the software engineer, who would use the project-specific traceability
methodology created from the metamodel proposal”.

In chapterTraceability Metamodel, in section6.11the models which describe the interaction
between the work products, work units and producers of theTmMmetamodel, have been stated.
The users of the project-specific traceability methodology would follow the process described
in these diagrams to know how the methodology items interact during the project development.

The traceability process modeling is included in submitted papers which are still under
evaluation, specifically in section 4.4 of the paper [52], and in section 2 of the paper [49].

Objective 2 “To provide a formal structure for the traceability type definition, which
facilitates the query and mine of the traceability links. This structure must provide a useful link
classification to support both 1) traceability tasks, such as trace queries,traces management or
traces analysis, and 2) software development tasks which make extensive use of the traceability
information to perform their tasks, such as impact analysis or release management”.

ChapterTmM Core Set, in section7.4.1introduces a concept for links more ambitious than
that introduced in theIEEE standard glossary of software engineering terminology[75]. The
concept is more ambitious from the perspective of this thesis; that is, that thelink structure
really supports the development tasks. Then, a link was defined as an instantiation of theTrace-
abilityLink class of theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern. Even though the two classes of the
pattern represent the same link concept, both have different attributes, intended to support 1)
traceability type definition and 2) link creation. Table3 of section7.4.1details the link concept.

Thanks to the link definition as a powertype pattern, it was possible to define several at-
tributes to the link concept. The attributes were defined based on approaches of third-party
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authors, who have already carried out plenty of research on the use of links to support de-
velopment tasks. The attributes included in theTraceabilityLinkclass of theTraceabilityLink
powertype pattern have already proved to be useful in system development and project man-
agement. Figure13 of section6.10.1presents theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern, in which
the TraceabilityLinkclass, representing the link concept, includes the attributes which would
support the development tasks.

Part II - Practical Section, in chaptersCase Study on Hardware Unit TestingandCase Study
on Agile Methods in the Large, theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern has been instantiated.
This pattern was fundamental for the scenarios described in those chapters, because as was
discussed in each case study, defining traceability links with the attributes provided by this
pattern really improved the tasks involved in the scenarios.

This thesis has provided a formal structure for traceability links, through the Traceabil-
ityLink powertype pattern. A first approach to this pattern definition was included insection
3.1 of the published paper [53], and in section 3 of the published paper [48]. A more mature
approach was included in section 4.2 of the published paper [51], section 4 in [50], and section
3 of the paper [49], which has been submitted and is currently under evaluation. An application
of theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern is included in section 5.1 of the published paper [50].
An application is also included in submitted papers which are still under evaluation, specifically
in section 5.1 of the paper [52], and in section 6 of the paper [49].

11.3 Future Research

Firstly, the traceability metamodel approach presented in this thesis researchis a good basis for
future work to define a traceability implementation in software projects, througha methodol-
ogy. Typical traceability implementations in projects are defined using a traceability reference
model, or in some cases they are defined from scratch, as was analyzed inchapterTraceability
State of the Art. This thesis approach has incorporated the traceability aspects into the soft-
ware development methodology, which is a novel approach.To that end, this research has used
the software development process and methodology provided in the ISO/IEC 24744:2007 stan-
dard’s SEMDM metamodel. The metamodel approach of this thesis incorporates the traceabil-
ity process (tasks and actions) into the development process defined in SEMDM. Similarly, the
traceability metamodel approach of this thesis has been defined to guide the developer in a sys-
tematic and clear way towards the definition of project-specific traceability methodologies. To
achieve this, the traceability metamodel was defined separating the expertise levels involved
in a traceability methodology: definition and enactment. Future research can go down several
routes.

Further research can continue to detail the modeling of the traceability process provided in
this thesis approach. The traceability process described here includes the work products affected
by traceability tasks; and the metamodel proposes the use of linkage rules. Then, continuing
with modeling, the specific linkage rules could be modeled in order to automate this process.
The modeling of specific traceability rules could preclude the metamodel for a specific software
life cycle and application domain; that is the reason for avoiding such approach in this research.
For instance, the linkage rules needed in software product lines engineering to model the product
line features, are different from linkage rules to support agile development. However, the linkage
rule must be modeled to better support the automation of links creation and maintenance for
specific project scenarios, including specific life cycle models and application domains.
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A closely-related line of researh is to look at producing a model for the traceability pro-
cess, including link acquisition and maintenance. The model must be verified for completeness
from the model checking perspective, in order to analyze if it is possible toautomate the trace-
ability link management tasks, such as trace acquisition and maintenance, usingModel-Driven
Engineering.

A research line closely related to future research on the linkage rule is the improvement
of links semantics. This thesis has provided a formal definition of traceability link and type,
through the use of theTraceabilityLinkpowertype pattern. However, more research is needed
in this topic, to reach a common and agreed definition for links semantics in the software en-
gineering community. Traceability link semantics is the base to better support several software
development tasks; for instance, in change impact estimation it is decisive; similarly, in release
management, requirements coverage and testing.

This thesis approach has sought to facilitate the work of the stakeholders involved in a trace-
ability methodology definition. The traceability methodology enactment producesthe traceabil-
ity schema presented in every software project. More research can be done in this area, for
instance, to propose an approach for a template to produce a traceability specification docu-
ment. Information on the traceability methodology followed can be specified in thisdocument.
For instance, the traceability types, roles and linkage rules should be defined and documented,
with the aim of keeping the traceability knowledge gained in the project. This document will
work as the basis to get started in traceability when new members join the project.The docu-
ment will also be the basis to incorporate changes to the traceability methodologydefined for
the project. For instance, the traceability rules are defined with prepositional logic; if some
changes to the prepositions are required, they need to be documented somewhere - a traceability
document is the right place to keep this knowledge.

Similarly, this thesis has included this concept as fundamental part of a traceability method-
ology. More research can be done to specifically define traceability metrics, with the aim of
checking the traceability schema presented in the project for consistency and completeness.
For instance, metrics to measure the usability of the traces, the satisfaction of the system and
software requirements, or for detecting orphan code.

11.4 Limitations

This thesis has presented a traceability metamodel approach, from which thetraceability
methodology is defined according to project features. From the theoretical point of view, this
thesis faces some limitations. The traceability metamodel approach presented here considers
a set of traceability items which can potentially compose a traceability methodology,and they
were defined as the core of the metamodel. These traceability concepts wereidentified as com-
mon in several approaches of the traceability state of the art analysis, then, several other impor-
tant concepts in traceability could be omitted. It was outlined in the thesis that this core set does
not intend to be complete, but intends to provide a basis to define a traceability methodology.
It was also proposed that the traceability metamodel be defined using the powertype patterns
modeling technique, which facilitates incorporating new traceability concepts as needed.

Currently, a case study on Software Product Lines Engineering (SPL)is being developed,
for which several new traceability concepts have been included in the traceability metamodel.
Furthermore, several SPL work products and tasks have been includedin the metamodel, in
order to support link acquisition during the product derivation process.
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CHAPTER 11. Conclusions

Another limitation is that the thesis approach makes significant use of the ISO/IEC
24744:2007 standard; this standard must be paid for. The traceability metamodel approach
of this thesis is extended from the SEMDM metamodel provided in this standard.Several com-
ments have been received from reviewers when papers related to this thesis are submitted for
evaluation, and frequently reviewers comment that companies, and even the reviewers them-
selves, have restricted access to the standard. This fact could limit the adoption of an approach
based on such standard, which is the case of the traceability metamodel approach presented in
this thesis.

From the practical point of view, in this thesis, the viability of this approach has been an-
alyzed in two case studies. In one case study, a traceability methodology hasbeen derived
according to a scenario which involved developing embedded software using the hardware unit
testing technique. In the other case study a traceability methodology for a scenario which fol-
lowed an agile method was developed, specifically, Storytest-driven development (SDD). In
both cases, it was proved that the traceability metamodel improves the adoptionof traceability
in those scenarios, compared to the approaches which present a traceability reference model
which precluded the software life cycle. For instance, it was shown that with those approaches
it would have been impossible to define a traceability implementation for an agile methodol-
ogy, which lacks the requirements elicitation state compared to a traditional life cycle model.
However, this thesis approach must be applied to other scenarios, in order to prove that this
traceability metamodel can effectively be used for any project with different features, such as
life cycle model, development methodology or application domain.
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APPENDIX A

ORIGINAL PUBLISHED PAPERS

A.1 Original Papers Published with Results of this Thesis

A.1.1 The Need for a Unifying Traceability Scheme
Espinoza, Angelina; Garbajosa, Juan; Proceedings of ECMDA Traceability Workshop
(ECMDA-TW); Nüremberg, Germany, November 2005; pp. 47-56, JonOldevik and Jan
Aagedal Editors; Edited by SINTEF ICT, ISBN 82-14-03813-8

This paper analyzes several current traceability schemes, in order to obtain relevant fea-
tures and identify overlaps and inconsistencies among the approaches. Then, and based
on the analysis, it provides an initial approach for a Traceability Specification Scheme.
This scheme is expected to facilitate traceability specification for a given project, improve
traceability management, and help to automate some trace management processes. This
initial Traceability Specification Scheme was a first approach to identify and unify the
common features of the traceability schemes. This traceability Specification Scheme is a
baseline to systematize traceability implementation.

The work presented in this paper was summarized from the chapterTraceability State
of the Art, and seeks to provide an initial solution approach to the selected traceability
challenges as stated in the chapterChallenges In Traceability. This initial approach was
the base to define TmM as presented in chaptersTraceability Metamodeland the items
presented as theTmM Core Setin the chapter with the same name.

A.1.2 Analyzing and Systematizing Current Traceability Schemas
Espinoza, Angelina; Alarcón, Pedro P.; Garbajosa, Juan; Proceedings of 30th Annual
IEEE/NASA Software Engineering Workshop, 2006 (SEW ’06); Columbia, USA, April
2006; Lisa O’Conner Editor, pp. 21-32; Edited by IEEE Computer Society, ISBN
0-7695-2624-1

The aim of this paper is to present a traceability model to enhance processes and tasks such
as V&V, change management and impact analysis. All these may benefit fromround-trip
engineering which make extensive use of traceability. This paper analyzes several of the
current traceability approaches in order to obtain their relevant features, identify overlaps
and inconsistencies between them, and to select the best traceability practices. It was
identified that several issues still make it difficult to apply traceability on a grand-scale in
software\system engineering practice. For example, there is no commonly accepted trace-
ability definition, standard way of specifying traceability between artifacts (that is, con-
figuration items) or traceability type classification. This approach is an enhanced version
of the approach previously presented in [53] calledTraceability Schema Specification. A
first implementation of this traceability proposal, on a software/system engineering envi-
ronment called SEE [6, 58] is presented in this paper.
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This paper presents advanced and improved results on traceability from the previous re-
sults presented in [53]. This paper presents results from the chapterTraceability State
of the Art, and provides a solution approach to the selected traceability challenges stated
in chapterChallenges In Traceability. This is an improved approach compared to that
presented in [53], and is also the the base of TmM as presented in chaptersTraceability
Metamodeland the items presented as theTmM Core Setin the chapter with this same
name.

A.1.3 Tackling Traceability Challenges through Modeling Principles in Methodologies Under-
pinned by Metamodels
Espinoza, Angelina; Garbajosa, Juan; Proceedings of the Software Engineering Tech-
niques in Progress (CEE-SET WiP 2008); Brno, Czech Republic, October 2008; pp.
41-54, ISBN: 978-83-7493-421-3; Oficyna Wydawnicza Politechniki Wroclawskiej
Editorial

Traceability is recognized as essential for supporting software development. However,
a number of traceability issues are still open, such as link semantics formalization or
traceability process models. Traceability methodologies underpinned by metamodels are
a promising approach. However current metamodels still have serious limitations. Con-
cerning methodologies in general, three hierarchical layered levels havebeen identified:
metamodel, methodology and project. Metamodels do not often properly support this
architecture, and that results in semantic problems at the time of specifying the methodol-
ogy. Another reason is that they provide extensive predefined sets oftypes for describing
project attributes, while these project attributes are domain specific and, sometimes even
project specific.

This paper introduces two complementary modeling principles to overcome theselim-
itations, i.e. the metamodeling three-layer hierarchy, and power-type patterns modeling
principles. Mechanisms to extend and refine traceability models are inherentto them.
The paper shows that, when methodologies are developed from metamodels based on
these two principles, the result is a methodology well fitted toproject features. Links
semantics is also improved.

This paper presents an advanced traceability solution approachcompared to previous ver-
sions published in [48, 53]. This paper presents results from the chapterTraceability
State of the Art, concerning analysis of the state of the art of traceability metamodels and
methodologies. The solution presented in this paper deals with the selected traceability
challenges stated in chapterChallenges In Traceability. The paper presents the results of
applying the modeling principles discussed in chapterModeling Principlesand the ratio-
nale which backs this proposal is discussed as well. This rationale partially corresponds
to the reasoning presented in chapterThesis Research Focus.

The paper presents TmM as it is presented inTraceability Metamodel, together with the
items presented as theTmM Core Setin the chapter of the same name.

A.1.4 A Proposal for Defining a Set of Basic Items for Project-specific Traceability Method-
ologies
(Espinoza, Angelina; Garbajosa, Juan; 32nd Annual IEEE SoftwareEngineering
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Workshop (SEW 32); Kassandra, Greece, October 2008; pp. 175-185, ISBN: 978-0-
7695-3617-0; Edited by IEEE Computer Society

One widely accepted approach to describe traceability practices is the use of methodolo-
gies. However, the information related to organization, stakeholders, product size, and
quality requirements may change from one project to another. As a consequence, trace-
ability information may differ as well. One common way to cope with this fact is the
use of metamodels to underpin methodologies. However, most traceability metamodeling
approaches simply provide a predefined set of concepts, with no extension mechanism.
Therefore, the customizing of a methodology for a specific project is oftenunsatisfactory.

This paper justifies that this problem can be approached if traceability metamodels in-
clude a basic set of items, including concepts and traceability structures, designed to be
extended according to project features. For this, the right modeling tools are required:
that is, some metamodeling principles that support typing and extensibility, together with
a general and extensible description of the software process. This second issue is obtained
from ISO/IEC 24744 together with current approaches. This paper explains howto use
these tools in practice to define the TmM model. Within this paper, TmM is applied to a
case study in which non-conventional work products have to be considered as part of the
traceability information.

This paper presents an advanced traceability solution approach compared to previous ver-
sions published in [48, 53]. This paper presents results from the chapterTraceability
State of the Art, concerning analysis of the state of the art of traceability metamodels and
methodologies. The solution presented in this paper deals with the selected traceability
challenges stated in chapterChallenges In Traceability. The paper presents TmM as it
is presented inTraceability Metamodel, along with the items presented as theTmM Core
Setin the chapter of the same name. The case study presented in chapterCase Study on
Hardware Unit Testingis discussed within this paper.

A.1.5 A Formal Approach to Reuse Successful Traceability Practices in SPL Projects
Accepted and in-press
Espinoza, Angelina; Botterweck, Goetz; Garbajosa, Juan; Symposium On Applied
Computing 2010 (SAC’10)

Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering has to deal with interrelated, complex models
such as feature and architecture models, so traceability is fundamental to keep them con-
sistent. Commonly, a traceability schema must be started from scratch from project to
project. To avoid that, useful traceability practices to solve day to day problems should be
kept as part of the traceability knowledge gained, and then organizationscan reduce time
and effort in implementing traceability in new projects.

This paper presents an approach for formalizing and reusing traceabilitypractices in SPL
Engineering. Using this formalization approach a traceability metamodel is defined,
incorporating the particular traceability practices performed in SPL Engineering. Cus-
tomized traceability methodologies for SPL projects will be systematically and formally
generated from this metamodel. These resulting methodologies will have already incorpo-
rated the traceability knowledge proven as successful in previous projects, facilitating the
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reuse of such practices. Specifically, product derivation process isthe focus in this paper,
to show the advantages of this formalization approach to reuse traceability knowledge.

In this paper, the traceability metamodel TmM presented in ChaptersTraceability Meta-
modelandTmM Core Setis extended. The extension mechanisms of TmM facilitates
including new concepts to support SPL Engineering. Then a new SPL TmM isproduced,
containing a new core set comprising traceability and SPL powertype patterns. The trace-
ability process is described in the context of SPL Engineering. For this paper, research
into the traceability needs for SPL Engineering has been performed in collaboration with
the SPL team in Lero, The Software Engineering Research Centre.

A.1.6 A Study to Support Agile Methods More Effectively through Traceability
Submitted and pending the evaluation results
Espinoza, Angelina; Garbajosa, Juan; Innovations in Systems and Software Engineering:
A NASA Journal

Traceability is recognized to be important for supporting agile development processes.
However, after analyzing many of the existing traceability approaches it can be concluded
that they strongly depend on traditional development process characteristics. It is justified,
within this paper, that this is a drawback to support adequately agile processes.

This paper proposes three features that traceability models should support to be less de-
pendent on a specific development process: user-definable traceability links, roles, and
linkage rules. To present how these features can be applied, the emerging TmM traceabil-
ity model will be used within this paper. TmM is a metamodel that supports the definition
of traceability methodologies adapted to the needs of each project. As it is shown, after
introducing these three features into traceability models, the support that can be provided
to agile process stakeholders is significantly more extensive. Another advantage is that it
will be possible to achieve a higher degree of automation and, therefore, approach agile
goals. In this sense, it will be feasible to have a methodical trace acquisition and mainte-
nance process adapted to agile processes.

This paper applies TmM, as it is presented in chapterTraceability Metamodel, to the do-
main of agile methods. The items presented in the chapterTmM Core Setare instantiated
in the case study presented in this paper, which it is widely discussed in chapter Case
Study on Agile Methodswithin this thesis.

A.2 Third-party Authors References to the Original PublishedPapers

A.2.1 The Need for a Unifying Traceability Scheme
Espinoza, Angelina; Garbajosa, Juan; Proceedings of ECMDA Traceability Workshop
(ECMDA-TW); Nüremberg, Germany, November 2005; pp. 47-56, JonOldevik and Jan
Aagedal Editors; Edited by SINTEF ICT, ISBN 82-14-03813-8
DOI: http://www.sintef.no/upload/10558/ECMDA-Proceedings.pdf

(a) Drivalos, Nikolaos and Kolovos, Dimitrios S. and Paige, Richard F. and Fernan-
des, Kiran J.; Engineering a DSL for Software Traceability; Software Language
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Engineering, pg. 151-167; Revised Selected Papers of SLE 2008; LNCS, Springer-
Verlag; 2009;
http://www.springerlink.com/content/d517t60440404548/

(b) Walderhaug S. et al.; Chapter 6: Traceability in Model-Driven Software Develop-
ment; Designing software-intensive systems: methods and principles; IdeaGroup
Inc (IGI); ISBN:1599046997; pg. 133-160; Pierre F. Tiako Editor;2008;
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=YTPF08oDb0UC&

oi=fnd&pg=PA133&dq=limon+and+garbajosa&ots=TMlraYo5vi&

sig=b6maBMLoNN-UuBgfrZEQP5IWnto#v=onepage&q=limon%20and

%20garbajosa&f=false

(c) Ismenia Galvao and Arda Goknil, Survey of Traceability Approachesin Model-
Driven Engineering, pg. 313-324, EDOC ’07, Washington, DC, USA,IEEE
Computer Society, 2007;
http://eprints.eemcs.utwente.nl/11726/01/

galvao-SurveyTraceabilityMDE.pdf

(d) Kolovos, D.S., Paige, R.F., Polack, F.A.C.: On-Demand Merging of Traceability
Links with Models, ECMDA Traceability Workshop, Bilbao 2006;
http://modelbased.net/ecmda-traceability/images/papers/2_

dkolovos.traceability06.camera-ready.pdf

(e) Justin Kelleher, Traceability Patterns, pg.17-26, Proceedings of theECMDA
Traceability Workshop (ECMDA-TW); Bilbao, 2006;
http://www.modelbased.net/ecmda-traceability/images/papers/7_

kelleher_cr.pdf

(f) Walderhaug S et al. Towards a generic solution for traceability in MDD,Proceed-
ings of the ECMDA Traceability Workshop (ECMDA-TW); Bilbao, 2006;
http://www.modelbased.net/ecmda-traceability/images/papers/4_

walderhaug_cr.pdf

(g) Nicholas Drivalos et al, Towards Rigorously Defined Model-to-Model Traceability,
pg.17-26, Proceedings of the ECMDA Traceability Workshop (ECMDA-TW);
Berlin, 2008;
http://www.modelbased.net/ecmda-traceability/images/papers/

2008/drivalos-final.pdf

(h) Richard F. Paige, et al, Building Model-Driven Engineering Traceability Clas-
sifications, pg.49-58, Proceedings of the ECMDA Traceability Workshop
(ECMDA-TW); Berlin, 2008;
http://www.modelbased.net/ecmda-traceability/images/papers/

2008/paige-final.pdf

(i) Bastien Amar, Herv e Leblanc, and Bernard Coulette; A Traceability Engine
Dedicated to Model Transformation for Software Engineering;pg.7-16, Proceedings
of the ECMDA Traceability Workshop (ECMDA-TW); Berlin, 2008;
http://modelbased.net/ecmda-traceability/images/papers/2_

dkolovos.traceability06.camera-ready.pdf

(j) EBRAHIM BAGHERI; A Framework for Exploration in the Realm of Collaborative
Modeling and Design;Tech. report, University of New Brunswick, 2008;
http://glass.cs.unb.ca/~ebrahim/papers/coll-frame.pdf
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